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ABSTRACT

THE ECONOMTCS OF AN EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SYSTEM

Richard J" Chamberlin

The subject of the thesis is a critical review of ambulance

services in the City of Vlinnipeg. The thrust of the analysis is to

specify aIJ- requirements of an optimal ambulance service, to determine

the d.egree to which the present service in !'finnipeg meets these require-

ments and, finally, to examine and to evaluate alternatives for the pro-

vision of,-a service. The paper, therefore, fal-ls into three parts.

Part One examines on two leveLs the requirements of ambulance

service in terms of public interest criteria: (1) a definitional level

where the elements of the definition are ranked accordins to importance

and (2) a more detailed level where the public interest criteria are

discussed at length. The criteria involved are cost and price efficiency,

adequacy of output, and equity considerations. These criteria bear a

mutually d.etermined. relationship with al-locative, distributive, and

technical efficiency. ReaI and potential hazards to the public interest

are id.entified and a theoretical model of social well-being is set up"

Part T\^¡o studies the provi-sion and use of !ùinnipeg ambulance

services in terms of market structure, conduct and performance. That

which is experienced in terms of performance is compared. to the performance

expected from a service which woul-d satisfy all the public interest

criteria" Here it is important to determine how far current provision

deviates from optimal provision.
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Part Three identifies four general alternatives for the provision

and. use of an ambulance service. The al-ternatives are: a fully private

system, complete public provision, public-private provision and joint

venture, and. private provision with varying degrees of public regulation

and./or publie support. These alternatives in terms of their operational

significance are discussed in detail and evaluated in relation to the

performance criteria. fn conclusion, the most appropriate alternative or

alternatives (and their concomitant effects upon the existing industrial

structure) are specified

Ambulance-care in Winnipeg is provided by a mix of public and

private enterprise. Public ambulance activity bears no relation to nor

co-ordination with the other operations. VJithin one system of care

d.elivery there are at least two distincL policies and two distinct forms

of organization, one competing with the other for no apparent good

reason. Further, there is effectively no public support of the privaÈe

ambulance service.

Ten conservative small scale capitalists, functioning as owner-

manager-attendants, comprise the ambul-ance industry in Winnipeg. The

oldest firms lead the others in maintaining profit margins and in

attracting market shares through artificial product differentiation. An

apprenticeship-entry-limited growth sequence has constituted past firm

development. New regulations effectively prohibit entry but place few

stringent requirements upon existing entrepreneurs"
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There are various sources of demand for elective and emergency

care, each unique in its own way. Through the devel-opment of a set of

prices and other promotional gimmics, the firms attempt to tap every

source in order to maintain market shares. The trend of demand over time

has been stable upward.

In ambulance services, Iarge scale of plant and an oversized

industry have generated, technical inefficiency in terms of excess

capacity resource wastage. The operation of the industry, characterized

by confusiono path-crossingo public-private competition, as wel-l- as an

inept call mechanism and inappropriate payment procedure, has generated

technical inefficiency in terms of duplicative resource wastage and

distributive inefficiency in Èerms of unevenly and inappropriate dis-

persed resources. There is inaccess to ambulance care because of both

abundance anci paucity of ambulance facilibies. This results in allocative

and distributive inefficiencv: the allocation of resources has not been

such as to match that collection of outputs provided with that collection

of outputs which will maximize aggregate welfare; because some individuals

are able to get proper care and others not, that collection of resources

allocated to the ambufance sector has not been distributed among the

members of society so as to maximize wel-fare. The prices charged, while

reflecting technical inefficiency, give rise to distributive inefficiency:

recipients of ambulance care are paying a price which represents consump- '

tion of resources greater than that amount for which they are responsible.

Finally, the public well-being is reduced. This has efficiency implications

with regard to the economic use of human resources; it has moral implications

with reqard to loss of life and limb"
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Ambulance service provision options were eval-uated and the

alternative chosen is essentially private provision coupled with regulation

and support. Included also are elements of joint venture as wel-l as

public-and-private provision except that, in the l-atter case, the two

are no longer at cross purposes. The alternative, although a mixed

organization, is a concerted mixtlre of activity directed toward a

single end, and is designed to make market performance compatible with

the chosen performance criteria"



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

In 1687, Sir Vùi1liam pettyl, concerned about losses to the

economy from the London plagues, estimated the value of an Englishmants

production, the extra probability of his dying if he remained in

London, and the costs of transportation out of the cÍty" He concrud.ed

that moving peopre would be a wise investment yielding an eighty-four

fold return.

The work of Petty was probably the first attempt2 at organized

thought about people as capital assets. since then, such interest has

increased onry srightry with a resurgence beginning in the late 1950's3"

The study both of health and the other prime area of human investment,

education, has recently attracted. increasing financial and intellectual

resources including leading tal-ent from the economícs profession.

Increases in the stock of reproducible physical capital do not

normally account for all of the growth of our per capita output. Con-

ventíonal explanations of this say that economies of scale may have per-

mitted output to rise proportionately more than the increase in resources"

Tmprovements in the quality of capital goods may have occurred without

1. Burton A. i{eisbrod, "Investing in Human Capital", a paper pre-
sented for the National Conference on Canadian Goals, Fredericton,
September 9-I2, 1964"

¿ . J_lfl-cl.

3. Mark Blaug, A Selected Annotated Bibliograph
of Ed.ucation, University of Lond.on, Institute of Education, London, L964"
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being reflected in prices, or improvements may have taken place in tech-

niques of organizing production resulting in increased productive effi-

ciency. However, an alternative explanation might be that the stock

of total capital has grown more rapidly than such conventional measures

indicate. There is intangible as well as tangible capital, human capital,

enhanced either through health or ed.ucation expenditure. On the health

side, there are clearly many advantages to such investment; increased

longevity and Iifetime labour productivity as well as increased human

happiness and decreased suffering" Preventive health care car be doubly

rewarding. Not only can it reduce the incidence of disease and ameliorate

human suffering and the production effects of illness, but it also may

permit labour and capital resources devoted to caring for the sj-ck to

be released for other purposes.

The development of the human investment "revolution" in

economic thought and its impact on the health and medical care industry

have been profound. Governments everywhere are becoming more aware of

the usefulness of regard.ing health as a capital good" Per capita public

and private health expenditures in Canada are among the highest in the

world. the shift from private to government payments has been largely

responsible for the rapid growth rate of public spending on health

services over the last ten years" This spending is expected to increase

more rapidly than any other area of government expenditure reaching

aLmost $5 billion by 1975, double the 1967 level4

Sixth Annual Review Perspective
1969, p" 33"

4. The
1975, Queenrs

Economic CounciL of Canada'
Printer, Ottawa' Septemlcert
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The heaLth industry is clearly one of our most important.

Moreover, ambulance services are crucial to the effective operation of

this industry, providing one important link in the health care delivery

chain. Basically, it is the function of an ambulance service to trans-

port a person who has become sick or injured from an environmenÈ which

Ís not wholly conducive Èo his physical well-being to one in which his

medical need.s can be most effectively satisfied" Such transportation

may take place from the scene of a sickness or injury to hospital or

from one hospital to another, but in all cases, the sole criterion of

involvement is to prevent avoiaa¡le death or injury by skillful handling

and adequate treatment and to make the patient as comfortable as possible

with the facilities available. Conditions affecting the patient before

an ambulance arrives or after the patient has been delivered to hospital

are beyond the scope of the arnbulance system.

Privately owned ambulance services in Winnipeg date back to

the late 1940rs. The provision of a public police ambulance occurred

even earlier. Over the years, greater interest has been shown by the

general public Ín the ambulance services that are available to them"

Occasionally an outspoken critic of the existing order will identify

problems and public concern centres around the topic for several months"

However, it would appear that people in their roles as potential users

of ambulance services have never taken any serious action to alter the

system in any way; changes that have occurred, and these have been few,

have been introduced under the initiative of the ambulance owners or,

on very rare occasions, through governmènt regulation"
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Research into the ambulance industry has been rare, consisting

only of minor reports during the past few years. The first concern

about ambulance service improvement emerged at the time of the "Hall

Commission" of 19645r--ambulance operators as well as members of the

Manitoba Medical Association submitted briefs to the Commission on

various subjects. The Manitoba Medical Association continued to release

occasional publications about ambul-ance care and features of the service.

Suggestions were not heeded. During Lg65-66 a report6 on ambulance

services throughout Manitoba \¡ras released by the Ambulance Service Com-

mi'ttee under the auspices of the provincial- government. The study,

however, \^Ias far more descriptive than argumentive and fail-ed to develop

any strong central thesis. Some helpful recommendations were put forth

but there was no response by any authority except for establishment of

the posítion of "Provincíal Ambulance Officer'' within the Manitoba Health

Services Commission--primarily someone who might watch developments in

the industry and listen to and follow up complaints about ambulance

services. The activities of the Ambul-ance Officer have q-ravitated toward

problems in rural Manitoba and various orientation and retraining pro-

grams have been íntroduced there. However, again, litt1e attention has

been devoted by any leve1 of government to the ambulance industry in

r.?; -- i ^^^vlr¡¡¡¡¿I/çY.

5" Emmett M. HaIl (Chairman), Royal Commission on Health Services,
2 Vol-s., Queenrs Printer, Ottawa, 1964"

6. The Ambulance Service Committee, G. L. Pickering (Chairman),
Report on Ambul-ance Services, Province of Manitoba, 1965.
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Thus, it woul-d appear that, had any improvements at alI been

needed in the ambul-ance system over the years, no reliable plan was

ever drafted by which alt,erat,ions in the existing pattern of development

might be effected. Alternatively, although guidelines for a better

service have been set d.own by studies on the matter, no one has felt

a need for reform. The Metropolitan üIinnipeg Emergency Measures Organi-

zation presented a brief to the Metropolitan Vrlinnipeg Council in 1968

which, however, \4/as largely a copy of the Manitoba Medical Association

brief to the liall Commission; the Ambulance Officer presented to the

provincial government a "concept" of ambulance operations in 19697.

Early in 1971 the Ambulance Officer r¡¡as able to have accepted by the

Manitoba Provincial- Government a body of regulatiorr=8 d,""igned to govern

standards of training, vehicles, equipmenÇ and procedure in the industry"

These became effective November, L97I, over t\nrenty years after ambulance

services in Winnipeg emerged.

The industry has grown at a pace of one new firm every two

years, on the average, since 1963. Apparently, entry has been easy and

conditions comfortable" The ambulance owners attenpted on several

occasions to form associations or establish agreements, none of which

was successful" During L972 a "ProfessionaL" ambulance service has

appeared, combining the resources of three firms into one ans\"rering and

dispatch service. The organizers cfaim to have brought faster emergency

7. The Manitoba Hospital Commission, Suggested. Stand.ards of
Vehicles, Medica] and Rescue Equipment, and Report Forms for Ambulance
Organizations, September, 1969.

8. Manitoba, The Pub1ic Heal-th Act, Manitoba ReguLation 8/7I,
February 4, 1971"
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service to the city" During the same period, a small group of firms

approached the Manitoba Provincial Government asking to be subsidized

in order to provide a better service; there have been no further develop-

ments on this matter9. Generally, ambulance o\¡rners appear to be function-

ing as a group fairly well with no important disagreements apparent.

The thrust of this analysis is to specify the requirements of

an adequate ambulance service, to determine the degree to which the

present service in Winnipeg meets these requirements, and., fina11y, to

examine and, to evaluate alternatives for the provision of a service.

The paper, therefore, falls into three parts"

Part One examines on two levels the requirements of ambulance

service in terms of public interest criteria: 1) a definitional level

where the elements of the definition are ranked according to importance

and 2) a more detailed level where the public interest criteria are

discussed at length. The criteria involved are cost and price efficiency,

adequacy of output, and equity considerations. Real and potential

hazards to the public interest are identified and a theoretical model

of social well-being is set up.

Part Two studies the provision and use of Winnipeg ambulance

services in terms of market. structure, conduct, and, performance. That

which is experienced in terms of performance is compared to the perfor-

mance expected from a service which would satisfy all- the public interest

9. This study vras
ments regarding I'current
that time period"

completed in late L972. Therefore¡ ârry state-
data" or rrcurrent situations" are valid for



criteria" Here it is important to d.etermine how far current provision

deviates from optimal provision"

Part Three identifies four qeneral alternatives for the pro-

vision and use of an ambulance service. The alternatives are: a fully

private system, complete public provision, public-private provision and

joint venture, and private provision with varying degrees of pubtic

regulation and,/or public support. These alternatives in terms of their

operational significance are d.iscussed in detail and evaluated in

relation to the performance criteria. In conclusion, the most appropriate

al.ternative or al-ternatives (and their concomitant effects upon the

existing industrial structure) are specified"
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CHAPTER T

THE PUBLIC TNTEREST T

1" Introduction

Generally, public policy has three objectives" First1y, it is

important that the existing combination of outputs corresponds to the

combination which will maximize the aggregate welfare of individual

members of society; this is allocative efficiency. Secondly, resources

used. to produce any particular output or output combination should be

allocated so that the output in question is being produced efficiently¡

this is technical efficiency" Thirdly, aside from what is produced or how

efficiently it is produced, the particular aggregate output should be

allocated among members of society so that welfare is maximized; this is

distributive efficiency. In summary, it is the "public interest" which

is held up as the object,ive of good public policy" Public inÈerest

depends also upon market performance--less public well-being derives from

relatively poor performance and greater well-being from relatively better

performance. The public interest, in the case of ambulance industry

analysis, is manifested in four forms. These are summarized below and

explained further in Chapter II 
"

I. The Physical i^Ie]l-being of the Public

In terms of this analysj.s, physical well--being means the absence

of avoidable death and injury" To conform to the jargon used

-9-
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qualitative and

better qual-ity

more people who

10-

paper, this will be called "adequacy of output",

quantitative, i.e.: l-ives are saved both through a

service and, through such a servicers being provided. to

need it. This has implications for allocative effi-

within the existing bundle of goods society is

ambul-ance care component may be inadequat,e, requiring

to improve it qualitatively or quantitatively.

2.

ciency in that,

receiving, the

more resources

Least Cost Operation Consistent with Provision of Adequate Output

The ambuLance industry, in its operationr,. should consume the l_east

arnount of resources consistent with provision of adequate output"

The industry can consume no resources and. provide no service or it

can consume varying amounts of resources, provide varying standards

of service, and. do so at varying levels of efficiency. It is in

the public interest and. consistent with the technical efficiency

proviso stated above, that for any given l-evei of service quality

and quantity, peak efficiency is reached, that is, minimun input

for a given output.

Marginal Cost Pricing of Ambulance Services

Tn Part fI, Chapter III, an hypothesis of constant variable costs

in the provision of ambul-ance care is supported. Keeping this in

mind, it is economically logical in the present case that the price

paid for ambulance services, largely stand-by services, should equal

short-run variable cost in the same way that it. is logical for a

seller of any service to charge a price of a user equal to costs

incurred in serving that one user over and, above costs of providing

3.
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the service generally. With constant variable cost in the provision

of a stand-by service, variable cost will equal marginal cost and,

if price is to equal variable cost, it will also equal marginal cost"

The criterion for pricing of ambulance services, therefore, is that

price equal marginal cost. This criterion of ambulance operation is

related to the distribut.ive efficiency proviso stated above in that,

persons obliged to use an ambulance should also be obliged to pay

only that cost generated by Èheir use of the service and not the costs

of anyone elsets use nor any excess profits of entrepreneurs.

Fairness in Ambulance Provision

It is desirable generally that all users or potential users of

any service rvho pay the same price receive the same availabil-ity and

quality of service. Receipt of differential quality or availability

by those paying the same price is ineguitable, especially if these

users or potential- users can do littl-e to change the situation.

Additionally, it is d.esirable that al-I firms are afforded. an equal

competitive chance in the market; public policy toward firms must

not be discriminatory" Rivalry among firms must stem from fair com-

petitive forces, i.e.: firm against firm, and not groups of firms

against firm or monopolist against potential firms. Clearty, all

elements of this "equity" criterion are also based upon the distri-

butive efficiencv proviso stated above.

The hierarchy of importance into which these components of the

public interest must be placed is obvious. The critical output of the

industry is emergency care--a service provided to people in dire need.
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Adequacy of that output is an indication of how well the service is being

provided, and. has d.irect ímplications for the physical well-being of the

user. Ultimately, the output of the ambul-ance ind,ustry is to eliminate

avoidable deaths and. avoidable injuries and., in general, to safeguard the

heal-th of people needing the service. This component, therefore, is of

primary importance. Cost and price efficiency and equity are jointly

important. These, however, also influence the industry's ability to

provide adequate output. A given standard of service witl result in a

given number of avoidable deaths and. injuries. Society loses, in explicit

economic terms alone, the contribution to production these individuals

would have made had they not been hindered. The term "avoidable" death

or injury is defined and discussed in the folJ-owing sectioni the explicit

costs of this death and injury are estimated in Chapter V"

2. Avoid.able Death

Dr. David Bruser of the MaIl Medical Grouplo .rrd a team of

medical experts studied death due to traffic accidents from mid-August,

L966, to early August, 1967, in order to determine how well emergency

cases were being treated, with particular attention to ambulance care.

The number of avoidable deaths resultinq from medical and ambulance
1l

services-- in Manitoba was estimated.. The paper shows the probability

of avoidabl-e death to be positive

10. Dr" David Bruser, "Some Thoughts on the Emergency Care of
Accident Victims", unpublished working papers, Manitoba, 1967"

11. Medical- services are administered. by physicians and institu-
tions such as hospitals and clinics. Non-institutional first-aid care
constitutes ambulance services.
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The study analyzed 119 deaths. The guidel-ine used was: if

the accidents causing these deaths had, occurred within the casual-ty

department of the l¡Tinnipeg GenerS! Ílospital , would the death have been

prevented; if so, then why did the death occur? In delegating respon-

sibility for avoidable death in this way, the com¡nittee, of course,

recognized the time factor Ín ambul-ance transportation and built it into

its judgements. There is no indication of which type of ambulance system

this criterion would be translated into. The model system might be

elegant and expensive or it might be similar Èo the system in Winnipeg.

But it is clear that this "optimal" system, i.e.: that in which there

are no avoidable deaths, was judged by purely medical criteria. For

example, it is possible that, in terms of explicit costs and benefits,

there is an optÍmal number of avoidable deaths which is greater than

zero, but medically there must be none. C1early it is difficult to iden-

tify this criterion with a specific ambulance system. However, Dr. Bruser

roughly exptains the criterion as follows: "avoidable" death or injury

would not occur if standard.s of training were "quite high", as those in

Chapter II suggest, if equipment and vehicles satisfied the requirements

of some "comprehensive" body of regulations, such as those for which

Appendix A provides an outline, and if the overall organization of the

industry were such as to provide a "very responsive" service, as

illustrated in the following chapter.

The geographical area in which the accidents occurred incfuded

t^linnipeg and proximal rural Manitoba. The findings were that, of the

119 deaths, 25 were considered preventable on the above criterion: 14

were due to avoidable delay in treatment (7 of these were under 40 years
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of age) r 4 were due to faulty observation after treatment was instituted;

4 were due to complications of treatment (ex: pulmonary embolism,

infection); 3 were due to unavoidabl"e circumstances of climate and

geography" Therefore, 22 deaths were avoidable"

The ambulance system was considered largely responsible for

these deaths¡ but inadequate hospital care was also a contributing

factor. The responsibifity of the hospital falls within the category

of "faulty observation after treatment was instituted", however, this

blame also must faI1 partly on the ambulance system, as certain confi-

dential case studies, which the writer has examined, indicate" The

inference to be made is that, of the 22 avoidabl-e deaths, 4 were beyond

control of the ambulance system. placing upon that system responsibility

for 81.82l. of the explicit costs attributable to avoidable deathsl2.

Although Dr" Bruser's study indicates that 22 deaths were, to

a large extent, caused by Ínadequate ambulance facilities, it tends to

under-estimate the cost attributable to ambulance services in Vlinnipeg.

Firstly, only hospitalized emergency cases were studied; victims who died

en route or at the scene of the accident were not considered. Alsor'

evid,ence had to be conclusive before the committee would blame someone

or something for the avoidable death; therefore, although there may have

been other deaths resulting from a faulty ambulance service, evidence

may not have been conclusive or available. Further, all hospitalized

cases were and are being f,oLlowed through to ultimate result" Consequently,

there may be deaths attributable to a faulty ambulance system which have

L2" See Chapter V"
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not yet occurred or had not occurred. at the time the study v¡as released.

FinaIIy, only traffic accid.ents were examined in estimating avoidable

death" The implications of this depend upon whether the existent ambu-

lance system is better at treating auto accident victims than other

types; no hard and fast conclusions can be drawn.

Without the advantage of supplementary research on this topic

(pr" Bruserrs study is the only one of its kind known to the medical

conmunity in Manitoba), the 22 avoidable deaths cannot be further d.ocu-

mented.

3" Avoidable Injury

1" Paraplegia

Paralysis is probably the severest injury resulting from inade-

guate or improper ambulance care. A study by the National Institute

of Neurological Diseases and B1indr,."=13 estimated that IO% of all

quadriplegics became paralyzed. at some time after their injury due

to faulty handling and transportation" A study by W. O. Geisler
14et al"-- included the followinq in its conclusions.

t" A study has been made of 958 cases of spinal cord trauma in
relation to early handling and its influence on preserva-
tion of spinal cord function and patienÈ survival"

13. National Institute for Neurological Diseases and Blindness,
Dr" P. Bucy (Chairman). I'Paraplegic workshop", Report of Proceedings
in Paraplegia News (December, 1968) p" B"

L4. W. O. Geisler, M.D., M. Wynne-Jones, M.D., and A" T. Jousse,
M"D., "Early Management of the Patient with Trauma to the Spinal Cord"o
Medical Services Journal, Canada, VoI " 22, (July-August, 1966)
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The importance of proper first-aid was deduced from the
fact that 29 natignts developed further paralysis through
faulty handling.

2"

ç{hile the study shows 3.02t of paraplegia to be the result of

inadequate first-aid, it refers to the development of further

paralysis, whereas individuals may be injured in such a hray that a

spinal cord injury is actually infricted by those providing first-aid;

the esËimate does not take this into account.

Unfortunately, neither study refers to Winnipeg and no such

analysis has been done here. However, medical experts and authorities

from the Canadian Paraplegic AssociaCior',16 point out that, the first-

aid, management of potential and early spinal cord. injuries requires

the greatest of skill and a considerabl-e amount of training; none

of the ambulance attendants in Winnipeg is reguired to reach such

a level of expertise" So as to establish at least an idea of the

rô1e the ambulance system has played, in causing initial and further

spinal cord injuryr ân average of the two available opinions--_

6.518--wi1l be used in determining the explicit econonui.c costs

of paraplegia attributable to the ambulance industry.

Other Injury

Where the means of treating accídent and sickness victims are

inadeguate, avoidable injury will occur due either to failure of

the ambulance system in preventing the injury or sickness, or to

actual imposition of the sickness or injury by the ambulance service.

15. Ibid" p"

16" Personal

522 
"

Communication"
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No invest,igations into the responsibitity of ambulances for general

injuries are known; it is only the studies of avoidable death and

paraplegia which will be drawn upon in this analysis"

4. The Trend of Thouqht on Ambulance

Í.n L972, a federal working purtylT reviewed ambulance services

and, established standards of performance, mainly from a quality of

service point of view" The members of the working party were drawn from

across Canada, including the Manitoba Provincial .Ambulance Officer.

The essence of the report serves to underwrite the placing of

primary importance in this paper upon standards of quality in ambu-

lance care provision and secondary importance upon technical efficiency

and finance" The study also recognizes the interdependence of ad,equacy

of output on the one hand, and financial arrangements and organization

on the other, an interrelationship upon which the present, paper ptaces

considerable emphasis.

There can be little argument that comprehensive health
care service must provide adequate means of transportation
of the acutely ill from their homes or the site of an accident,
to the emergency facil"ities of a hospital. Nevertheless' mosL
provinces in Canada have been slow in ensuring availability
of this vital element of primary health care to aI1 citizens"
Also overlooked has been the realization that the personnel
of ambulance services are the first contacts with emergency
care for almost all vehicle accident victims and a very high
percentage of other emergencies (e"g. cardiovascular accidents) "

Thus, the significance of these workers as skilled members of
the Health Team, and. hence their need of first class training,
has been largely ignored.

J-l. Advisory Committee.on Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services,
Report of the Working Party on Ambulance Services to the Sub-committee
oh Quality of Care and Research, Ottawa, April 13, L972"
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The exclusion of the costs of ambul-ance service from any
Fed.eral-Provincial cost sharing formula has undoubtedly hampered
the devel-opment of effective ambulance services throughout most
of Canada. Most certainly it has precluded the assurance of
24-hour availability of adequate service... .

At the present time in provinces without an insured ambu-
lance service, the costs of ambulance transportation are borne
either entirely by the patient or are partially covered by
government subsidy to private ambulance operators. Where there
is government subsidy to private operators, the cost to the
patient is reduced.. However, it can stil-l prove a considerable
hardship for a large number ofapatients requiring emergency
transportation to hospital. . .*".

In the following chapter, the public interest criteria are

studied more closely and a model is developed which shows how partj-cular

levels of quality of ambulance service, in terms of amounts of avoidable

death and injury, might generate costs and how these costs can be com-

pared to the costs of providing those levels of quality.

18. Ibid. p" 3"



CHAPTER II

THE PUBLÏC INTEREST II

The Pubtic Interest Criteria
in More Detail

Cost Efficiency

The absence of any market power implies by definition that

peak efficiency has been reached in a firm or industry, subject to the

proviso that production is taking place according to the ¡nost efficient

state of the art" For any given submarket, the alrove requirement, means

MPP MPP.
.aþIthat -Þ- = p. = üil, where IIîPP. and, ¡4PPb denote the marginal physÍca1

aÞx

products of inputs a and b respectively, Pu and pO indicate the prices

of those inputs, and ;f i" the reciprocal of the marginal cost of
x

product x. Moving out of the submarket to include the production of

all inputs to the submarket operation, the same marginal conditions must

apply. This, of course, assumes continuous substitution"

Ambulance enterprise, however, is faced with indivisibilities

since staffed vehicles available twenty-four hours per day are items of

large expenditure and cannot be subdivided according to the leveL of

output. As a result, and chapter rrrwilr demonstrate this, short-run

unit cost. schedules to the firm are downward sloping and the resulting

long-run schedule is a rather jagged envelope of such curves.

1.

-19-
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Given these factors, two cost situations for ambulance fi::ms

are desÍrable. Firstly, the lowest long-run r,:r¡it costs should be atta-i-ned

for any given quality of service provision. That is, the lowest long-

run average cost curve to the firm should be established" SecondJ-y, the

position reached on the lowest unit cost schedule should be the lower

most point consistent with provision of a stand-by service. This is

necessary because a unit cost point higher than this "best" point reflects

not only pa]¡ment for idle stand-by resources, but for excess capacity

resources and the resulting inefficiency. The absolute minimum point

on the envelope curve which will also be a minimum point on a short-run'

average cost curve, is not reachable because the service is a stand-by

service and, some capacity must be available at all times even if only

used rarely. The extent of such warranted excess capacity will be

specified below under "Adequacy of Output.'¡

Price Efficiency

Theoretically, a marginal cost price which eguals average cost

is an economically efficient príce and, f.or private enterprise in general,

the minimum price necessary in the long-run; there should be no excess

profit. ft is inefficient that price be greater than or equal to an

average cost which is, because of excess capacity, greater than marginal

cost. (Note that optimar pricing in an industry is a goal which can be

pursued meaningfully only if optimal pricing is achieved, elsewhere in

the market.) Recalling the equation presented above under "Cost Effieiêncvrr-

lvfÞP

efficient prícing can be e>qrressed in the following way:
MPP

p-b
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* = ;|, which equates the price of the
XX

output, P*, with the marginal

cost of producing that output, MC_. Again, the sane marginal eonditions

must apply to the production of all inputs to the submarket operation.

Marginal cost pricing is justified in this way: the price an individual

pays for a good or service should be equal to the difference between

the total cost of providing the particul-ar output to all- users including

this individual and the total cost incurred. by supplying everyone except.

the user in question. This value will represent the consumption of

resources for which this particular user is responsible.

An efficient price for ambulance calls in Winnipeg (of an

average one hour duration and of an average 15 to 20 ¡nil-es in totar

length) is a variable cost price of roughly three to five dol-Iars. This

efficient price criterion is based upon the actual cost of inputs to

the trip of a "representative" amburance firm, discussed in chapter rrr.

l,la^"-^":t Â'.r^.-!öqçYuquJ u! vuLI/uL

In the text book case of perfect competition, d.emand is

satisfied in an optimat manner--price equals marginar cost and. there

is no undue restriction of output or raising of price" rn the other

extreme case, monopoly, price is greater than marginal cost and output

is l-ess than iù wou1d be at the point where price equals marginal- cost;

consumer surplus is reduced" The curtail-ment of output in this manner

is not critical in any industry. selected. at random (say the pin ind,ustry),

but the problem becomes more serious in the case of a "public safety"

industry and the matter of adequate output is of vital concern"
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Entrepreneurs, when deciding upon their scafes of p1ant, wilI,

on the demand side, take into account only effective user demand. How-

ever, one feature of the ambulance industry which is atypical of most

is that there is required at any one time a minimum number of ambulances

consistent with public safety as established by first-aid. and rescue

standards. Thís number is called the "warranted" amount of ambul-ances.

The number of units provided by the private operators may or may not

satisfy the required. standards. Concern about the warranted nu¡nber is

based on the problem of "availability" of ambul-ances when needed; and

aûailability is defined in terms of time elapsed in dealing with an

emergency. One indicator, therefore' of adequacy of emergency output

quantitatively is the "time-Iag" involved in reaching an emergency once

the ambulance is called. The number of cases transported is another

indicator.

Adequacy of emergency output is also measured qualitatively.

V'thereas quantity of output is regarded as that number of emergency

cases conveyed to hospital and consuming a certain amount of time,

quality concerns the ability and training of attendants, nature and

condition of vehicles and equipment, and accountability of the system.

"Output", therefore, is defined as follows: that number of emergency

or elective cases del-ivered to hospital, each within a certain amount

of time consistent with the exogenous conditions of climate, traffic,

and nature of ill-ness or injury (emergency care onty), and treated

according to a certain standard of quatity. Ad,equacy of output so

defined depends upon five factors: organization, number of ambulances'

stability and dependability of the service' progressiveness of the
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industry, and standards of traíning, equipment, and vehicles. Unless

otherwise specified, assertions regarding quatity of care indices are

based upon discussion with authorities from the medical community and

the Manitoba Health Services Commission.

Organization

This is a broad term encompassing aII the pervasive features

the service.

(a) Pal¡ments Mechanism: An ambulance ride is a service provided

an entrepreneur to a user; the payment received by the entre-

preneur for rendering this sqrvice constitutes his lívelihood--

his prime motive is to earn a profit which is sàtisfactory.

fn the majority of cases where goods and services are bought

and sold in the market place, immediate payment is a condition

of sale. If the seller is uncertain of getting payrnent, he may

demand payment. If the purchaser wishes to pay later, he may

be refused the good or service or may be obliged to pay more for

it later" Àlthough normally urgent, most consumption is not

emergency in nature; it is seldom that the good. or service must

be provided immediately" Ambulance services are an exception"

Emergency cgre must be received immediately regardless of price

or other conditions of sale. And yet, a profit-seeking entre-

preneur is serving someone whom he likely does not know and

requires payment from this stranger for the service: oners

physical well-being might be predicated on the ability to pay

immediately. clearry, such a payments mechanism might lead to

situations of avoidable delay in transporting a patient to

of

by
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hospital t ot t in fact, the patient is not transported at all by

ambulance. The tirne-lag under these conditions could be J-ength-

ened unnecessarily" (The Manitoba Federation of Labour has

called for unj-versal ambulance insurance coverage for just these
'lg

reasons.*-) Therefore, the payments mechanism criterion is that

access to emergency ambulance care must not be predicated on

the ability to pay.

Communications: Arnbulances must be notified of the need for

their service. It is possible to cal-l the companies individu-

ally, but one common number to a central- control is an efficient

way of calling ambulances. Moreover, radio contact between the

central telephone control- and ambulance outlets would speed the

dispatching of ambulances from the most strategic location.

Radio contact between the outlet and the ambufance would add to

the efficiency of such co-ord.ination. Finally, radio contact

between ambulance and. hospital will rend.er the emergency ward

aware of what to expect and will permit instructions regarding

treatment to pass from hospital to ambulance. Therefore, the

communications criterion is that complete verbal contact be

maintained by all participants in ambulance service provision.

This implies provision of a telephone network to receive call-s

and a radio network to dispatch and co-ordinate calIs and assist

ambulances in performing their function properly.

19. ivianitoba Federation of Labour, Legislative Submission to Premier
and Cabinet, !ùinnipeg, ,January 30 ' L973"
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(c) Jurisdiction and Location: I{hen more than one private ambulance

operator arrives at the scene of an emergency, there might be

some disagreement as to who shoutd receive the business. This

problem might also arise where a public and. private vehicle

arrive at the same emergency. Further, two public vehicles from

different communities may spend valuable tÍme debating their

areas of jurisdiction. Therefore, the jurisdictional criterion

is that ambulance coverage of the city be zoned with overlap

among zones when necessary. This would eliminate path crossing,

pirating, and jurisdictional disagreements. The location

criterion is that ambulances be strategically dispersed and

coveragie complete.
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Figure I presents a map of Winnipeg. The leÈÈer Ars denote

ambulance locations throughout the city which would be required

for complete ambulance coverage.

The Hospital: The emergency ward of the hospital shoul-d be

prepared for the cases that arrive. This can be achieved with

appropriate equipment and staff but afso by maintaining radio

contact with ambul-ances as they approach the hospital with

patients. Further, emergency wards of different hospitals are

equipped and staffed in different ways which renders them capable

of handling completely only certain types of emergencies. If

a patient is conveyed to one hospital and cannot be treated

adequately, he must be taken to another while valuable time

is fost. Therefore, the hospital criterion is that hospitals

should be prepared for cases which arrive but, at the same time,

the ambulance system should match the hospital to the needs of

the patient so that treatment is adrninistered efficiently and

effectively. This decision is part of first-aid care and can

be made by any qualified first-aider.

Accountability: Because an ambulance service is involved with

physical well-being and human Lives, it should obey any quality

standards which are set down and account for the details of its

activity in the treatment of patients. It is only in this way

that responsibil-ity and order can exist. Moreover, any studies

of ambul-ance systems rely heavily upon data collection by ambulance

operators of their procedures and case loads. The accountability

criterion, then, is that responsibility and collection of day-to-

day information are important for adequate ambulance service.

(e)
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2. The Nurnber of AmbuLances

If an ambulance is cal-l-ed to an emergency and the ambulance j-s

avaíIabler then, given other features of climate, traffic, and

organization, time consumption probably will be low. But if the

ambulance is not available, another must be called. The additional

call will- take time and the ambulance will be slower in arriving

if it is farther away. On the average and other things equal, the

time-Iag will vary inversely with the number and strategic disposition

of ambulances. Since this lag must be minimal, the number and

location of ambulances is important.

A satisfactory criterion for the quantity of vehicles to provide

both emergency and elective care is 1.2 vehicles per 50'000 popula-

tion. In the case of Winnipeg, this suggests 12 warranted ambulance

vehiclesn 10 in continuous operation and 2 available for back-up

service. This number of vehic1es will generate the warranted excess

capacity or stand-by capacity discussed above under "Cost Efficiency".

Progressiveness

Some forms of industriat orqanization are more innovative than

others depending upon the extent to which incentives to improve and

develop new ideas are constrained. !,Ihere change is within the realm

of possibility, frequently a large research budget is necessary.

Some fields of endeavour offer greater scope for change than others;

one classic example is that of medical technology. !{ith regard to

ambulance care, it is most important that the newest methods of

treatmenÈ be adopted, that more sophisÈicated or reliable equipment

3.
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be acquired when available, and that the development of new id.eas

be pursued.

4" Stability and Ðependability

If firms frequently enter and/or leave an industry or the

industry ceases to exist temporarily, output provision becomes

unstable and unreliable. This is particularly undesirable if some

users are excluded at such times. The provision of emergency

ambulance care is important and, in terms of criteria, the number

and distribution of ambulances must be constant at an adequate level

over tíme. If a change is to take place (for example, the exit of

^ ci -^-\ i !a' rrrlu¡ ¡ ru lltüst not be unexpected., for adequacy of output will be

at risk. lvhen private enterprise supplies ambuLance services, an

automatic reporting and compensatory network would be necessary to

satisfy the criterion of a continuous service over time"

5" Training, Equipment, and Vehicl-es

According to the American College of srrtg.on"zo, the training

which an ambulance attendant should receive requires that he be

knowledgeable in the fol-Iowing:

1. The l-imitations of immediate care"

2" Transportation of the unconscious patient and general principles

of resusitatron.

3" Airway care and artificial respiration"

20- American College of Surgeons, The Committee on Trauma,
Emergency Care, Robert H. KennedYr !1.D. (Editor), V{. B. Saunders
Company, L969.
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.4. Card.iac arrest and external- cardiac compression.

5" Heart attacks and strokes.

6. Drowning.

7. Oxygen inhalation and suction.

8. Shock and. electric shock.

9" Burns and exposure to cold.

10. Bleeding.

11. Head. and neck injuries.

L2. Eye injuries.

13. Chest injuries.

L4" Abdominal injuries.

15. Fractures, disrocations, and. the movement of spinal injury

^^!.i ^-!^Irq L!Ëf I LÞ .

16. Poisoning by drug, chemical, food, or gas.

17. Transportation of the emotionally disturbed patient.

18. Emergency child birth.

19. Communicable disease--sanitation.

20" Coronerrs cases--D.O.A"

2I. Equipment and how to use it.

22. Emergency vehicle operation.

23. Communications.

24- Procedure in terms of reporting, vehicle operation, emotions,

conversation, personal appearance'uniform, and professional

manner.

The amburance attendant should be abl-e to recognize the problem,

deal with it immediately and. effectívely, and, control conplications.
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Ideally, a course in first-aid shoul-d be provided in 300 to 600

hours, preferably full time. At l-east one-third of any such course

must consist of drill. Regular annual ín-service tests and train-

ing are in order. An ambulance attendant must be no more and no

less than a fully qualified first-aider; the utilization of police-

men or firemen as ambulance attendants is inappropriate and. the

util-ization of registered nurses, interns, or doctors is superfluous.

The equipment contained in ambulance vehicles should meeÈ the

minimum requirements set down in Regulation 8/7L presented in

' Appendix A.

The ambulance vehicle also should satisfy the minimum require-

, ments expressed in Regulation 8/7I. A four-stretcher capacity,

two-attendant vehicle is required" Other vehicles such as what are

commonly known in Winnipeg as "fire resque" vehicles with their

staff complement are inappropriate as ambulances; the police "dual

purpose" vehicles are insufficient as arnbulances. This is the

training, equipmentn and vehicle criterion.

In summary, the criterion und.er review was that of adequate

output. This criterion was specified as a zero avoidabl-e death and

injury norm. The sub-criteria h¡ere: quantity of cases treated, time

consumed in treatment, and quality standards, thus revealing the

quantitative and qualitative dimensions of output adequacy. The number

of cases treated. should be that which is required by the public; the

time consumption, other things equal, should have a maximum of 40

minutes; the quality standards were enumerated above. These sub-criteria
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were specified in terms of organizaLíon, progressiveness, number of

ambulances, stability and. dependability, and standards of training,

equipment, and. vehicles.

The optj-mum Level of avoidabl-e death and injury is not

empirically known. However, theoretically, this value will occur where

the incremental benefits and. costq of improving the ambulance system

and reducing death and injury are equal. To arrive at this marginal

equality, explicit benefits or implicit benefits or both can be compared

to costs of improvement" Explicit benefits occur in terms of avoj-dance

of lost production of persons victimized by a faulty ambulance service.

Implicit benefits occur in terms of human or psychic costs which are

infinite. Therefore, there exists a choice of two optimal l-evels of

avoidable d.eath and injury depending upon whích benefits are incl-uded

in the criterion. An "explicit economic" criterion would compare only

explicit benefits vüith costs to determine the optimum. An "overall

economic" criterion would compare al-l benefits, explicit and implicit,

with costs to determine the optimum. In that case, the optimum would,

be zero which also happens to be the criterion chosen by the med.ical

community. For purposes of analysis, this public well-being criterion

of zero avoidabl-e death and injury is chosen because, in the writerrs

opinion, it is the most desirable and provides a distinct measure

accord.ing to which comparisons can be made. Clearl-y, this choj-ce can

be defended either on economic grounds or medical--moral grounds.

The model developed at the end of this chapter provides a way

of thinking about the rôle of economics in this exercise. It shows rwo

sets of criteria in action and how trade-offs miqht take pl-ace. The
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read.er may choose his or her own criteria and compare them to the

performance indicators id.entified in Chapter V.

Equity

Fairness to both firms and consumers is an important part of

any public interest formul-a. The equity criterion therefore consists

of three parts. The same price should be charged for the same type and

quality of service. There should be no unfair competition whether

among private entrepreneurs or among pubtic and private bodies. In the

case of ambulances, what is "good for the producer" in terms of fair

competition, adequate payments mechanism, and consid.erate legislation,

i-s "good for the consumer" in terms of physical well-being. Fina11y,

there should be recognition of an option value price, i.e.: (average

total cost ' output) - (average variable cost output) = the option

value bill to be paid by the public at large. The public aenerally

is responsible for covering this cost because it is the public which

d,erives benefit from it" This is the essence of the equity criterion.
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The Model

Introduction

this original model is a theoretical and visual aid in showing

how the ambulance firms, the ambulance industry, and society are inter-

related in terms of the costs and benefits of ambulance care provision.

The model is "theoretical" in that it deals with the concepts developed

on page 32 above. Because the'optimum level of avoid,able death and

injury cannot be demonstrated empirically, a theoretically logical set

of curves is presented in model form to show the contribution of theory

in expressing this optimum. The sofution to the "explicit economic"

criterion can be shown graphically as greater than zero but less than

present avoid.able death and in3ury2l (it cannot be shown cardinally

because empirical evidence to specify the curves is unavailable). Further,

the solution to the "overall economic" criterion can be shown as zero

avoidable death and injury. Finally, the present level- of avoidable

death and injury can be shown. Also. by showing how firms and, the

industry relate to this component of attained performance, the model

leads the way into a d.iscussion, firstly, of how the leve1 of

avoidable death and injury was establíshed (the nature of market

2L. The development of the model below emphasizes not only that
zero avoidable death and injury may be quite expensive to reach, but that
explicit benefits. as expressed in the modeL, will be smal-l as this point
is approached. FIence, the expticit economic optimum wiIl be greater than
zero. Moreover, as later chapters illustrate, the present expJ_icit
costs of avoidable death and injury are quite high and initial improve-
ments to reduce these can be made easily. Hence, the explicit economic
optimum wilL be most Likely less than this amount"

2.
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structure, conduct, and performance) and, secondly, of public policy

formulation to improve market performance by inducing changes in the

structure and conduct of the market.

Quality and Cost

The presence of avoidable death and injury imposes costs upon

society. It is possible to depict graphically the relationship between

different standards of service of emergency ambulance care and. different

Ievels of cost in terms of lost. production and. the use of medical

resources (explicit costs). At the same time, the cost of providing an

ambulance service satisfying different levels of quality can be plotted.

As a first step, however, the relationship between leve1s of quatity

and cost to the industry and firm are shown.
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fn Figure 2, parL (a), is the firm, in part (b), the industry

(where price and cost in dollars are measured vertically and units of

output horizontally in both qases), and a funcLional relationshlp

between quantity and quality of service in part (c). Higher cost

schedules to the firm (4, A,¡ .."4_) result in higher cost schedules ton

the industry (S, S,, " ".S_) and. the higher costs are due to higher levels

of quality. (Note that at this point it. is more convenient to include

what was formerly referred to as "time-Iag" and "quality" respectively

both under the term "qua1ity". ) The scale on the vertical axis of part

(c) is measured in terms of a percentage of avoidable death and injury;

a higher level of quatity indicates a l-ower percentage. The 30% value

is an arbitrary starting point" Units of output are measured horizontally.

The Production Cost Curve

A production cost curve, PCC, can be drawn which compares, in

Figure 3, various levels of quality, measured along the horizontal- axis

in terms of percentages of avoidabl-e death and injury, to different

amounts of total cost incurred by an entire ambulance system in pro-

viding those particular levels of quality, measured vertically. It is

presumed that higher levels of quality would cost a greater amount.
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FIGURE 3

Quality

Totål cost is measured vertically; quality is measured hori-

zontally, with an arbitrary starting percentage of 308, reaching zero

toward. the right. The shape of the PCC is highly a matter of conjecture.

It seems reasonable that the curve will slope upward to the right indi-

cating greater expense for higher levels of quality. Also, it is

feasible that the curve will bend steeply upward as peak quality is

neared. In fact, the curve may become asymtotic to an imaginary line

drawn vertically from 0"ø reflecting the proposition that the "ultimate"

is only approachable, not attainable--in order to provide a "perfect"

service, the ambulance would have to be virtually a "hospital on wheels",

staffed by interns or doctors--costs would become very high and avoidable

death and injury may never be completely etiminated.

Nothing reÌiabLe can be said about the expected slope

of the curve in the intermediate range " Both fixed and variable

outlay are required to raise the standard of service quaJ-ity"

0r30r
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As Figure 2 indicates, if the industry is private, it remains

in equilibrium as expenditure is incurred if all firms react in the same

wayi total cost equals total- revenue at aII times as quality increases

and the total volume of emergency demand remains unaltered at that

amount shown by the vertical industry demand curve, Ð-D in Figure 2

above. In other words. there is one PCC for each leve1 of output; there

is a higher one for hiqher levels of output. It is assumed that total

cost increases as output increases although this is not necessarily true

of all cost functions"

The Social Burden Schedufe

Deaths and in'ìuries due to accident or ill-ness are a cost to

society and to the individuals involved. However, the important costs

in this analysis are those attributabLe to avoidabl-e death and injury.

A "social burden" schedule can be plotted depicting a logical rel-ation-

ship between different levels of quality of service, measured horizon-

tally as percentage avoidable death and injury, and. the accompanying

l-evels of cost generated, measured verticatly in dollars. It is

logical that lower levels of quality result in higher social burden:

the curve will slope downward to the right. Little can be said

accurately about its slOpe. With complete data, one schedule could be

computed. for avoidabl-e death, another for avoid.able injury, and both

aggregated to obtain the total curve, as in Figure 4"
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Because the SBS shows the benefits to be derived from improv-

ing quality and reducing the incidence of death and injury, it does

ind,icate a sort of "demand" for improved quality. In fact, a curve can

be derived from it which is a demand curve t or t alternatively, a

ttbreak-eventt curve.

.É l_(JUt($ 5

Total
Social
Burden

--JOIIU

Outlay

5 U:ó

Quality

In Figure 5, burden and outlay are measured verticall-y, quality

horizontally. The cui:ve is an inversion of the SBS, above, and shows

that society would break-even by spending as much money to increase

quality as is saved through reducing social burden; it would spend neither

more nor l-ess. The SBS can be described best as follows¡ the maximum

amount that one is willing to pay to avoid losing any given sum is that

given sum. The social clemand schedule (SDS) reaches a ceiling outlay

where the SBS reaches zero" Not.e that the SBS in Fiqure 4 reaches zero

burden and the SDS in Figure 5 reaches a corresponding ceiling outlay

before zero avoidable death is reached.. This represents the expectation

that the "hard core" avoid,able death and injury cases, i.e.: the last
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to be eliminated, will consist of the elderly and this group would

probably generate zero Lf not negative explicit benefits Ín terms of

lost production and medical expenses. This same feature appears in

Figure 6 below.

A note on social versus private demand is in order at this

point. The social demand, i.e.: demand by collectivities of individuals,

for life-saving expenditure, is different from that of singJ.e individuats.

An individ.ual perceives the cost to himseff of losing his life as infinite.

Society as a decision-making unit perceives such costs as finite and

more-'or-less equal to medical costs and loss of production with some

moral convictions thrown in for good measure. However, the vertical

scales of graphs in this model measure, as sociaf burden, only such

explicit costs as the former two, not because the model attempts to

assert what the social decision-making unit actually considers, but to

show the tangible, i.e.: explicit, information which is available to

society and which it may consider in such a decision-making process.

The Mode1

A1I of the curves so far derived now can be placed in a

master diagram and the relations discussed
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On the vertical axes of Figure 6, parts (a) and (c), are

measured price and cost in dollars and, on the hoiizontal axes, quantity

of output, the Écåle of measurement for the latter, of course, being

different for the industry and for the firm. The right and l-eft vertical

axes of diagram (b) denote total outlay (this relates to the break-even

schedule), total revenue, total cost, and total social burden. Total

revenue and cost are faced by the ind.ustry as a wholei total social

burd.en and total outlay are faced by society as a whol-e. Along the

horizontal axis in d.iagram (b) is measured quality of ambulance

servfce.

In part (a) is placed a vertical emergency demand schedule

to the industry, D-D, and successively higher unit cost supply curves,

S, S,, S^, which would result from higher fevefs of quality. In part
L¿

(b) are drawn the SBS, SDS, and the PCC; the shapes depicted are, as

discussed above, hypothetical. In part (c), successively higher unit

cost schedules to the firm are presented, A, Al, A2, incurred for higher

l-evels of quality, Ql, QlIr and QIr. Note the breaks or "resistances"

in the dotted lines joining the three diagrams. These indicate that the

vertical- axes of parts (a) and (c) are not directly comparable to those

of (b) but that they are equivalent to the vertical. scale of (b) divided

by the number of cases "produced".

The significance, then, of any particular point on the PCC is

that total- cost equals total- revenue, price equals average cost, and the

firm and industry are in equilibrium. The first proposition is depicted

in the centre diagram; the others are shown in the ouÈside diagrams"
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The significance of a point such as 'a' (on the vertícaI axes

of parts (a) and (c)) = 'x' (on the vertical axis of part (b)) = 18% (on the

horizontal axis of part (b) ) is that quality is denoted by an 188

probability of avoidable death and injury, that total cost equals total

revenue at txt , f:ot the industry, and price to users equals tat. NoÈe,

however, that the marginal gain to be realized. by a reduction in social

burden of a given increment (the stope of the SBS) exceeds the marginal

cost of doing so (the slope of the PCC) " Hence, point 'a' = 'x' = 18%

is not an explicit optimum from the social point of view. (This results

from the way the curves in the diagram are drawn--the present diagram

is presented only as an example of how the curves might l-ook.) At the

same time, the d.emand curve, sDS, ind,icates that society wants more

quality for the going price or for this quality is willing to pay only

a lower price" To the right of the intersection of the SDS and the PCC,

the SDS lies above the PCC showing that to achieve what society v¡ants

can be done at a cost lower than what society would be willing to pay in

order to break even. The explicit optimum is reached where the marginal

gain from reducing social burden just equals the marginal cost of doing

so, i.e.: where the slopes of the SBS and PCC are equal. For. the sake

of demonstration, assume this to occur at price = br guality = 10%, and

TC = TR at y in Figure 6. However, the amount that society is willing

to pay is price - c and total- outlay = z' Hence, a consumer surplus is

realized equal Eo zy in part (b). By remaíning at the original (su¡-

optimal) position t d = x = 18%, a consumer surplus equal Eo zy in Figure

6 is being lost, and an excess of cost over benefit, xj, is present"
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The optimal adjustment in this mod.el can be defined in one of

two \^¡ays. An e>rplicit economic optimal adjustment requires that explicit

gains and costs at the margin be equal--any progran of expenditure is to

be carried on up to that point (additionally, costs'must be minimized and

costs and gains distributed equitably). This position is indicated by

E in Figure 6, part (b) " However, the overall economic optimal adjustment

(or medical adjustment) is one which eliminates avoidable death and injury.

This occurs at point M in part (b). Depending upon actual curve shape,

these two "optimal" adjustments'coul-d occur at the same point, or they

could differ as suggested in the diagram.

The model can be used to show specifically the three d.imensions

of economic efficiency introduced in Chapter I: technical, allocative,

and distributive. These dimensions, in turn, express the four criteria:

output adequacy, cost and price efficiency, and equity.

The height of the production cost curve represents the leve1

of technicaf efficiency, both.at the firm level and organizationally.

A higher PCC reveals lower Èechnical efficiency in either or both of

these respects"

The adjustment reached along the cost and. benefit schedules--

pCC and SDS--represents the level of alfocative efficiency. If marginal

cost equals marginal gain, the appropriate amount of resources has been

allocated to ambulance care so as to maximize wel-fare in an explicit

benefit calculus. If marginal gain exceeds marginal cost, not enough

resources have been al-located to the ambulance sector. Note that all

benefits as well as only the explicit ones may be cited, permitting the
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overall economic criterion (medical criterion) to enter the allocative

efficiency calculus: if avoidable death and injury represent an infinite

cost, then alfocatj-ve efficiency will be optimal onty when such undesir-

abtes are el-iminated.

Distributive efficiency is revealed in three ways. Firstly,

where at least a unit cost price is charged in a sítuation where unit

cost is considerably greater than marginal cost (for exampfe, in provision

of a stand.-by service), because users are paying for universally enjoyed

option value as wefl as their own use and option value, distributive

efficiency is sub-optimal. The PCC is a schedule of such cost-price

points. Secondly, where an insufficient amount of resources is allocated.

to the ambulance sector and the result is differential avaii-ability of

service, distributive effíciency is affected and aggregate welfare is

reduced. This is reflected through the position occupied along the

avoidable death-injury axis and the point reached on the SBS. Thirdly'

the degree of orderliness and co-ordinatíon in the use of resources and

the resulting degree of universal availabifity of care also will determine

the level of distributive efficiency, notwithstanding the fact that the

amount of resources mobilized. may satisfy the allocative efficiency

criterion. This afso is reflected through avoidable death and injury

and the resulting social burden calculation on the SBS'

These dimensions of efficiency also can be expressed in terms

of the four basic criteria of this paper. Price efficiency is partly

determined by technical efficiency, and has distïibutive efficiency

implications as folLows" The level of cost depends upon technical
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efficiency and price depends upon the level- of cost. Further, where

price differs among users, distributive efficiency is affected.

Adequacy of output is determined by allocative and distributive

efficiency in terms of the adequate amount of resources being allocated

and distributed according to the relative needs of people. Additionally,

since price can affect use or the speed of use, and a high price may

have deleÈerious effects upon use and wel]-being and, further, since

price depend.s partly on technical efficiency, adequacy depends also upon

technicaf efficiency. FinalÌy, adequacy is d.etermined indirectly by

technicaf efficiency through its effect on cost efficiency--if poor

organization of production hampers availability or quality, well-being

is affected.

The equity criterion is determined by distributive efficiency

through the latter's effect upon the relative distríbution of output:

differential distribution of output may be fairer to some users than

others. The equity criterion is indirectly determined, by technical

efficiency in that the charging of differing prices to users based on

differing costs may violate eguity conditions.

The model has shown not only how different factors will bring

about d.ifferent levels of quality in terms of avoidable death and

injury, but, in fact, that different quality optima are conceivable and

need to be considered. in devising social policy toward the ambulance

industry. Further, it has hypothesized the shapes and behavioural

tend.encies of the various curves representing costs to firms and the

industry and costs and benefits to people, which will determine
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distrÍbutive, allocative, and technical efficíency levels generally and,

ii turn, the implications of these latter three orders of efficiency for

the criteria of cost and price efficiency, adequacy of output, and equity"

3. A Note on Market Failure

This section will be a timely introduction to the concept of

market failure as it might apply to an ambulance industry; the discus-

sion will be continued in Part II.

What is it we mean by "market failure'? Typically, at
least in allocation theory, we mean the failure of a more or
less idealized system of price-market institutions to sustain
"desirable,, activities or to estop "undesirable" activities-"
(The footnote states: "activities" broadly defined to cover
consumption as well as production. ) The desirability of an
activity, in turn, is evaluated relative to the solution
values of some explicit or implied maximum-welfare problem.

It is the central theorem of modern welfare economics
that under certain strong assumptions about technology' tastes,
and producers' motivations, the equíIibrium conditions which
characterLze a system of competitive markets will exaçtly
correspond to the requirements of Paretian efficiency-"
(Footnote ignored. ) ...

Many things in Èhe real world violate such correspon-
dence: imperfect information, inertia and resistance to
change, the infeasibility of cosÈless lump-sum taxes, business-
men,s desire for a "quiet fife", uncertainty and incoggistent
expectations, the vagaries of aggregate demand, etc. --

Although the quotation contains a reference to competitive

markets generating Paretian efficiency, this paper is not studying a

perfectly competitive market situation nor does it hold as the objective

22. Francis M. Bator, "The Anatomy of Market Failure", Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Vol. 72, No. 3 (August, 1958) p. 351-379, p. 351-352'
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of public policy formulation the attainment of Paretian efficiency.

Rather, a collection of criteria which apply to the market situation

under examination vlas outlined i.n Chaptex I¡ by qoincidence, some of the

requirements of these unique criteria correspond to the requirements of

Paretian criteria.

Of those factors restricting an optimal adjustment, imperfect

information, inertia, and. businessments desire for a quiet life are most

rel-evant to an ámbulance ind.ustry and can affect public welfare. Receipt

of emergency ambulance care is urgent, there has been minimal regulation

of the industry, businessmen operate to make a profit, and consumers

know neither their true preferences nor the nature of the service (the

latter assertion isdefendedin Chapter III). In other words, factors

are operative in the market for ambulance care which miqht hinder the

attainment of an optimal level of avoidabl-e death and injury as well as

the other optima presented in criterion form in Chapter I.

4. Summary

Preserving the public wel-l-being is the concern of any respon-

sible government. Ensuring public well-being is also the function of

any good ambulance system. In respect of well-being, therefore, the

goals of the pubtic sector and of ambul-ance services are, theoretically,

the same. In this way, also theoretically, ambulance services are an

lnqtrlqqe¡t of public policy. Upon inspectíon of an ambulance system, if

ít is found that private con'ìmercial interests are the onlv.real concern

at the expense of public well-being, then ambulance services must become
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the target of public policy so that their theoretical rol-e of being an

instrument of public policy ín the furthering of the public well-being

can be rendered a real rôte. As a target of public policy, the industry

may experience regulatory action, forms of financial support, or the

provision of various guidelines of performance. As an instrument of

public policy, the system will be required to generate primarily the

preservation of physical well-being, but also the encouragement of

efficient operations and a market structure fair to all parties.

The performance criteria put forth in Part I are clearly public

interest goals and, accordinglyn call for an ambul-ance service to be an

instrument of public policy. Part II examines the extent to which such

public interest goals are being pursued or attained by the present

ambul-ance system and Part III develops the dimensions of a comprehensive

public policy toward the ambulance system so as to bring its performance

in line with what public interest policies would require.
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CHAPTER IIT

MARKET STRUCTURE

1" The Concepts of Market Structure,
Conduct, and Performance

Firms function in three capacities. As purchasers, they enter

factor markets to buy productive resources. As ad¡ninistrative unitsn

they controL their entire prod.uctive process by organizing inputs,

managing their use, and choosing the techniques of production and

channels of finance. As sellers of their goods or services, firms

determine the level of output and price, establish the nature of the

product, and make a series of adjustments to the entire market environ-

ment. The resulting performance of this market is important and

interesting.

The "how" of market performance is one dimension of its

importance; the other is "why" the market performs in a particular way.

Answering these questions will help to identify the determinants of

performance and to understand how variations in these determinants lead

to changes in performance. The formulation of meaningful public policy

is predicated. upon such knowledge.

There are tvro basic market performance determinants" Firstly,

market structure--the nature of enterprises and the nature of the envi-

ronment within which they function--sets parameters of firm activity and

-53-
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influences performance. Second1y, market conduct--the policies, tactics,

and general behaviour of enterprises in adjusting to market structure--

also influences the nature of market performance. Part II identifies

and examines the market structure and market conduct of the ambulance

industry in Winnipeg in order to reveal patterns of causal relationship

betl¡¡een structure and conducÈ on the one hand, and between these and

performance on the other

2. Market Structure Defined

In industrial organization analysis, the topic of market

structure suggests the entire environment within which both firms and

buyers function. Such an environment determines how firms behave as

welL as resulting market performance, and consists of institutional

factors such as public provision, regulation and support, psychological

factors such as consumer preferences and entrepreneurial attitudes, and

the teehnical constraints of cost to the firm and. industry.

3. Nature of the Service

There are eiqht small-er firms in the ambul-ance industrv in

Winnipeg and two somewhat larger and ol-der ones. There \¡/ere ten public

ambulance vehicles, however, one was discontinued in mid-1972 and

another is functioning more on a part-time basis than before; two others

are d,ual purpose police and first-aid station wagons. A1l ambulances

provide a similar service by similar means, however, the quality of

service varies considerably from one to another" Annually, a rather
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small clientel is served (less than 25,000 out of a population at risk

of more than 500,000) which consists largely of an uninformed group of

persons in need of an essential servÍce.

T\¡¡o Èypes of ambulance care are provided in Winnipeg:

elective and emergency. Elective service is comprised of calls which

state the need for ambulance transportation at some future time.

Ambulance companies are able to accumulate and organize the elective

demands placed upon them and set out a work load. which is convenient.

For example, the firm may satisfy all elective calls during a certain

time of the day or during certain days of the week. Emergency calls,

on the other hand, which'may come at any time of the day or night,

must be answered when received" In order to be able to answer whatever

emergency arises, the ambulance service must be available at all times--

men and equipment may sit idle for long periods between emergencies.

Emergency service is the "critical" output of the ambuLance industry

and must be administered.as quickly and as adequately as possible. The

time-lag in reaching an emergency is one very important index of the

adequacy of the service and is determined by the ready availability of

vehicles and attendants. A greater variety of equipment and a higher

Ievel of first-aid and rescue knowledge are required to deal effectively

with such caÌl-s. Because of its relative importance, emergency ambulance

care will receive primary attention in this paper"

When an emergency occurs, a caller may contact an ambulance

company directly. a police or fire department, or' more commonly, the

central 999 emergency dispatch centre. If a call to 999 originates in

the Inner City, a police ambulance, dual purpose poJ-ice vehicle, fire
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rescue truck, or one firm which has arranged to answer all non-fire-

police call-s will be dispatched. The police ambul-ance usually attends
)a

calls that are'rto a place to which the public normally has access"-".

There is a charge only for the service provid.ed by the private firm.

If the call originates outside Inner City, the 999 centre attempts to

determine the nature of the need and transfers the call to the police

department in the particular area. If this police department owns an

ambulance which is available at the time ¡ or t if a fire rescue truck

i- ----:1^L1^ ^-e of these will be dispatched. free of charge. otherwise,JÞ dva¿Idllgr Utl

the police department calls the cLosest available private ambulance.

This process takes time; the private ambulance charges its usual fee.

4. Institutional Factors

Public Provision

Inner City, East Kildonan, St. James-Assiniboia, and Fort

Garry operate public ambulanÇe services. The reasons for this policy

are not entirely obvious.. The pubtic ambulance facilities answer calls

which, before their introduction, were answered by private enterprise"

The Inner City Police Department provides 24-hour emergency

ambulance service in its jurisdiction, the service not normally being

avaifabfe elsewhere. The police department maintains one ambul-ance and

two dual--purpose patrol and first-aid. station wagons. AII vehicles are

23. The AmbuLance Service Conmittee, G" L" Pickering (Chairman),
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staffed by policemen; all- First Class Constables are eligible for

ambuLance duty. The Inner City Fire Department possesses three fire

rescue vehicles and one stand-by vehicle, the main purpose of the service

being to provide auxillary vehicles to the Department, carrying special

apparatus for the rescue and treatment of smoke and fire victims. Origin-

ally, this rescue facility was not intended for general ambulance use'

but graclually was drawn into such duty, responding to calls from the

Inner City area 24 hours per day. Four firemen and one lieutenant staff

each vehicle.

, The St. James-Assiniboia Police Department operates one ambu-

l-ance vehicle responding only to emergency calIs. The East Kildonan

Fire Department operates an ambulance-and-rescue vehicle staffed by

two firemen. Tvrenty-four men are eligible for ambulance duty and are

rotated on a regular basis. The Fort Garry Fire Department provides a

one-vehicle ambulance-and-rescue service, responding to calls originating

within Fort Garrv.

Throughout the public ambulance servicen the cost of vehicles

varies from $6,000 to $23,000 per vehicle and each community operating

an ambulance claims it compares welf with those privately owned" In

all cases the service is provided only within the particular locality

and no charge is required" Staffing ranges from trvo to five men per

unit, all men are trained in st. John first-aid, and in each area

several men are available for ambulance duty on a regufar rotation basis.

Salary costs range upward from $700. monthly. Emerqency service only

is provided.
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Regulation and. Support

Public support of private ambulance enterprise is minimal in

Winnipeg. The only direct support consists of free training courses

offered by the Manitoba Health Services Commission to any ambulance

operator who has the time and desire to partake of the program. Autopac'

by publicty insuring ambulance costs arising from automobife accidents'

has provided, by coincidence' some ind.irect financial support to

ambulance companies which otherwise face the danger of unpaid private

lf t-rl-s.

An account of legisl-ation during the past few years concerning

the ambulance industry, including points from the Winnipeg By-}aws, The

Highway Traffic Act of Manitoba, and the new Manitoba Regulation 8/7L,

is presented in Apendix A.

Regulation prior to February, L97I' was sparce. This is sur-

prising since the ambulance industry, while a "public safety" industry,

is a private, profit motivated one. During the very genesis of the

present industrial structure, there was no regulation or controL of

proced.ure and devel-opment" Clearly there has been a minimal effort on

the part of government to safeguard the public interest. Any furthering

of pubtic welfare by the ambul-ance industry must have originated within

the industry, not from without by regulation. Ho\^tever, in February, I97L,

a more realistic approach was taken to scrutinize service standards with

the fil-ing of Manitoba Regulation e/7I" The Regulation exhibits both

ad.vantages and deficiencies.
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Much of the document is directly in the public interest,

specifically Sections 5, 9, L2,13 subsection 1, and Schedules A and B.

These passages emphasize standards for vehicfes and equipmentr continuing

inspection of such facilities, training and character of personnel, and

procedure, including adequate insurance and detailed reporting of calls

to the Manitoba Heal-th Services Commission. Standards for both vehicle

and equipment are fully set out in Schedules A and B of the Regulation.

In general, there is increased protection for recipients of ambulance

care.

Conceivably, whenever new and more stringent requirements are

imposed upon any group of firms, some would fail- to satisfy all require-

ments. This has been partial-ly true of the ambulance industry in !{innipeg.

As a result, a proviso allowing firms to change-over gradually to com-

pliance with the new regulations is desirable. Sections 14 and 15 of

Manitoba Regulation 8/7L permit this. The policy is advantageous: if

one firm fails to satisfy the requirements immediately while another is

in accordance with them when,introduced and, further, if there is little

time allowed for change, the operator of the less adequate service would

be obliged to discontinue operations until he could meet the standards;

competitive discrepancy would result. Further, some firms might be more

able than others to acquire the funds needed to improve their services

and, in fact, some might be obliged to ]eave the industry" Section l-5

(1) of the Regulation allowed nine months d.uring which adjustment may

take place; Section 15 (2) provides for an extension of the Èime period

where justified.
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Fina11y, the Regulation sets out to improve the body of

knowledge about ambulance services and fulfilLs the more general pur-

pose of focussíng attention on a prêviouely Ígnored industry.

on the debit side, the Regulation ignores some of the key

problems of the present industry. An emergency arnbulance service is

one of great urgency and the total number of vehicl-es available through-

out lnfinnipeg is an important determinant of adequacy of output. If this

number were to fall beLow a certain specified minimum at any time' a

serious problem might result. If an operator were to leave the industry

sud.denly, reducing the number of vehicles available and limiting

coverage, the problem would need to be remedied quickly, and the economic

forces of entry and exit do not work sufficiently fast. The Regulation

d.oes not require ambulance operators to notify the Commission in advance

of their leaving the industry so that remedial steps might be taken"

The discontinuing of operations temporarily or the alteration of hours

of service are equally important problems. The Regulation provides no

guarantee to the public that the industry witl be stable and dependable.

A problem that has long plagued ambulance operators is that

of unpaid bills. In the provision of any non-urgent good or service,

palment is usually assured before the service is rendered; when the

servj-ce is emergency in nature, there is no time to debate remuneration.

The Regulation makes no attempt to provide assistance or direction to

operators in covering unpaid bills and, therefore, does not provide the

public with any safeguard against atrocities that might arise where a

life-and-death matter is reduced to a monetary transaction"
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While the Regulation is intended only as one step toward more

comprehensive legislation, it fails to approach organizational- problems

and problems of standards in the public service. Organizational factors

include primarily the geographical dispersion of ambuLance units through-

out the city, the categorization of hospitals by the ambulance attendants

according to what health matters each hospital specifically treats, and

the caLl and dispatch procedure" The problem of staff rotation and its

implications for accumulation of experience by the men involved is important

in the public ambulance service¡ in each community providing public

ambulance care, several men are available for duty on a rotation basis--

by the time any one man is next on the list for ambulance dutyo his skill

and. technigue are very likely to have deteriorated.

There is one point in the Regulation which is interesting"

The Manitoba Health Services Commission has become a barrier to entry

into the ambulance industry. Section 6 (1) states that the Commission

will grant a licence to an applicant only if the ambulance service is

"required". The entry of a firm into the industry has implications for

market shares, unit costs, price, profit, and adequacy of output with

respect both to user and option demand, and it is interesting that the

Com¡nission has taken upon itself to determine all these variables simul-

taneously, especíally since it has not fully researched the industry"

In general, the ambulance industry still- is not strictly

guided by the public sector" Over time, seff-induced changes and

improvements have taken place. The newest regulations, with one

exception, only caII for maintenance of the status quo and the industry

continues to funcÈion within a market structure of minimal lega1
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constraints. The exception is that the Manitoba Health Services Commis-

sion has become a barrier to nev¡ competition"

4" Barriers to Entry

In 1963 there were six firms and 14 vehicles in the ambulance

.24industry.-- The vol-ume of business was approximately 18r350 calls, both

emergency and elective. Today there are ten firms and 17 vehicles

receiving a total of 2L1208 calls, emergency and elective. Therefore,

in nine years, the voLume of business has increased by 159", the number

of firms by 664, and the number of vehicles by 21ø". No firms have l-eft

the industry and nonehas expanded. There are two larger old.er firms,

neither of which has increased. in size over the past nine years. Four

new firms have entered and satisfied the increased demand. Although

conditíons of entry appear to have been favourable, four barriers to

ne\'i¡ competition are conceivable; a fifth and more effective one has

recently been imposed"

Regarding legal barriers, ambulance operators always have

had to be licenced in Winnipeg; regulations, both old. and new, are

listed in Appendix A. It is apparent from the rules operative prior to

November, I97I, that the potential operator did not have to satisfy any

stringent requirements--he needed a first-aid certificate and "any

privately owned vehicfe equipped or used for transporting the wounded,

the injured, or the sick"25" This requirement was not specified

24. The Ambulance Service Committee, Report on Ambulance Services,
Province of Manitoba.

25" Winnipeg By-law 18613, Section 404.
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Manitoba Regulation B/7L is more detailed but not rigorous or unreason-

abl-e. Further, it does not affect the entry of the firms presently

operating.

Collusive barriers to entry have not been significant. The

members of the ambulance industry, on more than one occasion, have tried

without success to establish some form of aqreement or association

through which organizational and standards-of-service policy might be

developed.. But at present there is no visibl-e machinery by which new

firms might be excluded through the use of economic power; predatory

and exclusionary tactics are not employed," The reasons for this type

of behaviour are discussed, in the following chapter on conduct.

In many industries, starting-up costs are usually a major

obstacle to new enterprise. However, in the ambulance industry, prior

to Èhe new regulations, there were no specific requirements governing

ambulance vehicles or equipment; it was during this time that, the indus-

trial structure was born. Under the present Manitoba Regulatíon 8/7L,

these service components are more closely scrutinized. However, a

potential ambulance operator still can set up a complete business with

an outlay of less than $8,000. This is not a prohibitive barrier to

enEry.

Expectations about the availability of a share of the market

will be an important determínant of whether or not a potential firm wilt

enter any industry; scarcity of business is usually a significant

barrier to entry"

A firmrs abil-ity to gain a share of the market consists of two

factors: its ability to "steal" business from other firms and its
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ability to create new business. The first ability depends upon the

strength of consumer preferences which are f1exible, the existence of

contract,s which are not f,lexible in the short run, and the abil-ity of

the newcomer to cut price. Preferences, in turn, depend upon product

differentiation, contracts upon past and, therefore, exogenous considera-

tions, and price cutting is predicated on the existence of financial

resources upon which the newcomer might rely untit his position in the

market has been established" The difficulty of stealing a market share

is aggravated by the fact that the ratio of the optimal size of the

firm to the size of the market might be high. If the existing firm or

firms have had time to réach this optimal size, the newcomer not only

will face a }arge entrenched, market share which he must erode, but the

unit costs of his rivals will be such as to hinder his charging the

going price for a given type of service (assuming it is competitive)

not to mention his charging a lesser price" with persuasive product

differentiation by the new firm, however, these obsÈacles could be

rendered unimportant.

The second ability, the creation of new business, depends upon

the elasticity of demand and supply to the industry" Analytically, for

a given rightward shift of any upward sloping supply curve of given

shape, the increase ín output will be greater the more elastic is demand.

This increase will normally be spread among all fírms in an industry and

the ability of any one firm to obtain a greater portion of it or all

of it will depend upon its differentiation of product. For a given demand

curve of a given downward sloping shapd, a shift in an upward sloping

supply curve will result in a greater increase in output the greater is
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the elasticity of supply. However, indication" ur.26 that the ambul-ance

firm and industry supply curves are a series of downward sloping curves,

less steep than demand. Therefore, new business cannot be created by a

new firm. rn fact, demand to firms might become scarcer. The process

of firm behaviour and development is discussed in a later section and.

in Chapter IV"

The newest and only truly effective barrier to entry is the

Manitoba Health Services Commission. It instituted Manitoba Regulation

8/7L wherein the most important, proviso for entry is that "The pubLic

.convenience or necessity require.the proposed amburance service.,,27. fn

other words, the government is to decide if demand. merits more ambulance

units. This constitutes a solid barrier to entry" If the statement is

to be interpreted to mean that a firm will be permitted entry if con-

ditions of demand require it, i.e.: that there must be a potential

market share for the new firm, then the poj-icy reduces to one of compli-

ance with the forces of supply and demand, which wouLd function without

the regulations. This is not invariably in the public interest. or,

if the statement means that a firm will be adnitted if increased ambu-

lance avairability is desired irrespective of effective demand,,

then scarcity of business would result in eventual exit of the new firm

or some other firm and the Commission's intention of bolstering the

availabiLity of ambulance care fail-s. Also, the entry policy is passive:

if no candidates apply to enter, none wiLt enter, whether the ,'public

convenience or necessity" require it or not.

26.

27"

See Section 6

Manitoba, The

of this chapter.

Public Health Act, Manitoba Regulation B,/71
Section 6, Sub-section (1) (a), February 4, Ig7L.
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There has been no e>$)ansion by firms in the ambulance industry;

new demand has been met by new firms" The ease of entry has probably

been a barrier to expansion in the past while the new regulations will

encourage it. There also has been no exit of firms from the industry

since 1963. This can onlv indicate a comfortable market situation for

firms since there are no apparent barriers to exit from the ambulance

ind.ustry (labour is not inrmobilized due to highly specific skills, there

is a ready market for used vehicles and equipment both in new entrants

and ín the rural and northern area of the province, and there are no

rules governing exit).

Although there is only one formal barrier to entry in the

usual sense, there do exist some unusual hindrances to entry which are

neither legaI nor economic. Because of their behavioural origin, these

entry obstacles are best discussed in the following market cond.uct

chapter "

6. Demand

The nature of demand in this particular industry study is

complex. Demand comes in many forms from many sources and conclusions

about the resulting demand "curve" are, at best, conjectural. The

demand curve is that schedule which relates the quantity of output in

terms of ambulance trips to the price charged for each trip. Analysis

of demand can be approached. on three levels: d.emand to the industry,

demand to the firm, and demand, characteristics of the public. Demand

will be either emergency, elective contract, or elective non-contract

in nature"
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The IndustrY

The argument of this paper is that demand to the industry

for emergency care is zero elastic. Clearl-y a true "emerg:encyt' call

is one in which price and quantity demanded are not choice variables:

one does not choose trauma and its ensuing treatment on the basis of

price and, since there are no acceptable substitutes for the service,

demand for emergency service must be zero elastic. The d.emand curve

to the industry for emergency calls will appear as in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7

P,C

Price and cost in dollars are measured on the vertical axis, the number

of calls for service on the horizontal .*i=.28

The demand curve in Figure 7 will be vertical at the number

of emergency cases treated in the relevant time period; it will be

further to the Left the greater is the supply of public ambulance services.

28" This explanation is applied to all following diagrams in the
paper unless otherwise specified
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The factors affecting demand at any time are exogenous to the

ambulance system and incLude the incidence of sucld.en illness, the need,.

for urgent transfer of patients between hospitals, and. the occurrence

of accidents, disasters, and, other traumatic experiences.

Elective d.emand., whether conÈract or not, originates mainly

from the erderly, convalescents, invarids, pregnant mothers and, in

general' persons who are not urgentry ill but require special trans-

portation from one point to another and can afford an ambulance.

In some instances, the ì.tsers of ambutance facilities are

j-nsured against the expense; once insured, their demand for the service

wilL be inelastic. Infrequent users of ambulance service will have

been out-of-touch with price level-s and wirl- not be able to discern

readily any price alterations by the ind.ustry. For frequent users of

ambulances, demand will be one of necessitv and. inelastic.

In general, therefore, the ind.ustry receives a zero

el-astic demand component in the form of emergency demand, and a

largely inelastic demand, component in the form of both el_ective

contract and elective non-contract demand. In the aggregate, the

industry faces a demand which is inelastic.
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The magnitude of present emergency and elective caLLs in

Winnipeg can be calculated according to old data that are available and

current estimates. A study conducted in 196529 estimated elective and

emergency calls to both public and private ambulance services in 1963.

The findings are presented in Table 1"

TABLE 1

EIqERGENCY AND ELECTTVE AMBULANCE CALLS, ].963

1" Total ambulance calls, both emergency and
elective, hospital and non-hospital 22,419

. 2. Portion answered by public ambulance
services (emergency) 4,069

3" Total ambulance hospital trips 18,067
4. Total emergency trips 91300

source: The Ambulance Service Committee, G" L" Pickering
(Chairman), Report on Ambulance Services, Province
of Manitoba, 1965

Since public ambulances answered, 4,069 emergerrcy cal-ls, the

percentage of total emergency calls not available to private firms was

43"7e". Since all ambulance calIs totalled 22,419 and all emergency

calls totall-ed 9,300, total elective calls equalled 13r119 or 58.9% of

total calls; total emergency cal1s egualled 41.1+ of all calls. Total

current demand to all ambulance services, public and, private' is
1^

approximately 25r000 cases-". Based upon 1963 percentages, total present

emergency demand equals 41"le" or 10,275 of the total, and elective

calls, L4,725"

29" The Ambulance Service Committee, G. L. Pickering, 1965.

30. Manitoba Health Services Commission, unpublished data, 1972"
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In 1963, the public ambulance service included six vehicles;

today there are ten. The tctal volume of ambulance calls for all

police a¡rd fire departments during 1972 was 3,7g23L. Subtracting this

from total emergency ca1Is, 6,483 emergency call-s remain for the private

sector. Therefore, the estimated demand to the ambulance industry during

1972 amounted to 14,725 elective call-s and 6,483 emergency cal-Is' There

are presently ten firms in Winnipeg and the average market shares are

L,472.5 elective calls per firm and 648.3 emergency calls per firm- Total-

calls per firm are 2,I2O.8 on the average. Total- daily cal-l-s equal 5'8'

,'Effective" or "user" demand is under discussion. It is the

only demand recognized by ambuLance operators and it alone helps deter-

mine output and price. However, there is another d.emand calfed "option

demand" which is exerted, although covertl-y' for the option of having a

good or service availabl-e for consumption even though consumption may

seldom or never take p1ace. Option demand and option value have IiÈtl-e

practical importance, especially to businesses, but do become signifi-

cant if pricing policy and taxation are being considered with regard to

the ambulance industry" Because option value is not recognized in the

market, no price is charged and yet a value is realized. This is

discussed further in Chapter V.

The Firm

several components originating from different sources may

comprise the total demand to the firm for emergency service. There are

31" Evidence from the respective departments, L972-
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at least four conceivable sources of demand which an ambulance firm

mrgnE race"

First]y, there can be orders from users directly. The ambulance

companies in Winnipeg are listed and ad.vertized in the Winnipeg Telephone

Ðirectory. Users of an ambulance service or someone acting on behalf

of the user may caII the firm of his choice directly. The decision of

the caller may be based on chancen advice from others, or upon personal

opinion about which company is best. The caller.may have to make his

decision at the time of an emergency or he may come to a conclusion about

the best firm prior to the need for one, relying upon the above varial¡les

and price. But, clearly, price wiII not be important at the time of an

emergency; only chance and/or product differentiation will enter the

(lecasaon.

Demand to a firm will also come from police departments and

R"C.M.P. detachments. A call for emergency ambulance service may go to

the 999 centre instead of the companyr the 999 procedure was discussed

in Section I of this chapter. The 999 centre relays calls to police

departments nearesË the emergency. fn turn, the police may do one of

two things; send out a public vehicle or sunmon a private arnbulance

to attend the call" There are several influences that may prevail upon

the demand exerted by police departments.

Location of the private ambufance firm in relation to the

emergency is frequently cited32 ." the main determinant of demand by

tho nnlinp rf one firm is closer than all others from which the

police might choose, it will be call-ed to the emergency " Í.f. the firm

32" Testimony of police departments in Unicity"
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does not have an availabte vehicl-e, the next cfosest firm will be

called. Demand to the closest firm will- be zero el-astic with respect

Ëo Êrteet neíeher psiee nor produet díffereneiation (other than locat'ion)

will enter the decision. The demand curve will be vertical.

uypothetically, price might affect demand based on location;

the demand by police in this case may be discontinuous. For example,

a particular firm might be the only one commonly called by a police

d.epartment. If price were raised by this firm on1y, quantity demanded

may remain the same until a point is reached where this firmts services

are repl-aced by another's if price is raised further. However, since

the police are not the users of the service and. do not pay for it,

their demand will be insensitive with regard to price.

Demand. will depend also upon product differentiation. This

concerns only that product differentiation representing an attempt by

the producer to attract the user through advertizing' name, courtesy'

convenient payments, and so forth. Location and quality which are also

elements of product differentiation are discussed separately-

In this case, the demand curve must be less than infinitely

elastic and it may or may not have d.iscontinuities or irregularities.

product differentiation may also take the form of consistent direction

of business to one firm for no clearty objective economic or med.ical-

reason; this is not uncommon. A demand schedule zero elastic with

respect to price results "

Finally, quality will help determine demand'. ff only one

firm among the set of feasible firms to be calfed by the particular

police department meets the standards of service quality required by

police, then it \^¡ilt receive the calls regard.less of price, locationn or
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any other factors. Where service quality (Lraining, equipment, vehicles)

of available firms is similar, the other determinants will become operative.

Several factors have been observed, each of which may help

determine the nature of the police component of emergency demand going to

ambulance firms. Theoretically, the price elasticity of this demand will

depend upon the effect on demand of each of the determinants and which

determinant or deternuinants dominates the total demand.from the police.

However, because location of firms and quality of service are the main

concern of police, demand will not be price sensitive. This entire demand

is only one component of the total emergency demand Èhat a firm faces"

Thirdly, demand to a firm will consist of orders from hospitals.

Arnbulance services are used to transport patients among hospitals" It

is conceivable that the demand from hospitals might be determined by the

same factors which affected the demand. by police" However, all but three

hospitals choose ambulances on a rotation basis, only those firms being

placed on the list which satisfy certain quality standards" Consequently,

product differentiation and avail-ability affect the inclusion of an ambu-

lance on the list, but once this occurs, those not ehosen receive no

business from hospitals and demand to those on the eligibility list is

zero elastic with respect to price.

Finally, demand will come to a firm through grantors of con-

tracts. Part or all of the demand facing a firm may come through a con-

tractual arrangement with a particular source. In Winnipeg, there are

seven contracts for ambulance services: United Health Insurance, Care

Services, Victoria General ttospital, Misericordia General Hospital,

Inner City Vlelfare, Deer Lodge Hospital, and the Department of National
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Defence. Each contract is reviewed annually and a price is set. In

all cases, price was the overrid.ing consideration in letting the con-

tract, qualíty of service receiving much less attentj-on. Ln 1972

contracts constituted 4!g" of total d.*arrd.31

In summary, emergency demand to the firm will be zero elastic

wiÈh respect to price. The el-ective contract demand. schedule witl be

horizontal, and the price elasticity of the remainder of elective care

will lie between these two levels. Different firms will, of course,

face different demand.s depending upon their location, whether they

hold a contract, and user preferences. A discussion of firms' behaviour

toward the various types of demand they face is presented in the

following chapter on conduct and a theory of demand segmentation and

discriminatory pricing is developed..

Demand Characteristics of the Pub1ic

Ambulance services, at any given point in time' are not con-

sid,ered to be one of the most desírable consumer purchasables" In the

same \.\¡ay that individuals normally do not wish to use hospital facilities

or purchase medical appliances, they do not particularly savour trans-

portation by ambulance. Because of thís basj-c rel-uctance on the part

of the public to seek ambulance care, demand has tended not to fluctuate

over time in response to price or product differentiation. Since 1963'

demand has increased aÈ an average annual rate of I.72.

31. See the followinq section entitled "Private Provision and Cost
Conditions" "
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Another feature characteristic of the public with regard to

ambufance serVices iS "consumer incompetence". ThiS is defined to be

the difference between the results of the purchase choices that a coiì--

sumer makes under a given set of market parameters and the results cf

purchase choices that he would voluntarily make under a different (optimal)

set of market parameters. An important parameter is information and

it can affect other parameters like tastes, i.e": preferences are based

Iargely on knowledge and if this is incomplete or incorrect' there is

reason to believe that preferences might be altered by the rational

consumer in light of new additions to knowled.ge" Fcr example, false

advertizing may attract customers who otherwise would not have "preferred"

the good in question" The fact that the consumer voluntarily makes zi

different decision rules out the problem of "merit goods" " Note that

by "incompetence", nothing is implied about a fundamental inability of

the consumer to judge what is best, but that one's judgement is only as

good as one's infofmation. In any case, the consumer d.oes not have an

accurate picture of his true indifference map. The following factors

account for this.

An ambulance service is unusual in that it is difficult for

the user to know or to find out what the service should entail. The

processes of tatânnement, trial and error, and testing are not operative

in this particular market. In the event of emergency use of ambulance

care, the purchaser or t'market signaller" and the patient are usually

different people and the user is not able to observe the quality of

service received, whether or not he knows what to look for. Inspecting

an ambulance prior to the contingency of needing one is not practicable.
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All vehicles would have to be inspected and the operators may not co-

! .- - -

operate. AIso, ambulances are not always available for inspection--

time taken io inspect all vehicles would be great. Given that scrutiny

of this nature were practical, one still must know how to evaluate and

be ab1e, when the time comes, to choose among firms voluntarily;

neither of these is likely. If no firm provides an adeguate service,

an individual knowledgeable of quality throughout the industry has little

basÍs upon which to make a rational choice'

It, is conceivable that a person is indifferent toward ambu-

Iance services: he may never have used an ambulance and his contrived

probability of future use is zey:oì thus he has no incentive to seek

reform. However, the fact remains unaltered that if an ambulance is

needed, the individual has a positive probability of dying avoidably or

being injured avoidably, and. knowledge of this should affect his attitude'

The nature of the service is comparable to that of a doctor

or dentist--unless one is a d,octor or dentist' one does not know how

to judge adequacy. However, in their case, these professions are

guided by an internal code of ethics whereas the ambulance industry is

not.

Itnight'bearguedthatconsumersasagroupcouldachieve

refoim by delegating someone to inspect ambulances, ascertain the

relative stand.ards of service, and on that basis call for regulation'

This, however, is subject to three difficutties"

Firstty, establishing collective action implies extensive

knowledge and community consciousness of the problen" Þ.n argument was

presented to show that this probabty does not exist at present nor is

Iikely to come about.
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Secondly, even if knowledge could be diffused throughout the

comrnunity, the task of coherently organizing a group of people becomes

increasingly difficult as the group becomes larger. The fundamental

question in.this regard is: who would be interested? Those who have

never used an ambulance service would have 1iËt1e incentive" Those

who have been taken to hospital by an ambulance in an emergency and

survived would have only praise for the service" As for those who

die unnecessarily, it is unlikely they will have any say in the matter"

Finally, as a group or singularly, consumers have no power

to bargain when demand for a good or service is zero elastic. It has

already been shown why a single consumer has limited bargaining power;

a group of consumers is subject to the same restrictions.

A factor called "contemporary consumer mentality" also shapes

the attitudes of the public toward ambulance care" This term refers to

the tendency of consumers to expect that alt goods and services available

on the market, and all producers and distributors responsible, have been

carefully inspected and evaluated by "government" and any danger has

been removed. People know that if cyclamates cause'cancer in rats or

colour television picture tubes emit harmful radiation, the government,

in its great wisdom, will find out and let them know. People think they

are universally protected in this manner" This problem is a reality in

an age when the complexity of goods and services and the indusÈrial

organization behind them is far beyond the understanding of an average

person. Such detachment on the part of the consumer is a way of life

and applies equally well to ambulance services: by placing itself in

the hands of the "health authorities", whoever they might be, the public

thinks it will be taken good care of"
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In summary, the user may not be a\dare of a social burden and.

will not be incfined to take action against possible problems. In the

model of, Chapter fI, the Socia1 Burden Schedule may nót exíst, for him.

And if the user were knowledgeable of the social- cost, because of the

urgent and involuntary nature of demand for the service, it is unlikely

he would be able to bring any pressure'to bear upon the industry.

7. Private Provision and Cost Conditions

The firms in the ambulance industry are not identical. Some

are older than others, some more prosperous, there are both new vehicles

and vehicles in need of replacement, and staff number and expertise

vary somewhat from one firm to another. The diversity is not so great"

however, as to preclude the construction of an "average firm" to be

representative of the firms in general for purposes of adding actual

cost data to the analvsis.

Presented in Table 2 are ambulance conpany details including

location, vehicles¡ patternsof staffing, \¡¡age pa]¡ments and dispatching,

rent, and basic prices. It is clear from Table 2 that diversity among

firms is not great. The largest firm uses three vehicles, the smal-lest

use one. Irrost firms employ two full-time attend.ants, one of whom is

always the owner, and. a relatively larger number of part-time staff.

Several firms economize on dispatching and rent costs by using the owner's

resid.ence as a part- or full-time office and having a family member

answer telephone calls. The basic emergency price is $25 while, for

elective calls, six firms charge $20 and four charge $25. The average

elective basic price ís $22"
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* Auxilliary Ambulance Location
LEGEND:

@ Boundories of oreo under former Metropoliton Corporotion of Greoter Winnipeg,
ãcsEoaEEEr!¡ Additionol oreos included under "Unicity,"

Figure 8 presents a map of Winnipeg and, the locations of ambu-

lance firms are designated by the letter A¡s. The need for ambulance

care can occur anlMhere throughout Winnipeg and periphery. Sources of

concentrated demand such as hospitals and. nursing homes also are widely

scattered geographicalry. Ambulance firms, however, are concentrated,

in l,Iest and North Kildonan, St" Vital , Fort Rouge, and Inner City, and

are not located with any particular relation to population.
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TABLE 3

REPRESENTATIVE FTRM

1. Number of vehicles
2. Total invested capital
3. Total capital cost
4. Averagie annual capital cost
5. Staff, full and part time
6" Annual salariês, commissions, C.P.P. contributions

(a) Salaries
(b) Commissions
(c) c.P"P.
(d) Total

7. Annua1 rent
8. Insurance
I rììol anhnna

10" Advertizing
11. Maintenance
12 " Gaso]ine
13. Oxygen, laundry, bandages, and other supplies
14. Annual total cost
15" Average annual nunber of calls by type

1a I E''l a¡J- ì r¡o
\q/

(b) Emergency
Average daily number of calls
Average price
Total gross revenue
Default aE 2O"a of total gross revenue
Total revenue
Annual rate of return
Total cost per call

(a) Fixed
(b) Variable

Marginal cost per call
Total revenue per call
Profit per call

16

19.

2I.
¿¿"

23"

25"

I"7
Þ15, öuu. uu
$ 3r, 995 . 63
$ 3,999.45

¿! i ¿.+v

$10, 908 . 00
A 
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Þ /of,. uu
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$ 962. s0
$ 1,855.00
$ 3,180.00
ç25,87r"7O

2 tLzO
L,47L.3

o¿tÕ. /
qa

$ 20.08
ç42,569.60
$ 8,513.92
s34, 055 . 68

5+-6

Þ L¿.¿v

$ 8.77
$ 3.43
s 3.43
Þ J-O"UO

s 3.86

Source: Research based on data from Government of Canada, Canada
Pension Plan; Manitoba Hea1th Services Commission unpub-
lished material; Manitoba Telephone Systemr colnmunicaÈions
with ambulance operaÈors. All data for 1972"
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Based upon Table 2 as weLl as primary research and unpublished

estimates from the Manitoba Health Services Commission, Tab1e 3 presents

a "representative firm". The methodology is as fol-lows¡

1. Number of vehicles: There are l-0 firms and 17 vehicles; the

average number of vehicles per firm is 1.7.

2. Total invested capital: An average ambulance vehicle costs

S14,000. Therefore, the amount needed to purchase 1.7 vehicles is

s23,800.

3. Total capital cost: Over an eight. year period, a chattel

mortgage Loan of $23,800 at an annual interest rate of 8.5% neglecting

changes in the prime rate, amounts to $311995"63. Principal and interest

payments are made monthly"

4. Average annual capital cost: The total capital cost was

averaged over eight years.

5. Staff, full and part time: The 10 firms employ 20 fuII time

attendants and 24 parL time attendants with an average of two full tine

and 2.4 part time employees per firm.

6. Annuaf salaries, commissions, and Canad.a Pension Plan con-

tributions: Salaries: the average monthly full time salary per firm

employee is $454.50 totalling $10,908 annually for the firm" Note that

the entrepreneurts earnings as a staff member are included. Commissions:

25% of all calls are attended by commissioned employees" The average

commission is $2.I0 per man which, applied. to 530 trips annually, totafs

ç2,226 for the average firm. Average commission per trip equals $1.05

(where commissioned trips are averaged over all trips). Canada Pension

PIan Contribution: for salaries, the formul-a is (earnings of $10,908)
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(exemption of (2 x $600 = $f,200)) = ($9,708) (I.8%) = $174.74. For

commissions, (earnings of $2,226) - (exemption of (2.4 x $600 = SI,440))

($786) (1.8%) = $14.15. The total annual employer contribution is

$188.89" The total wage bill is $13,322.89.

7. Annual rent: Three firms rent premises at a total- annual

rental rate of $5r7OO collectively. Seven firms use owner residences:

here a $10 parking fee nonthly is imputed" Collectively these firms

pay $1,428 annually for rent on this basis. The overall average rental

pa]¡ment per firm annually is $712.80.

8. Insurance: AÈ $450 per vehicle, the total insurance charge

annually for the average firm is $765.

9. Telephone (dispatching): Three firms use a telephone ansv¡ering

service at $30.50 per month per firm totallíng $I,098 annually for the

group. Seven firms utíIize only an additional business telephone at

the residence of the owner, costing $7.65 per month per firm totalling

$642.60 for the group. The total overall cost is çL,74O.60 and the

average per firm, çJ-74.06.

10. Advertizing: Most advertizing consists of telephone directory

coverage costing $75 per month on the average which totals $900 annually

for the average firm.

11. l4aíntenance: This category includes oil, tuning, cleaning,

and uninsured repairs. Oil- costs are based on an oiJ- change every

2,O0O miles, total mileage of 29,680 (see 12. below), 15 changes a

year, $7.50 per change, and a resulting total of $112.50 annually.

Tuning, repairs, and cleaning cost approximately $850 for 1.7 vehicles"

The total annual maintenance bill is 5962.50.
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12. Gasoline: The average ambulance trip is 14 miles; based on

2,L2O calls in a year, the annual mileage ís 29,680. At I miles per

gallon, 3t7!0 gallons of gasoline are required, costing $0.50 each and

$1,855 in total. The gasoline cost per call is $0.88.

13. Oxygen, laundry, bandages, and other supplies: This cost com-

ponent averages $1.50 per trip, totalling $3,180 for 2,I20 trips"

14. Annua1 total cost: The sum of all previous cost components.

The average annual number of calls by type was established

in the earlier section on demand.

16" Average daily number of calls was established by averaging

2,J,20 cafls evenly over 365 days.

L7" Average price: ,This value was calculated by weighting the

various prices charged. in Table 4. such an "average price" is useful

in calculating overafl revenues, profits, and rate of return accruing to

the average firm, even though prices charged differ somewhat by service.



TABLE 4

AVERAGE PRICES

United HealÈh Insurance* 3,687.25
Care Services L.2OO
Victoria General Hospital 528
Misericordia General Hospital 3OO

Inner City lfelfare 546.9
Deer Lodge Hospital 500
National Defence 83.3
Client 7,885.55

.Weighted average elective price: $18"71.

Emergency (30.6% of total calls) :

Elective (69.4e of total calls):

Source of Payment

Source of Payment

United Health ïrr=r-,r.r."i
Autopac
lnner u].cv wetrare
National- õefence
Client

Weighted average emergency price:

lieighted average emergency-elective

Number of Calls Price Per CalI

$20.00
$ s.50
$10.00
$10.00
$12.00
s12 .00
$12 " 00
ç22.OO

Number of Cal-ls Price Per Call

L,620 .75

24L"I
36.7

4 ,584.45

$23.19.

price: $20.08.

s20.00

lrz. u9
ùIZ. UU

$2s.00

* Estimated at 252 of total.
Data not available.

Source: Research based upon personal communications and Manitoba
Heal-th Services Commission unpublished. estimates, L972.
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18. Total gross revenue is the product of total calls and average

price.

19. Ðefault is estimated at 20% by private operators and the

Manitoba Health Services Commission.

20. Total revenue is the difference between total sross revenue

and default.

2I. Annual rate of return is the difference between total revenue

and cost, divided by $23,800.

22. The total cost per call is the total annual cost divided by

the number of calls in a year. The fixed component is total cost less

commissions, gasoline charges, and oxygen, laundry, and bandage costs.

The variable cost component is the difference between total and fixed

23" Marginal cost per call equals variable cost based on the

assertion supported in the next few pages that the variable cost for

this service is constant.

24. Total revenue per call is total annual revenue divided by

2,I2O calls per year.

25" Profit per call is the difference between cost and revenue

per call; it includes both normal and excess returns to investment"

The cost items of insurance, maintenance, gasoline, oxygen,

and other supplies, salaries, and capital costs, are not unusual. Although

rent and telephone expenses are relatively 1ow, this is not altogether

surprising for family firms" There are, however, some striking features

which become clear in Table 3.
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For a 24-hour operation, the number of calls per day of 5.8

seems small. Co¡ceivable capacity of a crewed ambulance vehicle in a

24-hour period is 20 calIs. A more realistic capacity, given the fact'

that calls are not evenly distributed throughout the entire day is 12

calls per vehicle, or approximately 20 calls for the representative

firm.

Steruning from this stand-by operation is the preponderance of

fixed or overhead costs which represent 72È of total costs, and the

relative insignificance of variable costs" This cost pattern indicates

a "decreasing cost" situation which is characterized by the potential

for unit costs to faII as fixed resources are spread over a greater

volume of output. Therefore, greater output is more efficient than less

(up to a poínt) because wastage of fixed resources as excess capacity

is avoided. Theoretically, changes in unit variable cost could counter

or reinforce the decreasing cost tendency of unit fixed cost. However,

variable cost will be shown below to be constant

Two factors other than small market shares and dominant fixed

costs indicate a decreasing cost situation" Firstly, time trend evidence

since 1963 is supportive. In 1963, the total volume of demand to the

private sector of the ambulance industry was approximately 18r340 ca1ls'

the annual calls per firm were 31058, and the average number of calls

per day per firm was 8"3. Based on present cost patterns, fixed cost

per call in 1963 was $6"14, compared to $8"77.today. However, in 1963

the average firm had 2.3 vehicles, 37t more than today. As a result,

the fixed cost to today's firm is 88 lower than in 1963 in terms of

capital costs which constitute 22È of total fixed cost, and 38 lower
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in terms of maintenance and insurance costs which constitute 9"< of total

fixed cost and were 35e¿ higher in 1963. In total, fixed costs to the

êverage firm of 1963 were 118 higher than today plus a marginal adjust,-

ment upward for salary costs (in today's dollars). Therefore, fixed

unit costs have increased from approximately $6"82 to 98"77 in nine

years, a change of 29%, accompanying a decl-ine in market shares of,44e""

In summary, the entry of new firms in greater proportion than increased

business has caused ambulance market shares to move l-eftward. and unit

costs to move up along downward-sloping unit cost curves"

Second.ly, contract pricing shows that firns experience Iower

r¡nit cost,s when guaranteed an increased. market share. Atl contracc

prices listed on page 85 are lower than the basic emergency or elective

prices; the Care Services contract is the best example. During 7972,

one firm held the contract which assured an increased. market share of
321r080 calls- or 5l-e¿i a charge of $5.50 was negotiated, 72% l-ower than

that firm's basic elective price" The addition to total cost of under-

taking the contract was $5r690.6033 while the net addition to total

revenue was $6 t6OO¡ profit totalled $909.40. Unit cost on all calls

feII from ÇIZ.2O Eo $9.86, a change of 24s".

The pattern of costs to the firm can be shown graphically"

Figure 9 shows fixed cost to a firm with one vehicl-e, includ.ing, from

Table 3, item 14 less items 13, 12, and 6 (b)"

32. The aggregate of 2I,2Og calls which was divided by 10 to obtain
the average firm share of.2,L20, incl-uded. the l-r200 calls attributable
to the Care Services contract" Therefore, the firmts new market share
is (2,L20) - (120) + (1,200) = 3,200, and its actual change in market
share is 1,080 calls"

33. Supplies: $1,620; gas: $945; oil¡ $56.70; commissions:
$f,134; Canada Pension Plan: ç7"22; plus a loss of L2O calls priced
at $20.80.
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FIGURE 9

P, C

The average fixed cost curve, AFC, is a rectangular hyperbola indicating

greater efficiency in the use of fixed resources as more units of out-

put are produced. up to capacity, C. Figure 10 shows average fixed

cost for a fírm with three vehicles.

FIGURE IO
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The addition of uníts of equipment and their fixed resource complement

(rent, insurance, salaries) will produce a new average fixed cost

schedule for each unit of expenditure (AFCI, NC2, AfCa). In Figure 100

the vertical lines CL, C2, and C, indicate capacity of each vehicle--l2

cal-ls per day. The average fixed cost structure takes on a "saw-back"

appearance. Such indivisibilities in production render long- and short-

run average cost curves the same" Certain fixed resources such as rent,
34salaries- r or telephone will not need to be added for every new vehicle

but only for groups of two or three. Accordingly, in Figure 19, AFc2

AFCa are l-ower than AFC, by the unit amount of these cost components.

market shares, el. ".94, and unit costs, UCI.".UC¿, are introd.uced to

show that large firms may have large uniL costs because of small- shares

rather than different cost structures and vice versa. In other words,

this will occur if the ratio of the percentage increase of market share

to the percentage increase in scale of plant is less for the large firm.

Figure 11 shows total and average variabfe cost to the firm,

including items 6 (b) , 12, and 13 from Table 3. TVC is total variable

cost; AVC is averagie variable cost. Constant returns are assumed at

this point for purposes of demonstration.

34. Most firms hire two fuII-time
vehicles. Additional vehicles, in turn,
staff" See Table 2 on page 79"

salaried staff for one or more
are covered by commissioned
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FIGURE 11

Variable cost increases as output increases, but may increase

at different rates. If it increases by equal- increments as equal incre-

ments in output are produced, returns to scale are constant; if the

rate of increase is less than unity, economies of scale in variable cost

are present; if the rate of increase is more than unity, diseconomies

are present" Marginal cost will coincid.e with a horizontal average

variable cost sched.ule (AVC in Figure f,l), l_ie above a rising one, and

below a falling one" Marginar cost becomes vertical at capacity and

resumes its position when a new unit is added"

Figure 12 presents 'fixed and variable costs and long- and

short-run averag'e costs to the firm. ATC is short-run average total

cost, AFC being short-run average fixed cost" LRAC is rong-run unit

cost and AVC is short- and long-run average variable cost and marginal

cost (if returns to scale àr. r""l-,*ed constant) . rt is technicalry

efficient for market share to occur as near as possible to the "troughs"

Ín the long-run unit cost schedule"
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FIGURE T2

P,C

The cost conditÍons described may vary according to economies

of scale" Regarding horizontal integrative economies, as any firm grov¡s,

greater division of labour is possible, however, there is limited scope

for such specialization in the relatively simpte enterprise of ambulance

care" Some economÍes would occur as a team of attendants worked together

more frequently, províding a greater volume of service and co-ord,ínating

its actions. specialization of machinery may complement the greater

division of labour if ambulance vehicles and, attendants $¡ere specialized

to treat strictly poison cases, cardiac cases, or automobile accidents.

Such minor cost savings would occur only in fixed cost since labour (as

welt as machinery) is regarded as a fixed cost in this analysis" However

this is not the orientation of the present industry, and currentry no

such potential savings are captured.

Theoretically, as firms become larger, they may experierrce

economies of large-scale management, attracting better managerial talent

to organize operations rnore efficiently. trf so, fixed and. variable cost
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components can be red.uced as duplication and. cross-purposes are removed.

fn the case of ambulance care, units can be more ptrategically located

so that jurisdictions may be efficiently serviced. External pecuniary

economies of scale in both fixed and variabl-e costs can al-so be the

product of any horizontal firm e>çansion that might take place" Againn

in the case of ambulance enterprise, vehicles, eQuipment, materials, and

maintenance are the only examples of components which, if bought in

quantity, may become slightly cheaper. The extent of this saving will

depend upon internal technical economies experienced by suppliers. In

actuality, however, such economies are negligible. In Winnipeg a firm

may buy one new vehicle every eight years: fleet discounts are out of

the question for single firms. Under present organization, the variable

cost items of gasoline, commissions, and supplies such as laundry provide

no scope for economies. Gasoline constitutes the largest e>çense and

everyone pays the same price for this commodity. Even under a centralized

organization, there stil-l- will be few if any economies in supplies=-the

only variable cost items. And furthermore, while such central pur-

chasing might be able to get the total package of inputs for less,

incremental increases in the size of the package would not cause lower

purchase prices because the increments are too small for the negligible

pecuniary economies to have any effect; in the community there are many

buyers for commodities such as gasoline and laundry services. Therefore,

the overall variabl-e cost-marginal cost schedule might be lowered by

the creation of a one-firm ind.ustry, but the schedule will remain hori-

zontal as r:nit variable costs remain constant"
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Regarding vertical integrative economies' efficiency of large

scal-e management and avoidance of duplication of activities may be gained

by absorbing suppliers and/or distributors. The only vertical integration

which might achieve greater efficiency in ambulance enterprise is that

d.esigned to eliminate payment to suppliers of profit in excess of the

interest return on the added inve3tment, specifically the purchase of a

staffed service sÈation in order to save on maintenance and repairs"

This might be practicable for a centrally owned industry.

No firms are presently realizing any economies of scale

mentioned above except for the downward trend of unic cost in a fixed

cost dominated enÈerprise" Cost curves will therefore appear as in

Figure t2 above. Figure 13 shows the change in cost curves conceivable

with centrally directed purchasing"

FIGURE 13

PrC

^'rt^ 
1rî/'rtLV\,g ¡'¡tJ
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The vertical 1ines, C, and C., ind.icate effective capacity of ambulanceLZ

units. The average fixed cost schedules (AFC) are successively l-ower

because of external pecuniary economíes of bulk buying of equipment.

The average variable cost sched.ul-e (AVc) remains horizontal " Total

unit cost sched.ules (ATC) will slope downward to the right; the trend

of the planning curve is mod.erately downward to the right.

8. Summarv

Emergency care, which is urgent in nature, is the ',vital-,,

output of the ambulance industry. The value of this care lies in its

being provided under conditions of high quality and. rninimal time con-

sumption. In a sense, emergency service is a perishable good: if it

must be transported over great distances or if excessive time is con-

sumed in reaching the source of demand, the service may be rendered

useless. On this basis, relative buyer and seller concentration

should be synchronized, and the care needs of people identifiecl.

Ambulance care in i{innípeg is provid.ed by a mix of public

and private enterprise. Public ambulance activity bears no relation

to nor co-ordination with the other operations. The public service

is provided free of charge, staffing is markedry different from that

of privaÈe firms, and the vehicles and equipment are, in most cases,

different from that found in the private sector. rn other words,

within one system of emergency care deliv€r!r there are two distinct

forms of organization, one competing with the other for no apparenÈ

good reason. Further, there is effectivety no public support, of the

private ambulance service.
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The private ambulance industry in Winnipeg is a unique group

of ten small firms, mostly family firms, differing somewhat from one

another in terms of size and guality of service. Because of small firm

size and. alrsence of co-ordination within the industry, none of the

conceivable economies of scale are attained. The Manitoba Health

Services Commission provides regulations which effectively prohibit

entry, place few stringent or new requirements upon existing operators,

and d.evelop no performance indicators. The result is a small group of

firms functioning in a market, on the one hand protected by a lega1

bairier to entry, white, on the other, unhampered in terms of price,

qual-iÈy, and organizational provisos.

There are various sources of demand for elective and emergency

care, each unique in its own way" Through the development of a set of

prices and other promotional gimnr:ics, the firms attempt to tap every

source in order to maintain market shares. By and large, the demand

side of the market has not displayed ski1l at pursuing its own interest,

either because of an inherent inability of Ëhe user to scrutinize a

service he knows nothing about or because of apathy. The trend of

demand over time has been stable upward"

A¡nbulance enterprise is, unavoidably, a stand-by operation"

Overhead. costs are dominant and unit costs are high for sma1l market

shares. Unit cost to an average firm is some lO3B greater than capacity

unit cost, while marginal cost to the average firm is 288 of uniÈ cost"

The private enterprise price must be adequate to cover high unit costs

to all sellers"
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The dimensions of overall market structure including the

institutional, geographical, technological, and psychological charac-

teristics of buyers and sellers, and the framework within which both

operate, will generate a particular market conduct and market performance.

Conduct and performance in the ambulance industry are discussed in the

following two chapters.



CHAPTER TV

MARKET CONDUCT

1. Introduction

In Winnipeg, the ambulance industry is comprised of smaLl

scale capitalists who function as owner-manager-attendants. Mainly,

the firms are family firms and, with regard to returns, the owners tend

to be more concerned v¡ith the amount of interest than with the interest

rate. That is, a gi.ven interest rate is not always the signal to expand

in a particular area of the market; where the ambulance owners can main-

tain a comfortable living, they tend to become quite unprogressive.

Ease of entry as well as fear of increased public involvement in ambulance

care provision cause owners to be conservative. A new firm can enter

and set up in the industry as easily as an existing firm can expand.

The purpose of this chapter is to explain these and other

features of firm behaviour and development within the market structure

of the ambulance industry in preparation for evaluating market performance.

Market conduct is d,iscussed in terms of entry, exit, and expansion of

firms, innovation and progressiveness, interaction of firms through joint

effort, and the nature of market sharing and competition"

-98-
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2" Entry

Free entry into any industry is important because it permits

suppJ-y to meet demand in a smooth and unrestrj.cted way. The clearest

effects of restricted entry on welfare maximization are that price may

be higher than necessary, output lower, there may be limitations on the

quality of output,, and, generally, consumer welfare is replaced by excess

profit and inefficiency. Both consumers and excluded producers suffer"

Vühere a firm in any industry is competing vigorously with its

rivals, if demand to that industry increases, the new intersection of

demand and supply to the industry results in higher price and, output."

Excess profits appear and will remain if a barrier to entry holds the

number of firms constant" If the barrier h¡ere,removed, new firms,

attracted by excess profits, would enter, normally supply would increase

and price would fall, and excess profits would disappear" An optimal

situation, ceteris paribug, is restored. Expansion of the firms already

in an industry, alternatively, would permit supply to increase to a

degree. However, as firms become larger, they gain control over output

and price

Chapter ïII stated that there have been no effective economic

barriers to entry into the ambulance industry" Although there are no

economic barriers as such, there do exist non-economic barriers to entry"

Firstlyo when lives are placed Ín someoners hands, a great,moral responsi-

bility is assumed by that personi moreover, that individual is exposed to

considerable grief and suffering that few people would care to witness"

Secondly, physical fitness is mandatory for any first-aider, particularly

for purposes of ascending stairs while laden with equipment, ând descending
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wi-th a patient in a stretcher. Most rescue procedures are, physicallyn

quite demanding. Thirdly, employment as an ambul_ance attendant can be

dangerous, especially where rescue from a flammable or explosive situation

is involved or treatment of drug or alcoholic cases is necessary. Finally,
a "knowledge barrier" to entry into the ambulance industry has developed.

In Winnipeg, ambulance firms have been successful at convincing the public

as welL as potential entrants that they are able to eke out only a meager

living, although this is not really the case.

These factors all point to one select group as candidates . for
entry--ambulance attendants who currently work for a family firm either

on a co¡nmission part-time basisr or'for a Iow salary. These individuals

have víewed the industry from the inside and yet, in a sense, they are

outsiders because they do not berong to the family owning the firm"

Because of their experience, they have assumed, moral responsibility, they

have been able to meet È,he physical demand,s of their occupation, they

know and accept the danger, and they, better than anyone outsÍde the

industry, know that ambulance enterprise is a profitable endeavour.

Because economic-legal barriers have been negligible, entrants into the

ambulance industry come from this unique group.

The d,ynamics of the entry process tend to be as follows. mL^
I ¡¡g

largest firm will employ several part-time,or full-time emproyeesr arìy

of which could be an entry candidate. This firm will be experiencinq

somewhat less idl-e time than some other firms because of its reputation

and position in the market. For this reason as well as the fact that

emergency calls are not distributed evenly over t.ime, the employees will

see business being turned down or avoided. The employee-entrants see an
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avenue to "eliminate the middle man"--their employer--and venture out

on their own. Their obiective is to catch some of the overflow business

they saw when they worked for the larger firm, and attract some other

business through location, artificial product differentiationn and, to

an extent, contract bidding. The large firm does not prevent iLs

employee-entrants from re-entering the industry as owners for two reasons:

it cannot halt their activities through exclusionary tactics (Chapter tll

pointed to the lack of co-operative endeavour in the industry) and it

likeJ-y does not care about new entry provided that shares do not fall

precipitously or, if they do decl-ine, that mark-ups will continue to

generate an adequate irrco*e35. The ownejr-managers attempt to maintain

a fixed mark-up and thereby to maintain constant total revenues, responding

more to the amount of interest than to the interest rate. Essentially,

lhe owner-managers react to share behaviour and. the resulting absolute

earnings; these are the two stimuli which evoke a response. A new firm

atèempts to make its name known and capture a portion of demand.. Once

this is achieved, the company growth policy becomes conservative: because

firms are family firms and, usually occupy family-owned property not far

from home, they grow to fill their space and there the growth process ends.

Like the corner grocery store or the local shoe-repair shop, ambulance

firms do not move to "bigger and better" locations, or initiate second

and third outlets" Fêar of increased ambulance service by fj-re and police

departments, an omnipresent feature of the market structure, is also a

deterrent to further expansion.

35. Upon entry, a firm automatically becomes known to the 999 centre
and is placed on hospital rosters if it meets their criteria. This will
cause shares generalJ-y to level-off or decfine.
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Innovation, Progressiveness, and. Interaction

Gains in efficiency and. quality of output can be achieved

throu€h aévaneing ËhË ÉËdÉc êf Ëhê arÈ þy íRnovating and ínteractíng.

Technological- advance for any single ambulance firm would normally occur

in terms of vehicle d.esign, sophistication of equipment, and the develop-

ment of first-aíd and rescue technique. To progress in this manner, a

firm must maintain a careful watch over vehicle and equipment markets and

over its own first-aid method,s, and proceed to assess its particular need

for improvement in rel-ation to the type of service it provides" ïn

!üinnipeg, ambul-ance attendants meet only the basic requirements of first-

aid skill. The cost to a firm of voluntarv increased, traininq and drill

for al-l staff would be considerable and there is neither market incentive

nor legal requirement to d.o so. Increased training is not an effective

form of product differentiation since it is an "invisible" component of

the service provided. In sunmary, above-basic training is costly and

hol-ds no promise of a compensating return to the firm within the present

market structure"

There is also the question of pre- versus post-crewing procedure.

At night, ambulances are post-crewed. This means that, when a call is

received by a firm, one attendant drives the ambulance to the residence

of the second, and. both proceed to the emergency. Because pa)¡ment is on

a commission basis for cal-ls actually answered, this arrangement is

rel-atively cheap for the å*bnl.rr.. owner. Pre-crewing, where attend.ants

are on continual stand-by, ís costly and., Iike better training or equip-

ment, affords no competitive advantage to the firm. Pre-crewing would cost

a firni several thousand more dollars per month and. yet would not be matched

by a change in demand since location is the main criterion for calling an

ambulance in an emergency"

?
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The problem of inertia in skill- development and procedure

improvement applies also to the acquisition of sophisticated equipment"

over the years, little change has taken place ín equipment and design.

There is, however, a prod.uct differentiation incentive to enhance the

appearance of or replace ambulance vehicles--the most visible component

of the service. Vehicle innovation, although not wid,espread or substantial,

has been manifested recentl-y in the appearance on the streets of a few

truck- òr van-type ambulance vehicl-es, boasting more head room, improved

entry, greater stretcher capacity, space for more equipment or personnel

if. needed, and increased ruggedness, all distinct ad,vantages over conventional

white-hearse type ambulances"

Interaction in terms of joint effort by some or all firms can

also enhance the efficiency of operations and quality of output of an

industry. Advancing the state of the art for the ambulance industry in

general or for any part thereof may take place in terms of developing a

zone approach for ambulance coverage of the city, a communications network

with shared dispatchers mutually financed, or, in general, the establish-

ment of an association for purposes of maintaining rapport among firms,

sharing ideas, and. governing standards of service quality and procedure.

Such co-operation for purposes not of stifling competition, but of eliminating

tendencies toward anti-efficiency and destructive rivalry, would benefit

both the provi-der and recipient of ambulance care.

There does exist a vestiqial- ambul-ance association in Manitoba

which, however, achieves little more than to attract some.firms to annual

meeÈings where items of minor importance are discussed. Three Winnipeg

firms belong to the association. The only other evidence of interaction
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and joínt effort has been the grouping together of three firms, in a

casual mannet, to share both co-operative dispatching services and calls.

In summary, because fírms basically are not close, because they do noÈ

reallze or care about the public interest advantages of interaction, and

because they hold a healthy distrust of one another, there has been

minimal co-operative effort in the ambulance industry"

4. Mar\et Sharing and ComPetitíon

There are three markets for ambulance care and firms discriminate

amongi them to the extent that each market is exploitable. The markets are

those for emergency care, elective non-contract carer and elective con-

tract care. Not all firms, however, enter all three markets, either

because of inconvenience or inability.

Emergency demand to the firm is zero elastic with respect to

price. It can vary to a small degree, however, depending upon the location

of a firm and upon whether the firm has established a friendly relationship

with police departments and R.C.M.P. detachments. All firms receive emer-

gency demand because, for the greater part, it is doled out randomly

(i.e": according to where the emergency happens to occur in relation to

an available ambulance) by sources such as 999 dispatch, hospitals, by-

standers, and police. Firms can d.o litt1e more than sit and wait for

this demand to be expressed. Moreover, users or those acting on behalf

of users are not price sensitive: in emergency care, a "third party

wedge" is driven between user and provider, and no mutual price deter-

mination takes place. Firms, therefore, do not cut price for they stand

to lose if they do so. In fact, firms raise price for emergency care
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in order to so,ueeze as many dollars out of this source of demand as

possible.

Th€rc ärê, hÕwever' eôngtraints upon price hikes" Firstly,

the concept of a just príce contributes to a sort of eguilibrium--firms

do experience the problem of unpaid bil1s; outland.ish prices would aggra-

vate this problem and perhaps genèrate a poor public image. Secondly,

if a client feels that a price is grossly unfair, he may lodge a com-

plaint at the Manitoba Heafth Services Commission. A series of such

complaints could eventually cost a firm its licence- Thirdly, United

Health rnsurance has entered into an agreement with alt V'iinnipeg ambu-

lance firms to pay a basic price for policy holders in need of ambul-ance

care. This price can be raised only through negotiation. In sunìnary'

these factors notwithstanding, the price for emergency ambulance care

varies from twenty-five dollars upward depending upon the nature of

!L^ ^^11Lllg Ve¿I.

Elective demand which is non-conÈract in nature is less exploit-

able than emergency demand for several reasons. Some users will choose to

interact with firms to set a price which is favourabl-e and, on the average,

lower than the emergency price. Essentially, this is a profit reducing

factor. Other factors are largely cost reducers: usua1ly, efective calls

can be answered at the firm's convenience; there is no driving speed

involved nor the accompanying d.anger and wear and teari when the basic

emergency demand market share which all firms face is augmented by an

elective care component, unit costs will fall because short-run unit cost

schedules are downward sloping" There are other factors as well" Through

dialogue with a potential client, the firm can better determine whether
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to expect fuII payment for services rendered and, if not, it can refuse

to answer the call without undue hardship being imposed upon the calLer.

Beeaucc mêny people are ingured and öan make thís known to the firm prior

to actual utilization, payment will be guaranteed and price can be lower.

In summary, the elective non-contract demand price will be lower only

to the extent that buyer-seller interaction, guarantee of payment, and

progressively lower unit costs are factors. The market remains more

sensj.tive to artificial product differentiation than to price or quality.

Price ranges from fifteen to twenty-fíve dollars"

Elective contract d,emand is a demand that only some firms face

since the other firms, usually older firms, are content with their market

share and the earnings it generates. Contract demand is attractive to

new entrants who require a market share at any price; the marginal gain

to an established firm of moving into this market is less than the effort

involved. This market is the most sensitive to price because bidding and

bargaining take place. Ttre market is sensitive also to quality because

the grantors of contracts consist of the Provincial Government and three

Winnipeg hospitals. Like elective non-contract d,emand, there is guarantee

of payment, convenience in care provision, and the lower unit cost effect

of augmenting the basic emergency care component" This market is the

least exploitable and its prices are always the lowest, ranging from

approximately six to twel-ve dollars"

Abnormal profits are present in the ambulance industry because

firms attempt to extract the highest fees possible from users and tend, to

collude tacitly in the process. This is made possible by the lack of any

formal regulation of price and by the fact that users are largely insensitive
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to price, t\do important features of market structure. Because there are

only modest gains to be realized through price competition, firms leave

prices high and attempt to get or maintain shares through the alternate

route of product differentiation. Firms compete in terms of appearance

of vehicle, appearance and manner of staff, speed of delivery, smoothness

of ride, and being visible to the'public frequently on major thorough-

fares. AtI firms advertize in the Ye1low Pages of the telephone directoryo

in many cases with a firm using several names in order to attract a

greater market share. Although data are not avail-abLe on relative market

shares, this strategy is probabty effective where the artificial names used

are names of different areas of the city such as "St. Boniface" or

"North Winnipeg" giving the impression that a vehicle is stationed and

readily available in such areas.

Fire and police departments provide ambulance service free of

charge within their particular jurisdictions, resulting in public-

private competítion in ambul-ance care. The Communities of St" James-

Assiniboia, East Kild.onan, Fort Garry, and Inner City operate public

ambulance services in spite of the fact that there already is a surfeit

of private ambulance vehibles. As demonstrated in Chapter III, such

unmatchable rivalry reduces the market share of the ambulance industry

as a whole by 17.6%16.

There has been considerable entrv into the ambul-ance industrv

but this has not reduced profits. Most of the owners of the newer firms

once worked for the larqer older firms and they have carried with them

36" See Chapter III, Section 5.
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knowledge which is available only on the inside: they know that the

public can be exploited; they know that contract work always can be reliecl

upon if shares are inadequate; and they also know, having once been

apprentices, that conditions in the industry will be most comfortable and

lucrative if no waves are made. Like law graduates, they have served

their time and society owes them.. Entry causes average shares to retract,

but at least a constant return has been maintained. The larger firms have

been leaders in conserving the status quo"

Profits, entry, and redundant plant are able to persist for the

following reasons. Firstly, existing firms are not able to excfude entrants

from the industry and regulations have not been a barrier" Secondly, once

firms are in the industry, that portion of demand which can be bid away

through predatory pricing is not great enough to endanger the new firm's

viability--only a small portion of demand is price sensitive" As a

resulÈ, it has become a routine measure to raise price as shares fall or

as the rate of share increase falIs, and rely on product differentiation

to attract whatever business is available. ïn other words, firms neither

are able to drive out rival firms because price competition is not an

effective tool nor are they desirous of doing so if their own positions

are ad,equate or soon to become adequate through this natural growth

process of waiting for a share. So, in nine years, growth of industry

size has exceed.ed by a wide margin the growth of demand to the industry"

Unit costs and prices have moved steadily upward. Firms and their profits

have remained"

There has been no exit from the industry because firms have

been able to achieve their objectÍves--first to attract enough business

and then to settle back satisfied with a constant and comfortable return"
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pirms have never been growth oriented. Growth orientation in this industry

is a necessity rather than a luxury" That is, if it is necessary for

survival- that a firm push out its Çompetitors, take their business, and

push up its size, then any firm wil1, of course, follow that path of

development" But if an owner of a firn can achieve what he wants in

terms of income and security without supplanting his rivals, then any

growth in excess of what he has achieved to that point becomes superfluous"

This has been the pattern of development in the ambulance industry"

5" Conclusion

Conservatiye small-scale capitalists comprise the ambulance

industry in Winnipeg. The oldest firms lead the industry in maintaining

profit margins through fixed mark-ups and in attracting shares through

artificial product differentiation. An apprenticeship-entry-Iimited growth

sequence constitutes firm development: an ambulance attendant will work

for a family firm as an apprentice, when the time is ripe he will enter

the industry as a separate firm, and, finalIy, reach a size limit. In

this way, the ease of entry has not altered the prevalence of excess profits"

Nor has the existence of excess capacity had an effect on profits" A new

firm relies on basic emergency demand which' once captured, is not normaÌIy

competed. away" This, coupled with price coll-usion and universal maintenance

of mark-ups as shares fall, has permitted excess entry and plant redundancy

to exist alongside excess profits.

While there are three markets.for

own price configuration, costs of providing

across these markets" Although convenience

ambulance care, each with its

care are more-or-less uniform

and assurance of payment make
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certain markets.more attractive than others, the main reason for differ-

ential pricing is the differential ability of the industry to e>ploit

diff,erent users.

Demand insensitivity not only has permitted price discrimination,

but, it also has engendered an environment in which minimal obligation is

imposed upon firms to provÍde a service better than regulations require;

and regulations are not adequaÈe.

Artificial product differentiation is very important in the

ambulance industry" Although no advances in the quality of care arise

from this form of rivalry, as a competitive tool, it serves to provid,e

an eventual market share to apprentice-entrants and to ensure maintenance

of mark-ups throughout the industry.

Finally, there has been minimal explicit co-operative effort

by the firms in this industry" Although the "live and let live" policy

is advantageous to firms¡ âÂy benefits that might accrue to the public

through better co-ordination and'interaction within the industry are lost.



CHAPTER V

MARKET PERFORMANEE

1. Introduction

The topic of market performance can be approached in terms of

goals and their achievement. Present private goals are to maintain

rigidly the status quo in terms of absolute real earnings, mark-ups, and

shares, to avoid "getting involved", i.e.: to regard ambulance enter-

prise as a purely commercial endeavouro not as an essentíal service to

people, and to run an efficient firm. These goals are easily attained,

in the present market structure of minimal regulation, tacit "otlu"ion,
and consumer incompetence. Present publ.ic orientation is to extend the

empire of public ambulance care provision, provide token regulation and

supp'ort, hoping the public will continue to remain as ignorant about

ambulance services as it has been in the past, and to carry on pretending

that the private ambul"ance system does not exist" This attitude also has

been established and maintained very easily in a market structure com-

prised of fire and police departments anxious to extend their responsi-

bility beyond their competence, and of a public which brings no

pressure to bear upon an insensitive government.

The important question is' are such goals appropriate? WeLf,

there is no doubt that firm survival by way of efficient operation and

share maintenance is an appropriate goal for any business enterprise

whether or not the public wel-l-being is ensured. However, a responsibfe

-111-
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public sector, on the other hand, should have attitudes and goals dif-

ferent from those mentioned above: if there is some type of problem

in ambul-ance care provision, then there should be a policy to solve it--

the goverrunent has no such comprehensive policy; if there is no problem,

then the public sector should provide a rationale for any invoLvement it

may initiate--at present, the public sector cannot justify its presence

in the industry and it does not even know v¡hether or not there is a

problem. The performance of a market can be examined within the framework

of such existing goals or it can be examined wiÈhin the framework of

ambufance care provision as an instrument and, therefore, a target of

public policy (an instrument of pubtic policy in that the overriding

public concern for safeguard.ing the well-being of the population is

supported through improved ambulance care provision; a target of public

policy in that the nature of care provision is altered by the formulation

and implementation of specific public policies toward the organization

of ambufance services). To the latter end, some present goals are quite

inappropriate "

- Although the criteria or goals of Part I view ambuÌance care

as an instrument of public policy, they do not assume that the optimum

can be reached only by eliminating the prit'ate service" Nor do they

assume that the criteria can be satisfíed by leaving the present system

intact. In point of fact, nothing is assumed about the private (or

public) sector except that if there are problemslto be solved, then the

entire market structure and the conduct it encourages must be analyzed

to determine cause, effect, and remedy. The criteria of Part I are not

totally incompatible with all those goals involved in present ambulance
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care provision. Hovrever, because the performance criteria outi-ined in

this paper are wide-ranging and directed toward the end of social good,

it. is simply the case that pursuit of existing goals will never bring

about a level of market performance even remotely comparable to that

which satisfied criteria of Part I would qenerate. Demonstration of

this fact is the purpose of Chapter V.

2. Cost and Price Efficiency

he trend of the long-run average cost schedule of the ambu-

lance industry, if control of the industry were centralized, is presumed

to be moderately downward indicating economies of scale" These economies

are well beyond the scope of the present firms in their disaggregated

and autonomous form. Short-run cost shows decreasing cost characteristics,

and because the number of firms (and vehicles) is excessive, attained unit

costs are higher than those attainable37. In the past nine years, the

estimated volume of business to the private ambulance sector increased

by J-5%, the.number of firms by 66Î", and the number of vehicles by 21%"

A capacity operation of 20 calls per d.ay would generate a unit cost of

$6.02 compared to a unit cost to the average firm of $t2.20, a difference

of over 100%" Marginal cost to the average firm is $3.43, 57z of. capacity

unit cost and 28% of estimated attained unit cost.

37. Excess capacity and stand.-by service are d.ifferent things. The
crit,erion of ten vehicles will generate enough stand-by service to cover
any peak period. foreseeable; no excess capacity would be generated. The
present number of seventeen generates not only stand-by capacity but
excess capacity and therefore is "excessive" as stated above. Ironically,
the excessive number of vehicles d.oes not permit a smaller time lag in
reaching emergencies--features other than abundance of vehicles cause
the system to be slow in response. These are discussed below under
"Adequacy of Output".
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Noting the criteria of Part I, specifically those regarding

availability of ambulance care, these cost features cannot and should

not be changed radically. Regarding the position along the unit cost

schedule, criteria suggest 10 to 12 vehicfes to be the optimal number,

not far different from the present situation in Winnipeg" The upshot

is that the service is inherently'a stand-by operation, and a unit cost

which is some 25O>" greaÈer than marginal cost is more or less "normal" "

The only scope for change, asi'de from a reduction in the number of

vehicles, lies in efficiency gains through reducing the height of the

unit cost schedule. ït is here that the industry is to be most severely

faulted and remedial action implicates policy toward poor geographic

and managerial organization of an over-expanded industry, lack of co-

ordínation, and general disaggregation and decentrafization of activity"

The public ambulance service is equally inefficient. In

addition to the inefficiency that resul-ts from poor deployment of

vehicl-es throughout the city, the staff are underemployed as firemen

or policemen when on ambulance duty and are, accordinglY, over paid, as
L

ambulance attendants. A1so, the fire rescue vehicfes and their staff

complements are underemployed as ambulances since they are designed for

fire rescue use and manned by five men, incfuding a lieutenant.

Regarding price éfficiency, marginal cost pricing woul-d. cal-l

for a charge of $3.43" , The overall average of the various prices charged

by the representative firm is 485e; greater than marginal and, variable

cost. Where average cost pricing is pursued., price will be relatively

high due to the aÈtained position along the unit cost schedule; the

unit cost price for the average firm would be $12.20. Present pricing¿
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at an average of $20.08 results in profit of $3.86 per call or a return

on investment of 34r"38. As a result, Some users are excluded from the

market and resources are not allocated efficiently among those who remain.

3. Adequacy of Output

Introd.uction

Adequacy has two dimensions with regard to output--qualitative

and quantitative" Elective business can be restricted both in a quanti-

tative (units of output) and qualitative (standards of service) manner"

In the present case, due to inefficient price and red.uction of quality

due to destructive competition, elective output has been restricted"

Emergency output cannot be reduced by inefficient price because demand

is zero elastic, but quality of service is important and wilL be lacking

where firms are concerned only about the maximum difference between unit

cost and price. The number of firms and vehicles, due to features of

market structure and conduct, is large enough that confusion, duplication,

and disorganization hamper availabity of emergency service. Moreover,

while the selling side of the market is expert at pursuing its own

interest, the buying sice is not. The market structure has not been

cond.ucive to the development of a solution to this problem.

Some General- Problems

The payment mechanism in the market for ambulance service is,

38" See Chapter III, Section 6, Table 3"
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fundamentally, fee-for-service in nature. Ambulance oPerators are, first

and foremost, profit-conscious entrepreneurs; all oÈher considerations

including the well-being of the patient are secondary. Ambulance operators

have on occasion demand.ed payment before rendering service. (In other

cases, the patient or his relatives are harrassed for payment immediately

after the service has been rendered. ) . Additionally, insured. persons

frequently must provide proof of insurance. In any event, to the detriment

of the patient, valuable time will elapse as responsibility for payment,

if not actual payment, is established" At the same time, however, operators

face considerable abuse, in terms both of disagreements at the scene of

an emergency, and unpaid bilIs. The circle is completed and both sides

lose.

The call mechanism for ambulance services in Winnipeg is far

less efficient than is commonly thought" A person may call a firm

directly or may call the 999 dispatch centre. In the case of the former,

the firm may not be available for some time and another may need to be

called. It might, in fact, be very difficult to find an ambulance which

is ávailab1e. In addition, the separate telephone numbers must be known

or found out . (a universal number is more easily remembered). The 999

procedure also is slow: if a call originates in a particular localityn

the 999 control wil}, in turn, contact the police department in that

area which then must find an ambulance both nearby and available--two

very important requiremenÈs" Again, to the detriment of the patient,

time is wasted..

There are jurisdictÍonal problems. Not only may two or

more private ambulance operators disagree about who should convey a
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patient to hospital once they have arrived at the emergency, but public

and private vehicles may conflict" Public vehicles are also confined

to limited areas. For example, the Fort Garry Fire Ambulance works

only within that community and can transport patients only to Victoria

Hospital notwithstanding their possible need for different hospital

facilities.

The hospital emergency unit is an important stage in the

treatment of emergencies and yet few hospitals have highly co-ordinated

or versatile emergency programs. Moreover, the emergency branches of

different hospitals are equipped and staffed in different ways which

renders them suitable for handling completely only certain types of

medical need.

Stability and dependability of ambulance services is important.

Although there has been no exit of firms from Èhe industry in nine years,

in Winnipeg firms may leave temporarily or permanèntly or alter the

nature of their service without being immediately responsible to anyone

for their actions.

r The location of ambulance vehicles is sub-optimal in terms

of the location criterion'of Part I. Comparing the map of Chapter III,

Section 6, with the map of Chapter rI, discrepancies in ambulance access

become apparent--the outer reaches of the city are underserviced, with a

particular dearth of availabilitv in residential areas such as Transcona

and the general North-East segment of the city, the Charleswood arear

and. the far south parts of Winnipeg. Large numbers of vehicles are

concentrated in relatively small areas.

Disorganization in terms of communications also prevails"

Although most ambulances are radio equipped, they communicate only with
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their own dispatcher and not with hospitals or other ambulance vehicles

in the system. This adds to the problem of individualism and isolated

operation by firms in the provision of a service requiring integration

and the blending of separate resources in achieving one end.

Staff qualifications are minimal and inadequate' although

satisfying aII legal requirements. St. John first-aid training, which

faLls short of the training criterion of Part I, is all that is required--

no drill or regular examinaÈion and revitalization of skills are called

for. Training, although of primary importance in administering adequate

treatment, is only one facet of staff.abilities and knowledge" Driving

skills must be well developed, but apparently it is assumed that anyone

can drive an ambulance effectively and safe1y39. Attitude in terms of

action and speech on the part of the attendant also are important to a

patient who is injured and frightened. Good physical fitness is prerequi-

site to providing good care. None of these factors is stressed in

regulations or training"

There is still considerable scope for vehicle and equipment

replacement or improvement. Many vehicles are in use which have limited

stretcher capacity, head.room, and ease of entry. Some vehicles have

logged excessive mileage and have reached the limits of reliability.

Rules about equipment are flexible and permit wide variations in equip-

ment used and in quality of service.

The "post-crewing" procedure mentioned in Chapter IV is quite

undesirable since it militates against minimizing the Lime-lag and pro-

viding a quality service generally. Usually, staff take vehicles home

39. Accidents involving ambulances have not been unconmon in Vlinnipeg"
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with them at night. To ans\A/er a 3:00 a.m. call, for example, one

attendant must awake, drive the vehicle to the residence of the second

attendant, awake him, and proceed to the location of the emergency.

Not only is this procedure costly in terms of time, but ambulance

attendants cannot function properly on just a few spasmodic hours of

sleep in a night. Neither is conducive to the well-being of the patient.

It does not pay a firm to pre-crew. It is more expensive and yields no

return over post-crewing.

The public ambulance services cannot be considered better than

tde private service. Vehicles have been acquired on the criterion of

whether or not they could be afforded, not according to the existing

availability of other vehicles nearby, whether public or private. As a

result, ambufances are not distributed according to need. Moreover,

equipment utilized publicly is no more sophisticated than that used by

the private sector. The most striking fault of the public service,

however, is its staffing policy. In each case where a fire or police

department operates an ambulance, several men are licenced as ambulance

attendanÈs and ambulance duty is rotated among all regularly (for example,

the St. James-Assiniboia Police Department has 70 men licenced as ambu-

lance attendants). It is impossible for any one man to maintain his

skil-ts and abil-ity when ambulance duty is an occasional experience.

All of these features will- have important implications speci-

fically for the consumption of time in treating emergencies and for the

well-being of the user in general. The problems prevail throughout the

industry and would need to be approached on an industry-wide basis; that

is one reason why their remedy is not within easy reach of the average
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person and the problem of "consumer incompetence" arises. A measure of

the loss due to consumer incompetence for each consumer v¡as presented

in Chapter fI.

When consumer incompetence is combj-ned with a privately owned,

unregulated industry supplying those consumers, whatever adjustment does

occur, it will not be to the detriment of the producer. The nature of

the service in this market structure is such as to almost preclude knowing

whaÈ constitutes a qood service and what constitutes a bad service.

This has generated a consumer psychology of either apathy or false

security based on ignorance. The second.ary resulÈ is that the market

does not generate what people want because they do not know what they

want. The institutional factor of regulation does not require anything

more of the market; the competitive structure does not engender self-

regulation" on the one hand, the consumer has neither the power, the

ability, nor the inclination to force reform, while, on the other hand.,

the industry may provide whatever quality of service it wishes. These

are the factors which câuse avoidable death and injury and preclude the

el-imination of such atrocities. Neither the user' the firm, nor the

ind.ustry is aware of the possible economies in social benefit to be

derived from improving the organization of ambulance services.

Social Burden

Lack of data makes it effectively impossible to know the

relative slopes of the social burden schedule and the production cost

curve and it is only such knowledge which will yield an accuraÈe ansv¡er

about the explicit economic optimum. However, it is important and useful
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to know the state of the current situation, i.e.: the absolute vafue of

the social burden at some point, and. to know the direction in which it is

moving or might move, whether íncreasing or decreasíng. AII that can be

said in answer to these questions is that the social burden is greater

than zero and limited information exists to indicate how it might be

changing over time. It is obvious the present position does not satisfy

the overall economíc criterion of zero social burden.

The model of Chapter II was presented in a purely theoretical

context, abstracting from actual- data on social burden. The above.dis-

cussion, however, has brought output adequacy, particularly that of

emergency output, into serious doubÈ. This section will- bring the

analysis closer to the reaL world with an estimation of the actual mag-

nitude of the social burden in terms of explicit .economic costs. The

studies by Dr. Bruser, W. O. Geisfer et al., and .by the National- Institute

of Neurofogical Diseases and Blindness into avoidable death and injury

do not furnish an entire schedule of results attributable to each level

of quality, but do supply information which can be used to establish one

point on the social burden sched.ule encompassing the economic costs to

society of avoid.able death and injury in terms of lost production, transfer

palãnents, and the utilization of scarce medical resources" Details of the

calculations are presented. in Appendix B.

If a person dies avoidably in any given year because of the

ambulance system, the explicit cost constitutes a part of the social burden

as it is here conceived. "The major purpose of health programs is to save

Iives and reduce itlness."..There are no special problems which relate to

the estimate of the costs of such programs, and the special problem of
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quantifying their effects j-s a matter for engineers and doctors rather

than for economists. The interest of the latter is thus concentrated on

the problem of valuing the benefits per life saved or per ilfness avoided. .. "40

Death avoided means that, among other things, a loss of production

may be avoided. Therefore, the present value of this production is an

economic benefit to be credited to the measure responsible for savj-ng

lives. To deterroine this economic value, one must ascertain what the

average person whose life is saved wilL earn over the rest of his Life"

This depend,s upon a consideration of the following:

(a) Age at death: Where actual information is lack:ng, this can be

assumed to equal the average of all those who die from whatever

..- f ^uquÞs, u¡¡rcss the proposed lifesaving expenditure obviously dis-

criminates among age groups"

(b) Probability of survival Èo each higher age: .This can be cal-cul-ated

from a life table for the group in question which should be amended

to Èake account of any projected changes in its age-specific death

(c) The proportion of people at each age who will be both in the labour

force and employed and their contribution to production at each

ñ^..!i ^i --!.: ^- ..^¡^^ L---^ !^ L^ €^-^^^^! ^ ..^.-^f I -. .: À .: ^ ^--^^iqvçó rerurcipation rates have to be forecaor¡ uÞuqr¿J !u ¿Þ qy!çsu

that the appropriate unemployment percentage to assume is that

corresponding to full employment.

(C) The earnings of a person are usually taken as a measure of the value

of his marginal product, average product being too high. Since

40. A. R. Prest and
Economic Journal-. Vof" 752

P. Turvey, "Cost Benefit Analysis: A Surveyt',
883-735 (December, 1965) p" 683-735, p" 72I"
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concern is with future earnings, the growth trend of such earnings

should be allowed for if the study starts with data of current earnings.

Avoidable injury also will impose a cost upon society and con-

tribute to the social burden. If the individual is incapacitated, the

explicit cost is computed according to the formul-a above but includes also

costs of medical care. Where a person is not permanently disabled, the

medicat costs and temporarily lost production are the only explicit cost

componenËs.

1.' Avoidable Death

The measure used to indicate the explicit economic loss due to

avoidable death witl be the stream of gross earnings attributable to

each dead individual projected over the expected working life of that

individual, d.iscounted, to the year in whicii the avoidable death

occurred, L966"

It can be argued that the loss to "society" contingent upon a

person's death is that personrs production less his consumption--

that which the individual pumps into the stream of resources

available to society, less that which the individual takes out.

But it can ailso be argued that "society" should be defined to in-

clude the individual whom the society is contemplating saving through

heatth expenditure--welfare of the individual is added to aggregate

welfare of the community. In this paper, the individual is defined

as part of society" Therefore, whatever the individual does not

consume of his own gross earnings is available to society, and the

loss to himself and society upon his death is equal to earnings"
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Note that this is not intended to be a measure of lost utii-ity or

welfare to society, but only lost production.

Of the 119 deaths studied by Dr. Bruser, 25 were preventable

on his criterion, 3 were due to unavoidable conditions of climate

and, therefore, 22 were relevant to the ambulance system. unfortun-

ately, only those working papérs dealing with tl of the 22 cases

are accessible; of these 11, 5 were from lfinnipeg. As a result,

the cost,s presented below will be an understatement"

Neither the names nor occupations of the individuals are known;

a very arbitrary estimation of their earning power is made. It is

not known from where in Canada these persons may have come, nor if

they planned to leave for a different part of Canada. Therefore, in

calculating life expectancies, mortality tables for canada as a whole

were used (1965-67). Also, it is not known if these people had

been suffering from any particular health problems, such as cancer,

tuberculosis, or heart disease. Therefore, the normal life table

for the appropriate group was not revised in any way.

Since no information was available regarding ed.ucation, training,

or occupation of the individuals in question, earnings are estimated

at a flat annual average for the working life of the individual--no

all-owance is mad.e for growth trends. The ret.irement age is assumed

to be 65 years and a projected employment rate of 96g¿ is used" It

is further assumed that earnings are paid twice monthly" An arbitrary

discount rate of 5s" is chosen.

The total lost stream of earnings resulting from avoidable death

and attributable to the ambulance industry discounted to 1966 was
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system totalled
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The lost years of life attributable to the ambulance

9I"7 years.

Paraplegia

A certain number of paraplegic cases occurs yearly. In Manitoba

this amount averages approximately L4.4 annually. Of these, approxi-

mately 2.6 yearly are treated'by professional ambulance facilities

from !ùinnipeg. Data from L966, a fairly representative year and

one which corresponds to the year in which Dr. Bruser conducted his

stucly of avoidable death, are used"

the totai" stream of costs resulting from paraplegia and directly

attributabl-e to the ambulance industry discounted, to 1966 was

ç24 , l49 .98 .

Social Burden

The explicit economic sociat burden imposed upon Winnipeg in 1966

as the result of inadequate ambulance facilities was $125,I09.89"

Moreover, lost human life years totalled 95.6 and lost productive life

years totatled 38. The human costs are incalculable

In conclusion, an estimation of one real point on the social

burden schedufe has been made" Other real points cannot be estimated

because the ambulance system exists in a given state and any studies of

avoidable death and injury upon which cost calcuÌations must be based,

4l-. Due to problems of estimation, this value abstracts from Lhe
fact that such individuals, had they lived, may not have generated an
economic value of this magnitude because of incapacitation or altered
life expectancy caused by the initiat emergency" Therefore, the figure
may be somewhat inflated.

3.
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would concern a gíven state of an ambulance system. Vtithout knowing the

nature of the entire social burden schedule and. prod,uction cost curve, it

is not known if the point meets the explicit economic criterion. The

zero avoidable death and injury criterion, however, has not been achieved"

In this section, discussion has centred upon the empirical

aspects of avoidable death and injury and the methodology of the model

in Chapter II. Due to the present structure and conduct of the ambulance

industry in Winnipeg, people are dying or being injured and significanÈ

dollar costs, as well as psychic costs, are being incurred" The market

performance criterion of Part I states thaÈ avoidable death and injury

be zero. Clearly, this standard has not been met and another deficiency

is revealed in the present ambulance service"

4" Problems of Eguity

There are equity considerations to be noted in the present

ambulance system; both provid,ers and users are affected.

Equity Among Firms

l. P{ivate Competition

Some ambulance operators have expressed concern about competitive

advantages on the part of a few with the resul-t that revenues are

faltering. There is a series of factors which tends Èo produce, in

the ambulance industry, a situation where competitive discrepancies

and, in fact, significant inequities can occur. The factors are: lack

of regulation, consumer incompetence, free elrterprise, and non-homogeneity

of ideals among operators"
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There has been minimal regulation of the industry until late

1971. Consequently, almost anyone has been abLe to start up an

ambulance company and the formal requirements for training and

equipment have not been demanding or adequate.

Potential users are not likely to know what to expect of an

ambulance service. This is not unusual where there is no natural

or ready means of testing or evaluating the product or service"

Further, demand for emergency ambulance care is zero elastic. the

result is that, while operators are free to provide a good, or bad

service, the user is not able readily to choose among operators.

Moreover, the market structure has been characterized by free

enterprise and, at the same time, the moral convictions of the

operators with regard to consumer welfare are not uniform. The

profit objective may be coloured by tíre ideals of particular opera-

tors--some feel obliged to provide a service under better standards

of quality consistent with financial survival, while others are con-

tent to secure profits by minirnizing expenses where possible. Ulti-

mately, the more conscientious operators face a dilemma and may suffer

at the expense of those concerned only about earnings; an inequitable

situation arises for no justifiable reason.

PubIic-Private Competition

n^*,^^+.i +i ^-vv¡r¡¡,se¿urv¡¡ between public ambulance servÍces and private firms

for emergency calls is unfair to the private operators " The situa-

tion is as fol-Iows. Ambulance operators, both existent and potentiaJ-,

survey the prospects for extending, continuingn or creating their

businesses, and do so if conditions appear to be favonrable" When
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the pubtic authority in one or a few communities sets up a partial

ambul-ance service in a police or fire department or both, competition

results and an unexpected turn of events occurs for the private opera-

tors.

There is no sound rationale for the public service. One exl¡lana-

tion might be that a better quality service is desired and a start

can be made toward this by introducing "high-quality" units. However,

Èhe quatity of public service vehicles is, on the average, no better

than that of private ambulances. Moreover, standards coufd easily

be introduced without reverting to public provision. Another reason

might be that it was a desired policy objective to compete down the

price charged by private operators. Chapter IV showed this to be a

fallacious argument.

The most logical explanation relates to overall adequacy of

the private system in providing enough ambulances to minimize time

consumption. Private concerns will set the nurnber of ambulances

they employ in accordance with effective user'demand. and costs. If

government decid.es that the minimal nurùler of ambulances consistent

with public safeÈy is greater than the number currently provided

privately and, further, that the firms cannot profitably employ more

than that number, public vehicfes are introduced to "take up the

slack"" However, if it is the sole purpose of the pubtic vehicles

to provide an adequate number of ambulances, they should function

purely as an "over-flow" service, coming into operation only when

the private system is being used to a predetermíned capacity; this

is an economically sensible policy. However, the public services
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do compete with private operators' for emergency calls in spite of

the fact that the number of vehicles in the private sector alone is

excessive. The efficacy of such public policy and the effects on

those firms which leave or suffer reduced market shares and revenues

is questionable.

Equity Among Consumers

Discrepancies in treatment of different users of ambulance

services may result from five factors; three are price considerations and

two are quality considerations.

Price

(a) There is no charge for public ambul-ance care lvhile private firms

require payment for their work. Thus, if a person is sick or injured

and someone calls an ambulance for him, he may receive the service

free if a public vehicle attends, or he may have to pay a price of

$20 or more d.epending upon the firm and Èhe distance travelled.

However, it is possible when calling 999 to speciflr, within limitso

whether a public or private vehicle is wanted and thereby to avoia

the expense of a private service. Unfortuantely, knowledge of this

option is not universal and different people incur different expenses

for the same service.

(b) It is expected that, as the market share going to the ambulance

industry is reduced due to public competition, the price privately

charged will rise" This aggravates the problem mentioned under

point (a): the difference in expense incurred by different users
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is increased" This is particurarry unfortunate since the savings

are distributed in a haphazard way. A utilitarian would contend

that. if some are to receive the service free of charge and others

not, that the distribution of ultimate payment should be progressive.

It is guite possibJ-e, however, that the distribution of payment is,

in fact, regressive, if one supports the position that the higher

onets income the greater are onets informatilon-getting resources.

(c) The third problem derives from the lack of requlation" some

firms charge different prices depending on the extent to which

certain situations and patients can be exploited. where a person

diars 999 for an amburance, a private firm answering the call may

charge any price and, in some cases. it is largely a matter of

chance whether the client pays a high or low price.

Quality

(a) Due to the lack of regulation, different firms give different

standards of service; for the same reasons as above, different

patients will receive better or worse care depending upon who

happens to attend the emergency. Another cause of quality hetero-

geneity is the fact that both public and private services exist

side by side in an unco-ordinated way--standards of quality between

these two groups differ.

(b) Sometimes, an emergency wil-l occur in stages, beginning with a

serious but not dangerous condition and then degenerating into a

panic-stricken situation. Frequently, a caller may sunmon tvJo

ambulances, first a private firm during the early stages of need
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and later, if this ambulance is slow and a deteriorated condition

causes panic, another ambulance, usually a pubtic vehicte through

ooo

These are the problems of equity, most of which arise from

a market structure housing both public and private provid.ers of ambu-

lance care in competition with one another. The only apparent advantage

of the public service is that, where more ambuLances are neededo it is an

easily implemented alternative requiring neither legislation, subsidiza-

tion, nor agreement among the private operators, all of which might be

necessary if the firms vrere to be induced to enlarge their fleets. This

ad.vantage could be enjoyed without some of the accompanying d.isad.vantages

if the public service avoided competing wiÈh the private ambulance sector

q Sununary

Private commercial interests have been upheld in the ambulance

industry; firms have achieved what they wanted to achieve. The public

sector, being uninformed. and misd.irected, has achieved its Limited

goals as we1l. But it is there that the achievement end.s. None of the

public interest goals has been satisfíed because a market structure

serving mainly private interests exists. And during the very genesis

and maturation of this structure which determines the physical wefl--

being of the public, the public sector has had effectively no policy

whatever.

In ambulance services, large scale of plant and an oversized

industry have generated technical inefficiency in terms of excess
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capacity resource wastage. The operation of the industry, characterized

by confusion, path-crossing, public-private competition, as well as an

inept call mechanism and inappropriate pa]¡ment procedure, has generated

technical inefficiency in terms of duplicative resource wastage and

distributive inefficiency i.n terms of unevenly and inappropriately dis-

persed resources.

There is inaccess to ambulance care because of both abundance

and paucity of ambuLance facilities. This results in allocative and

Cistributive inefficiency: the allocation of resources has not been such

as to match that collection of outputs provided with that collection of

outputs which will maximize aggregate wel-fare; because some individuals

are able to get proper care and others not, that collection of resources

allocated to the ambulance sector has not been distributed amonq the

members of society so as to maximize wel-fare.

The prices charged, while reflecting technical inefficiency, give

rise to distrÍbutive inefficiency: recipients of ambulance care aie paying

a price which represents consumption of resources greater than that

amount for which they are responsible.

Finally, the public well-being is reduced. This has efficiency

implications with regard to the economic use of human resources; it has

moral implications with regard. to foss of life and linrb.

The market fails for several reasons. Those verv factors

which are part of perfect competition theory such as absence of regula-

tion, freedom to enter, leave, contract, or expand, ability to differen-

tiate product and. compete in terms of price, and a lack of any incentive

or inducement to take concert,ed action, have resulted in a situation
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v¡herein no legal obligation has been imposed upon the ambulance firms,

and operators are encouraged to become, first and foremost, profit-

maximizing entrepreneurs in the provision of an emergency public safety

service. Further, people are not knowledgeable about the service; for

them it is both complex and uninteresting. Because there is no require-

ment, either moral or otherwise, þ1aced upon the industry by the users,

the public in general, or arising from within the ind.ustry, there is no

effective force to govern the quality of ambulance services or the

efficient use of resources. As a result, firms proceed unrestrained in

pursuing what any rational businessman pursues--an acceptable profit

margin--and the public interest, which is equally important, is forgotten

in the confusion and frenzy of normal, everyday business"



PART TTI

THE CHOICE AMONG ALTERNATÏVES



CHAPTER VI

PERSPECTIVE

Introduction

The study has discussed the present ambulance system, its

problems, and. their imptications. Italso has outlined the criteria of

output adequacy, price and cost efficiency, and equity, which are put

fo.rth as the social objectives of an ambulance service. The purpose

of part III is to ascertain how supply and demand can be organized best

to fulfilI the objectives specified"

The present form of ambulance industrial organization in

Winnipeg involves most market organization alternatives. There is

public provision in terms of fire and police ambulance vehicles pro-

viding care at no charge; there is joint public-private venture, for

example, where the 999 emergency dispatch centre is provided by the

public sector and private ambulance firms receive calls through it;

there is public-and-private provision of the same service in that both

entrepreneurs and. police and fire departments operate similar ambulance

services; finally, there is public regulation and support of private

provision through Manitoba Regutation 8/7L which stipulates certain

requirements of ambulance enterprise and through the Manitoba Health

Services Commission which provides a basic voluntary training program

from time to time at no charge. Pure private provision has not existed

for many years

1.
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It is this milieu of organizational forms which has resulted

in substandard market performance and, in some cases, atrocities" Most

importantly) there is avoidable injury and death attributable to grossly

inadequate skills, mediocre equÍpment and procedure, a total lack of

rational distribution of ambulance locátions, and an incomplete com-

munications network. A further contributing factor to this breach of

the public well-being is a lack of responsibitity which in turn derÍves

from a lack of meaningful regulation and scrutiny. The most apparent

symptom of irresponsibility is destructive competition in terms of

lrui¡li.c-private rivalry and. wasteful inter-firm rivalry, resulting in

sm¿l-I market shares and high unit costs and prices. The public sector

has been equally irresponsible by providing neither comprehensive

regulation, scrutiny, nor support.

There is technical inefficiency due to an excessive number

of vehicles and firms and poor overall- organization, manifested in

duplication of effort, path-crossing, poor locations, consumption of

resources in wasteful competition, and the realization of too few

economies of scale. Regulation has been inadeguate to build a system

free of such defects"

Prices are high because cost schedules are high. Moreover'

when a private enterprise which is inherently stand-by in nature charges

at Least an average cost price, as it musL, price wiLl be high; there

has been no reguJ-ation of nor support for a marginal cost (or variable

cost) price. In the absense of regulation, private pricing policy has

been conservative
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Finally, there are problems of equity in the present system.

Somewhat different prices are charged for the same service. There is

free provision of public services for those who happen to get it'. A

lack of regulation requiring all to uphold certain minimum standards

permits unscrupulous firms to compete on an unfair basis and' at the

same time, there is a lack of financial support to guarantee homogeneous

standards of service quality"

In tracing the causes of poor performance of the ambulance

industry as an instrument of public policy, both here and in the

previous chapter, recurring themes emerge: Iocation of vehicles is very

important; co-ordination through better communication and organization

is vital; the issue of public-private competition is pressing; regulation

and support are necessary but deficient. The alternative or mix of

alternatives chosen for the provision of a good ambulance service must meet

the threat that these problems pose' a threat which, to date, has gone

unchallenged.

2.

In general, there

The Alternatives

are four alternatives for ambulance service

provrsfon "

servace

be part

tection

Public Provision

One feasible alternative for the provision of an ambulance

is public provision. This means that ambulance services would

of the pubtic sector's activities just as fire or police pro-

are. The unit of authority could be the community, city, or
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province. Standards of performance determined by the public authority

would prevail. Further, ambulance care could be a "public good"--this

is not necessarily implied by "public provision". As a public Aood,

ambulance care would be provided to everyone free of charge. General

tax revenues or an insurance premium added to the Manitoba Heafth

Services premium coul-d be used as'the means of finance. In other words,

public policy can affect both the d.emand and supply side of ambulance

care provision. Alternatively, some sort of user charge might be

imposed., varying from a mere d.eterrent fee to an average cost price. Of

course, the d.emand, side of the transaction might be ignored in public

policy, allowing users and potential- users to pay a price when necessaïy

or to insure themselves against the expense.

Private Provision

Another service alternative is private provision. In that

case, all equipment, materials, and facilities are owned, and alf

personnel hired by entrepreneurs; the entrepreneur is responsible to

himself and his employees. Standards of performance will be governed

by competition (or lack of it) among firms and scrutiny by users where

!L^ *--L1i^ -! r----^ i^ ^-!--^11-- ^L1^ ¿^ ^--^--^^^Lrrs ¡,.ru!¿u au rarge is actually able to oversee and to evaluate the

performance of the industry. A price adequate to cover long-run average

cost, including at least normaL profits, would be charged of the user"

Supply may come from many firms, a very few, or one. A co-operative

might be formed for purposes of settíng market quotas, purchasing

centrally, and bargaining collectively.
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Public-Private Provision and Joint Venture

Public-private provision may appear in several forms. One

form entails a public service and a private service which operate in a

manner insulated from one another in terms of co-ordination or common

procedures but do in fact compete" The public service may be a public

good while the private sector charges a fee for service. Alternatively,

there might be a "public-and-private" type of service wherein both

sectors provid,e the service but each serves the appropiiate part of the

market and complements rather than competes with the other. Finally,

public-private provision might take the form of "joint venture" where

certain levels or types of a service are provided by a different authority.

For example' the well-being of firemen and policemen could be safeguarded

by fire and police ambulan..= r'hiI. private ambulances serve the general

public. On the other hand, the activities of the public sector may be

confined. to the provision of a communications system somewhat like

the present 999 network or the provision of a palnnents system through

insurance or taxation, rather than actual delivery of ambulance care"

Private Provision with Public Regulation and,/or Support

Where an uncontrolled private system does not generate an

optimal ambulance service in terms of public interest criteria, public

policy designed to bridge the gaps is in order. This is the fourth alter-

native to be discussed. Pubtic policy can be formulated to regulate

various dimensions of an ambulance service with the objective of making

it a service which satisfies chosen public interest criteria. HovJever,
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regulation alone may not be an adequate solution for two reasons. Firstly,

universal- rules may impose discrepant burdens upon heterogeneous ambulance

operators and, therefore, violate equity princíples and perhaps drive some

firms out of business. secondly, the regulat,ions may not be entirery

workable. For example, a maximum price may be regulated. along with

specific quality controls, but this may preclude coverage of average cosc

by all firms. Consequently, pubtic policy is needed. to provid.e financial

support to the private sector in its end.eavour to meet the regulations"

ompetitive practices can be regulated in terms of price,

entry, agreements, expansion, salaries, vehicle speed, piracy of calls,

and others. Such measures may require support in terms of salary and

price subsidies, and encouragement to enter or expand. Location can be

regurated andn at the same time, ,oublic support would compensate for

ex!Ðenses related to moving and losses due to business volume differentials.

Requirements of vehicles and equipment may entail financial aid. or a more

efficient purchasing procedure" If compulsory ambul-ance attendant train-

ing programs were provided, the pubric sector might pay the opportunity

costs of the trainees during the training period.

Finally, a provision alternative may envelope certain facets

of all the alternatives discussed.

J" Summary

Ambulance care, as the target of public polícy, may be delivered

under any one of the four organizationar formats discussed in this

chapter, each capable of being set-up through a public policy initiative

and each, in turn, involving a set of specific public policies" Certainly,
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some forms of anbulance service organization wil-I serve as more satis-

factory instruments of public policy in furthering sociat well-being

than others. For example, it might be that, the alternative of private

provision will contribute most to advancing the social good. In that

case, public policy would involve the general move of announcing and

legíslating private provision to be the method of care delivery as well

as the specific policies of phasing-out fire and police ambulances, of

selling the communications system to private interests, and, over time,

of initiating whatever policy is necessary to ensure the continuance

of private provision. Also, hypothetically, it might be that public

provision is the alternative which will further the public aood more

than any other form of organization. In that case, pubtic policy would

establish such a system. In turn, policy torvard price' operations'

efficiency, quality control, and finance, would need to be formulated.

It is in this way that the provision afternatives developed

in this chapter represent conceivabl-e avenues of public policy formulation

and implementation in setting-up ambulance service as a policy instrument

of the public sector" The process of developing an alternative' presented

in Chapter VII, must take into account these possibilities in answering

the basic question: which alternative' as a manifestation of public

policy, will- alter market structure and encouragie change in market con-

duct so as to generate market performance which is consistent with the

public interest norms outlined. in Part I?



CHAPTER VTÏ

CHOOSTNG AN ALTERNAT]VE

1. Introduction

Public policy toward the ambulance j-ndustry consists of altering

components of the industrial organization format so as to engender a

specified level of performance by that industry. fn some cases this

means changing an institutional factor such as public regulation of

private enterprise, i.e.: the changing of one existing policy of the

public sector; or it might imply reaffirmation of a form of ownership

such as private ownership; or it may mean the introduction of incenÈives

such as public financial support of certain entrepreneurial endeavours

to encourage better industry performance. The thrust of Chapter VII is

to d.evelop the public policy toward ambulance services, public and

private

It became cl-ear in Part II that specific factors were respon-

sible for specific levels of attained performance. No speculation is

requíred to identify the public policy which will inftuence in a predic-

tabLe way these causal factors. So, the method of Chapter VII is, ca.se

by case, to build up a comprehensive public policy to remedy alt ambu-

lance service d.eficiencies revealed in Part I1. This is different from

an approach emphasizing examination of a series of alternate and hypo-

thetical public policies in an attempt to d.etermine which ones nr-ight

-L42-
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be most effective in bringing about optimal performance. Examples of

most public policies in terms of market structure variations already

exist in the organizational format of ambulance services, and developing

a policy is reaIly a case of sorting out those existing policies' sub-

stituting the good ones for the bad, and introducing new policies. In

this way, a market organization alternative is developed.

In choosing an alternative for ambulance care provision, the

philosophy adopted in this paper is to "work with what you have" where-

ever possible. As stated above, the present system contains examples

of most alternatives. Further, the terms of reference for this analysis,

as set down in the Introductory Remarks, called for evafuation of pro-

vision alternatives in terms of the performance criteria in Part I.

Therefore, what follows is an evaluation of the feasible alternatives

"implicit]-y" as the manifestations of them to be found in the present

organizational format are examined.. The foll-owing steps are taken:

firstly, to isolate and retain the most desirable features of the present

organizational mix, then to discard the undesirables, and, finally, to

bridge gaps in the organizational format and to embellish those desirable

features which, as yet, remain incomplete. Properly used., this formula

would render attained performance consistent with performance criteria"

2. Features to be Retainecl

Public and pri.vate provision of direct ambul-ance services

should. be retained. Although public provision in the past has been

drawn into areas of involvemenË beyond initial terms of reference, ir
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perfotlns well the functions for which it was originally intended, i.e.:

Èhe provision of an ambulance service to policemen and firemen in their

tine of duty and a highly specialized rescue service" Private firms

are covering a large segment of the market and _are providing a needed

service different from public services and for that reason, at least,

shouLd be retained. In this regard, present facilities which are appro-

priate should remain; several of the private sector vehicles and their

equipment are quite reliable for the task at hand; most of the public

vehicles, except the police dual purpose station r,Jagons, are reliable"

In additioà to direct provision of care, t-he public sector

provides an embryonic communications netv¡ork å f. ggS which should be

retained. as a foundation for a more complete system. It constitutes a

service not only to the pubtic but to the firms as wel1. Also provided

publicly, through the joint effort of the Manitoba Ëlealth Services

Commission and St. John Àmbulance, is a voluntary and partial training

program. The inauguratión of this policy was a move toward, improve¡nent

and it should be maintained"

To the extent that present location of ambulance vehicles is

appropriate to the task of adequate coverage of a large urban area,

good locations should be held. Several private ambulance locations,

specifically those in Fort Rouge, St" Vital, and East Kildonan, are

appropriate; the private sector has not been totally inept at distri-

buting ambulances in a demographically rational manner"

Aì-though the public sector has been remiss in performing its

function as regulator of a life-saving service, the regulations which

have appeared recentLy represent a basically sound nucl-eus for the
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formulation of public policy toward ambulance services and demonstrate

significant scope for further regulatory development. The philosophy

and substance of the regulations should be retained"

Those aspects of the present system of payment, including

direct user charges initiated by the private sector, pre-paid insurance,

also privately initiated, and payment by the Department of Health to

aid those who canntt pay and have'no insurance, demonstrate merit'

The välue of and orientation toward pre-payment and user chargesn which

have been privately and publicty inÍtiated, should be recognized and

developed in further finance policy.

J" Features to be Avoided or Discarded

Inadequate public sector goals have been the result not of

malice but of ignorance on the part of government. In going beyond its

initial terms of reference, the public sector has been responsible for

competition with the private sector and is to be faulted accordingly.

AIt such competition should end. and public provision, aside from specialized

fire, police, and rescue services, should enhance the efficacy of private

operations through providing a support system rather than rivalling the

intents of ambulance companies. As welf as ending undue public-private

competition, any attempts at extending the boundaries of public sector

responsibitity should be stopped" The fire and police departments are

more than adequately endowed to perform their prescribed functions. This

avoids the attempt by government to capture the market through exclusion

rather than through competition; neither is justified. Although public

vehicles are pre-crewed, their staff rotation feature should be eliminated
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through specialized duty or mitigated through continuing training and

frequent rotation, since its primary effect is to erode the expertise and

confid,ence of those on ambulance duty, and pose a threat to the public

hretl-bcing. No private vehicles are pre-crewed because of cost barriers,

and such a policy has not been required universally by legislation.

Post-crewing, used by the present industry, should be discarded in

favour of a pre-crewed service. Final-1y, excessive and inappropriate

vehicles should be removed from the system and replaced accordingly.

This amounts to about six vehicles in the short-run and aII in the

longer-run"

The present com¡nunications network permits firms to pirate

the calls of other firms and of the public service through radio

monitoring. this should be avoid.ed since it causes resource wastage,

speeding, and danger" The present proced.ure of the 999 system initiat-

ing second party and ensuing third party cal-Is should be terminated in

favour of a faster and more effective cal-l mechanism.

Most of the private ambulance locations are inappropriate

since they tend to be concentrated in the core of the city and a few

other areas" The private sector rationale for this is that family-owned

property is used for convenience and rent minimization" Such locations

should be abandoned for more population-specific outlets which provide

for adequate coverage of the city--such is a public well-being criterion,

not a private enterprise criterion. This would serve to minimize the

time elapsed in reaching emergencies and al-so reduce Lhe need for speed

and excessive driving time in heavil-y travelled areas.

The present variety of payment procedures as such is confused,

u-npredictable, and to the detriment, of both the provider and user of

the scrvice. This is to be expected from an unco-orclinated group of
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autonomqus competitors and an unorganized public. The procedures should

be discarded in favour of a homogeneous and rational system of payment.

This is within the reach of the present system, provided some direction

is publicly induced" Present price scheduLing also should be abandoned"

Regarding user charges, in most cases the price includes excess profit;

in all cases the price includes uriiversal option value for which the

user should not be obliged to pay as a user charge component,. Public

services are provided free and the distribution of such free service is

not uniform"

A1I telephone directory advertizing should be prohibited"

Advertizements in both the Yellow Pages and the emergency service cover

page can lead to confusion and delay in times of an emergency. Yellow

Page listings only are in order for purposes of elective ambulance

caIls.

4" Scope for Improvement

The vehicte of improvement with the greatest potential in

ambulance reform is regulation" All the areas both of deficiency and

of desirability can be changed through public regulation" Present

regulations, although pointed in the right direction, are far from com-

plete and can be ímproved in several contexts.

A joint public-private endeavour in terms of direct delivery

of care (specialized police, fire, and rescue services on the one hand,

and general ambulance care provided privately on the other) should be

enforced in order not only that there be a co-ordinated division of
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labour but that there exist also mutual back-up systems. Further, joint

ven-uure is cal-led for in communications. A centralized citv-wide conìmun-

ications network is feasible only as a public undertaking" Private firmso

however, would be able to link up with such a network¿ purchasing the

appropriate equipment to d.o so. This would constitute sigmificant improve-

ment r,¡ithin the existinq institutional framework.

In Iiriinnípeg, not aII private firms are rvell located" Such

firms could be required to rel-ocate, for example at hospitals or other

strategic locations, and cover the city on a zone basis. Public financial

support would be needed to compensate for moving cost and lost business

not only as assistance for the absolute e>,1>enses but as assistance for a

burden which will not fall in a uniform manner upon firms. fn other

word.s, public direction and. support are in order but conÈrol would be

retained by the private sector.

The vestigial course in first-aid training presently offered

by the trlanitoba Health Services Commission should be geared up to a

three month compulsory training program in cardio-respiratory resusita-

tion, intensive care unit experience and hospital experience in general,

proper treatment of paraplegia, treatment of hemmorage, immobilization of

fractures, and. other critical aspects of first-aid. Annual in-service

training and. examination shoul-d be mand.atory, with senior St" John

Ambulance training being prerequisite to the entire course" Regulations

on this point have been relatively absent in the past, but it is only

through pubtic concern that such upgrading of abilities for the private

sector can take p1ace. I{oreover, public financial support would. be

needed to pay the opportunity costs of the trainees where they are

already employed as ambulance attendants.
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At the same time that standards of training and procedure

are being regulated upward, more stringent requirements woul-d be placed

upon the nature of vehicles and their number. There should be fewer

vehicles of higher quality, but at present there is no incentive for

private firms to incur heavier financial burdens for that purpose.

Financial support may be needed in the purchase of new vehicles to meet

rising standards. In addition, such vehicles should be pre-crewed on

a 24-hour basis rather than post-crewed. In this regard, some salary

responsibilities may have to be assumed by the public sector.

Pricing and costing are presently unacceptable, this being an

upshot mainly of private sector operations" A¡nbulances are not active

alt the time. This "idle time" is available and. valuable to everyone

and it is inefficient that a person who happens to need an ambulance

is obliged to pay not only the cost of his own use of the service but

also the option value costs which provide a benefit to everyone (not to

mention excess profits). This is the best that private pricing policy

can achieve--the entrepreneur's only source of income is effective user

demand" Public pricing is usuatlY orr at least theoretically, aimed

at efficient allocation of resoul:ces. If a marginal cost price can be

charged for a service and the remainder (average cost minus marginal

cost) paid out of general revenue, a more efficient adjustment will be

achieved. Finance should entail a user charge coupleci with either a

consolidated revenue pa)rment or a prepaid insurance scheme, public or

private, to permit coverage of both marginal cost and option value. A

fee could be negotiated with the ambulance operators. Public financial

support would also be needed to pay indigent accounts.
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Costinq is inefficient for reasons mentioned in Chapters V and

VI" These can be remedied through better overall organization as pro-

posed in this chapter, but also through some system of central purchasing

of cost components. $Iith regard to manpovrer, a larger buying tmit can

eliminate many imperfections in the market for fabour; it can more

successfully seek out the best personnel for the lowest price. This

approach also applies to equipment, particularly vehicles. Bulk buying

for the entire industry would be most efficient. In addition to fleet

discounts in equipment and, vehicles, premises and insurance might be

rented, and purchased on a group basis, and fixed cosÈs could be lowered

accordingly" In come cases, e>çlicit public invoLvement is mandatory,

in others, only a passive role in encouraging co-operation and unified

action within the private sector is needed.

Presently there exist no incentives nor mechanisms for "pro-

gressiveness" in the private sector in developing new methods and moving

ahead in technological achievement. This Ís not unusual when an industry

consists of a group of small sellers exhibiting no unified effort in

any particular direction" Progressiveness reduces to research and

development and the disseminatíon of knowledge which, in the present

case, could be carried out best through the public sector. Firms (as

well as public ambulance services) would be required to maintain statis-

tical accounts of their activities in terms of volume of service, nature

of cal-Is, method.s used,, and, survival rates. The information, in turn,

could be used centrally Lo determine the relative efficacy of new

methods and the organization of care delivery. In Ontario, the Ontario

Arnbulance Services Information System (OASIS) has been instituted by
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the public sector as both a stand.ardized field information reporting

system and a centralized. computer based management and research informa-

tion system. The end result of the processing system is a year-to-date

computer file which contains the complete record of each ambulance call

that has passed all accuracy and reasonability checks. In collecting

data on demand distributions by time, space, or urgency, and changes in

availability in response to changes in fLeet size and shift patterns,

the goal of OASIS is to provide information which will lead to improve-

ment in the care of patients and the efficiency of the ambulance service

in general . In V'linnipeg, the capabilites of Phoenix Data Ltd. might be

utilized in this area of centralized research and d.evelopment activity.

The role of public financial support has been stressed through-

out "Scope for Improvement" " Those health services which are insured

and shareable with the federal government by provincial governments tend

to be acute or 'rvital" services, i.e": hospital care and physician

services. Less vital services such as dental care, provision of drugs

and appliances, optometric care, chiropractic care, home care, and

nursing home care, are not insureable or shareabl"A2. rt is not, unrea-

sonable, that, over time, vital services should be insured fir,st if all

services cannot be insured" However, it is illogical Ëhat emergency

ambulance care, one of the most vital (although not the most expensive)

of acute heaLth services, has never been insureable or shareabfe. Ironi-

cally, non-emergency ambulance care in the form of inter-hospital

42. Nursing horne care will become insureable and shareable in July
of 1973"
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transfers is federally shareable and insured but not vital. Fed.eral-

provincial negotiations should be actively pursued in order to render

ambulance care and research shareable.

5. Summary

A general alternative has emerged which can now be classified:

essentially it is private.provision with public regutation and supporE,"

rncrud.ed. also are elements of joint venture as well as public-and-

private provision except that, in the latter case, the two are no longer

at cross purposes.

The choice excludes two other alternatives, that of complete

private provision and of complete public provision" Private provision

is ruled out for what are considered obvious and defensible reasons

(see Chapters IIr and V). with regard to public provision, in comparison

wiÈh the choice under review, it is true that there is nothing the

chosen alternative can do that public provision cannot do in terms of
providing an ambulance service. However, the public provision option

carries with it certain debits which have rittre to do with actuar

ambulance care.

The phrase "government takeover" still grates upon the ear of

many; there is a stigima attached to it, at Least on this continent.

According to the chosen alternative, ambulance operators maintain autonomy

and a good deal of pride in something they have been doing for a long

time and are knowledgeable in; they are afforded scope and cred,it for

making decisions
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Also, there are efficiency advantages to maintaining private

ownership. As the entrepreneur gains experience in running his business,

he will develop "techniqueslr for economizing in various aspects of his

operations; these will be methods that only can be learned through trial

and error. As the two men who normally attend an ambulance work together

regularly, they will be able more readily to co-ordinate their actions,

both mentally and physically, improving their service. Further, ambulance

firms are usually family operatj-ons" Therefore, it is e>rpected that the

incentive to economize is stronger than in government.

' An advantage in terms of budgetary flexibility is realized

through maintenance of private ownership" Frequently, when government

sets out to change something, its vehicle is a full-blown and, immediate

program. Two examples under the present adm:inistration are Unicity

and Autopac" But sometimes a budget constraint may dictate the ranking

of needs and the introduction of the components of the whole spectrum of

change over time" In ambulance care delivery, components of the total

care package can be introduced and modified on an experimental basis;

expenditure need not be an all-or-nothing phenonemon as would be the

case if an existing essential service were to be eliminated and repJ-aced.

Adninistration can be left to the private sector. The Manitoba

Health Services Commission or the Department of Health would be required

to gear-up somewhat for increased ad.ministrative burdens but to a far

lesser degree than if compJ-ete public provision were chosen. It is

logicaJ., and in this case desirable, to "fine tune" an existing.situa-

tion by examining it, screening it, and rebuilding its defects, rather

than to obliterate it and start anew according to a master plan which
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may or may not succeed" When the formulation and imposition of public

policy toward an industry is inevitable, there is merit to affording a

€irêup of lnrilvlduale who eomprlae that lndustry the opportunlty of

re-organizing and redeploying their resources collectively or as single

units, and presenting to the public authority a "new deal", rather than

eliminating completely the industry as a viable entity and replacing

it with a bureaucratized machinery intended to perform the same

function better" After all, the public sector has made no demands in

the past, written or unwritten, legal or moral, of the members of the

ambulance industry and it would be inconsistent for that authority now,

in a sudden and unexpected show of concern for the public interest, not,

to give the existing structure the above option"

So, in summary, complete public provision and. the chosen

mixed alternative would generate equally satisfactory results in terms

of public well-being, but over and above that, the public option carries

with it certain undesirables which, on balance, show a mixed alternative

to be the superior choice. Although the alternative chosen remains a

mixed organization, it is a concerted mixture of activity directed toward

a single end.



CONCLUÐTNG REMARKS

The task of this paper \^ias to examine the impact upon the public

of a public safety service--ambulance service. rmpact is expressed not

only in terms of the physical well-being of people, but in terms of the

number of dollars they must pay for the service, the time they must wait,

the degree of efficiency in the use of factors of production by the

industry, and. the extent to which availability of service is uniform.

Another word for impact is market performance. The unique strucrure

of this market wii-t influence heavily the behaviour or cond.uct of firms,

and both conduct and structure will determine performance.

This paper asserted ttrat ambulance services should. have a

certain type of impact. This norm was expressed in a set of performance

criteria in Part r. ParticuLar indices of market performance exist because

of particular forms of market conduct. In turn, the behaviour of firms

is determined by certain market structure parameters. !'lhere a gap exists

between the performance the industry should have achieved and that which

it did achieve, as demonstrated in part rr of this paper, the structure

and cond.uct will need to be altered. As market structure parameters are

changed, there is no reason to believe that the same conduct lvill be

encouraged. rn fact, parameters can be mixed and matched in ways so as

to ind.uce a pre-d.etermined behaviour which will generate the market

performance desired. This is the essence of public policy toward. the

arnbulance ind.ustry developed in part III"
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The lack of any meaningful regulation in the market structure

permitted a market conduct characterized by irresponsibility, absence

of co-operative endeavour among firms and, generally, an obsession with

purely private commercial interests. The unjustified presence of public

ambulances in the market led not only to an inequitabl-e situation for

private firms, but caused. all firms in the ind,ustry to be extremelv

reticent about changing their mode of operation, whether it be expansion

or contraction of the size of the firm, or alteration in their quality

of service. The continuing presence and unpredictability of the pubtic

sector caused existing firms to be fearful and, therefore, stagnant.

consumer d.etachment, on the one hand, and. the inefficacy of inter-firm

price competition, on Èhe other, helped'form a market framework in which

it was in a firm's best interest to use artificial product differentiation

Èo capture and mainÈain a market siiare and to categorically avoio improvi-ng

the quality and. relevance of its service. Additionally, this type of

conduct was permitted not only because of a lack of appropriaÈe regulation,

but because the public sector an¡bulance service was certaínly no good

example to firms of what an adequate public safety service should be.

The low level- of performance by this market is not surprising

in view of its loose structure and írresponsible conduct, and. should come

as a great embarassment to the public sector. Users are beins exploited

through high prices charged by private ambuLance firms and are receiving.

only a great risk for their money. Avoidable death and. avoidable injury

have occurred. in winnipeg, and public as well as private ambulance

services are at faulÇ for they both provide a similar quality of service.

The industry is inefficient because it is oversized, und.erworked., and
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disorganized. Public policy to alleviate any of these problems has been

totally absent.

It has been shown that a fundamentaL marhet structure of

publicly regulated private enterprise with selective joint public-

private provision of ambulance care will go further than any other

public policy alternative in solving the problems of the present a¡nbulance

system in Winnipeg.
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APPENDIX A

Presented below are regulations, past and present, governing

the ambulance industry.

A. CiÈy of Vüinnipeg By-Iaw 18613, Section 404"

404. Ambulance Driver or Attendant - #18613

(1) In this by-Iaw, ''ambulance'' means any privately-owned
vehicle equipped or used for transporting the wounded'
the injured or the sick.

(2)Nopersonshalldriveorserveasattendantofan
ambulance without first having obtained a licence
from the CitY to do so.

(3) No licence shall be issued to a driver or an attendant
of an arnbulance without the applicant for the licence
having first obtained from the Health officer of the
city and filed with the Inspector of Licences a certi-
ficate that the applicant has an adeguate knowledge of
first aid.

(4) It shall be sufficient compliance with sub-section (3)

of this Section if the applicant produces to the
Inspector of Licences a cuïrent St. John Ambulance first
aid certificate issued to the applicant and which will
not lapse or expire before the end of the licence year"

(5) Every applicant for a licence under this section shall-
file with his application two prints of a recent photo-
graphofhinselfofasizedesignatedbythernspector
of Licences, and the Inspector of Licences shall attach
one of the prints to the licence and file the other with
the aPPlication-

(6) A licencee shall keep the photograph of himself attached
Eo his licence and any licencee who defaces, removes
orobliteratesthephotographoranyofficialentry
made upon his licence shall be liab1e to have the licence
revokeã.

Licence fees as established under By-Iaw No. 18121 are 910-00

for the proprieter and $5.00 for each driver or attendanÈ.

- 159 -
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This ruling \¡/as repeal-ed when the Manitoba Regulation 8,/71 was

filed February 4, L97I"

B. "The Highway Traffic Act", Revised Statutes of Manitoba, I97O¡

Chapter H60, and amendments thereto.

Section 2, Subsection 14:

(1a¡ "emergency vehicle" means, subject to subsection (4) of
section 2, a vehicle used
(i) for police duty; or
(ii¡ by a fire department; or
(iii) as an ambulance; or
(iv) for purposes related to maintenance of a public utility

and designated as an emergency vehicle by a traffic
authority; or

(v) under the authority of a municipality, as a fire-
pumper.

Section 99:

99(1) Notwithstanding anything in this Part, but subject to sub-
sections (2) , (3), (4), and (5), the driver of
(a) an emergency vehicle; or
(b) any other vehicle being operated in an urgent emergency

and driven by, or escorted. or accompanied by, a peace
officer:

when responding to, but not when returning from, an emergency
call or alarm, or when in pursuit of an actual or suspected.
violator of the law, may
(c) exceed the speed. limit;
(d) proceed. past a traffic control signal showing a red

light or a stop signal without stopping;
(e) disregard rules and Èraffic control devices governing

direction of movement or turning in specified d.irections;
and

(f) stop or stand"

99(2) Subject to subsection (3), the driver of a vehicle to which
subsection (1) applies shal1 not exercise the privileges
granted under that subsection unl-ess
(a) he is sounding an audible signal by horn, 9on9, bell,

siren, or exhaust wistle; and.
(b) the vehicle, if equipped therewith, is showing
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(i) a flashing red light; or
(ii) a white light emitted by the headlamps which are

lighted alternately and in flashes; or
(iii) both such ftashing red light and alternately

flashíng headlamps.

99(3) subsection (2) applies only in a case where compliance
therewith is necessary in the interest of the public or of
safety "

gg(4) The driver of a vehicle to which subsection (1) applies,
when exercising any of the privileges granted' under that
subsection, shall drive with due regard for safety having
regard to all the circumstances of the case.

99(5) Without restricting the generality of subsection (1), the
driver of an anbulance, a vehicle used for police duty or
a vehicle to which clause (b) of subsection (I) applies,
shal-l be deemed to be responding to an emergency cal-I or
alarm if it is being used to transport or escort a patient

'of injured person in an urgent emergency justifying a rate
of speed in excess of any maximum speed permissible under
this Act.

99 (6) The driver of an ambulance or other vehicle to which reference
is made in subsection (5) shafl be deemed to be responding
to an emergency call or alarm from the time he receives the
call or hears the alarm.

q. Manitoba Regulation 8/7I, being a Regulation under The Public Health

Act respecting Ambulance Service.

1. In this regulation
(a) "ambulance" means any motor vehicle that is used, or

intended to be used, for the transportation of patients, and
that is specifically designed, constructed, and equipped for
that purpose, and includes a dual-purpose police patrol vehicle,
a rescue fire vehicl-e, and a funeral coach or hearsei

(b) "ambulance service" means the business of transportation
of persons bY ambufance;

(c) ,'comnrission" means Manitoba Health Services Commission;
(d) "attendant" means a person who is ful1y qualified under

this regulation to attend and assist a patient requiring trans-
portatíon by ambulance, and who is licensed as an attendant under
this regulation;

(e) "attendant-driver" means a person who is both an
attendant and a d.river;

(f) "driver" means a person who is fully qualified under
this regulation to drive an ambufance, and who holds a valid and

subsistinq chauffeurrs licence under The Highway Traffic Act;
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(s) "dual-purpose police patrol vehicle" means a motor

vehicle operated by a police department and that is also
equipped as an ambulance;

(h) "health officer" means the Director of Public Health
Services appointed under The Department of Hea1th Act' and'

includes any person who, under that Act, The Public Health Act,
or The Hea1th Services Act, is, or is appointed as' a medical
officer of health or as medical director of a Local health unit;

(i)"hospital"meansahospitalasdefinedinThe
Hospitals Act;

(j) "o!'ãlert' includes
of operating an ambulance

(k) "Patient" means
incapacitated, or in need
transporÈation.

2"Exceptasprovidedinthisregulation,noperson,byhimselfor
by an agent or emPloYee, shall

(a) operate, conduct, maintain' carry on or purport to
carry o., u.ãrr"rtise or otherwise hold himself out as carrying
on, an ambulance servicei

(b) drive or operate, or cause to be driven or operatedo
any ambulancei

(c)attenduponrorassistinrthetransportationofa
patient bY ambulance;
unless he holds a valid and. subsisting licence issued by the
commission.

Section 2 does not aPPIY to
(a) the Government of Canada or any agency thereof; or
(b) any person who, without compensation, attends or

assists in the transportation of a patient by ambulance at the
request of a police officer, medical practitioner, or person in
charge of the ambulance; or

(c) any person who uses a motor vehicle to provide or
assist in pròviding ambulance service arising out of a civil
d.isaster or a war emergency proclaimed under The Emergency

Measures Actt or
(d) a taxicab licensed under The Taxicab Act'

any person carrying on the business
service i
a person who is sick, injured, wounded,
of medical attention and requires

3.

Each owner of an ambulance
(a) shall apply to the commission for a

operation thereof;
(b)

respect
(c)
(d)

operated

Iicence for the

information in
may require;

shall file with the commission such
of the apptication as the commission

shall pay a fee of five dollars;
shall not operate the ambulance or allow it to be

unless he has a licence for an ambulance service'

5" (1) Each owner of an ambulance shall
(a) maintain the ambulance in good and safe mechanical

condition and repair;
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(b)complywiththestandardsofconstructionandequip-
ment for an ambulance set out in Schedule A;

(c) carry in the ambulance the first aid equipment set out
in Schedule B;

(d)providesuchotherequipmentandsuppliesforthecare'
comfort and safety of patients as the comnission may require;

(e) place on the ambulance the word "Ambulance" in
Iegible lettering, in addition to the owner's identification;

(f) ensure that clean linen is provided for each patient
carried. in the ambulance;

(S) ensure that the ambulance and
is disinfected as required by a health

(h) carry insurance in resPect of
less than three hundred thousand dollars
respect of liability arising from bodily
death of, one or more persons, including
patients carried in or on the ambulance,
arising from loss or damage to property.

(2)TheCommissionmayrequiretheownerofanambulanceto
ensurethatitisequippedwithaheaÈer,independentof
vehicle source, capable of maintaining adequate temperature
for the interior of the vehicle.

6. (1) The commission may issue a licence to an owner in respect
of an ambulance service upon being satisfied that

(a)thepublicconvenienceornecessityrequirethepro-
posed ambulance servicei

(b)theambulanceserviceandtheequipmentforeach
ambulance are in compliance with this regrulation;

(c) the applicãnt is, in the opinion of the commission'
a responsible and proper person to receive a licence;

(d)onlydulyqualifiedandlicenseddrivers,attendantso
and attendant-d,rivers are employed ín the operation of the
ambulance service.
(2)Wherethecommissionrefusesalicence,itshall,upon
request, give the applicant reasons for refusal of the licence
and the applicant may appeal against the decision of the
commission in the manner set out in subsection (8) of section
13.

(3)Subjecttosubsection(4),alicenseissuedund,ersub-
section (I) is valid for a period expiring on the thirty-first
day of December of the year in respect of which it is issued"

(4) Subject to section 13, the conrnission may suspend or
revoke a licence for the ambulance service for non-compliance
v¡ith this regulation.

(1) an applicant for a licence shall file with the commission
at the time of making the application, evidence that the insur-
ance required under clause (h) of subsection (1) of section 5

is carried.

the equiPment therein
officer;
each ambulance for not
inclusive coverage, in
injury to, or the
the passengers and
in respect of liability

7"
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(2) The commission shall not issue a licence for an ambulance
service unless the owner complies with clause (h) of subsection
(1) of section 5 ano subsection (1) of this section.
(3) The owner of an ambulance shall immediately on becoming
aware of the cancellation of an insurance policy in respect
of the ambulance notify the commission of the cancellation-
(4) Upon canceLlation of an insurance policy or reduction in
the amount of insurance required under clause (h) of subsection
(1) of section 5, the licence of the owner shatl be automatically
revoked unless he satis-fies the commission that another insur-
ance policy.ín compliance with clause (h) of subsection (1) of
section 5 was in effect at the time of the cancellation or
reduction.

Each application for renewal of a licence shall be d,eemed to
be a nev¡ application; and. the applicant shafl comply with
cLause (h) of subsection (t) of 'section 5 and subsection (1)

of section 7.

/1\ mL^ ^^*-.i ^¡'(IJ 'Ine Cofümrs:;l-on
(a) shall, on application for a licence for an ambulance

service, or renewal thereof, cause io be inspected each ambul-ance
used in the operation thereof, and the equipment in the ambul-ance
and the premises in which the ambulance is kept; and

(b) may cause to be inspected. at any time any ambulance
and the equipment therein.
(2) Following an inspection under subsection (1) the commission
shall cause a copy of the report of the inspection to be delivered
or mail-ed to the owner of the ambulance.

(3) The commission may revoke or cancel the licence of any
person who obstructs the inspection of, or supplies false or
misleading information relating to, an ambulance.

(1) The owner shall ensure that the driver of each ambul-ance
operated in connection with the ambulance service has an
adequate supply of "Information and Dispatch" forms to record
the information required in Schedule D.

(2) The driver of an ambulance shall- complete an "Information
and Dispatch" form (Schedufe D) in duplicate as soon as practi-
cable .lt"t each call; and shall fil-e both copies with the owner"

(3) The owner shal-l make avaitable the record obtained by him
from the driver under subsection (2) for inspection by the com-
mission, or its duly appointed representative at any reasonabfe
time; and shall file one copy with the commission within seventy-
two hours of receipt of the request thereof from the commission"

(4) The owner and the driver of each ambulance shall comply
with subsections (1), (2), and (3), as the case may be, insofar
as they apply to him, even though the patient dies before being
transported therein, or dies at any time after the ambulance is
summoned but prior to the delivery of the patient to the hospital.

1ô
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11. (1) Each person who ís employed or engaged as, or assists in
the operation of an ambul-ance as, a driver, attendant, or
attendant-driver shall appfy to the commission for a l-icence;
and shal-l- fil-e with the commission such information in respect,
of the application as the commission may require.
(2) The application shall be in the form set out in Schedule
E; and the applicant shall supply with the application two
affidavits as to his character from persons who have known the
^--^ì i ^^*r €.e¡,y¿leq¡rL ror êt least two years immediately preceding the
date of the application..
(3) The applicant shall keep the commission notified of any
change of his address.

J.2. (1) The commission, upon the approval of the application for
a licence under section 11, may issue a licence to the
applicant if the commission is satisfied that

(a) the applicant is not addicted Lo the use of intoxi-
cating liquors or narcotics, and is not otherwise unfit to
hold such a licence;

(b) in the case of an attendant or attendant-driver.
that he is in possession of a rzalid and subsisting certificate
of the St. John Ambulance first aid course, or an equival-ent
certificate acceptabLe to the commission; and

(c) he has an adequate knowledge of
(i) the location of hospitals in the area ín which
he .will- be operating the arnicufance;
(ii) the geographY, including the highway and-
street systems of that area;
(iii) laws and regulations relating to traffic;
(iv) emergency hospital procedure;
(v) the use of radio dispatching equipment.

(2) Subject to section 13, a licence issued under subsection
(I), is valid for a period expiring on the thirty-firsÈ day of
December of the year in respect of v¡hich it is issued"

13. (1) Subject to subsections (2) ancl (6), the commission may'
suspend or revoke a licence at any time for non-complíance
with this regulation, or for any other cause that, in the
opinion of the commission, might adversely affect the safety
and proper care of a patient.
(2) Where the commission is considering the suspension or
revocation of a licence, it shall, at l-east ten days before
determining the matter serve a notice upon the person r'¡hose
I ìr--enr--e mav l-¡o :ffacfpri: :nfl the notice shall State a time and¡¡rsf ve s!!vvevq,

place at which that person may appear in person and have the
opportunity to make any represenl-ation as to why his l-icence
should not be suspended or revoked.

(3) A notice under subsection (2) may be served. personally
upon the person whose licence is affected or it may be sent
to him by registered maif addressed to hin at his address as
it appears on the records of the commission.
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(4) Where, after an inquiry, the commission is satisfied that
cause has been shown that the l-icence should. -be suspended or
revoked, it may

(a) suspend. the Licence for such period of time and
subject to such conditions as the commission may deem fit; or

(b) revoke the licence.
(5) Where a licence is suspended or revoked, the commission
shall forthwith notífy in writing the person whose licence is
suspended or revoked by registered mail ad.dressed to him at
his address as it appears in the record.s of the commission
setting out the reasons for the suspension or revocation.
(6) The commission shall not suspend or revoke a licence
unless the l-icencee has had the opportunity to appear before
the commission and be heard in the matter as provided herein.
(7) Where, after an inquiry, a licence has been suspended or
revoked by the commíssion, the person affected by the d,ecision
of the commission may appeal against the decision to the
minister.
(8) A person appealing to the minister against the decision
of the commission under subsection (4) shall-' within ten days
of the receipt of the notification of the decision of the
commission, serve on the minister and the commission by
registered mail a notice of appeal.
(9) The minister may

/- \ ^^^Ê: ç(A,' C(JIIIIIM; OT
(b) quash;

the decision of the commission; or
(c) vary any conditions refating to the suspension of the

l-icence; or
(d) reduce the time for which the l-icence has been

suspended;
and the commission shall- carry out the order made by the
minister.

Subject to clause (h) of subsection (1) of section 5 and to
subsection (3) of section 6, the commission may, where it
d.eems it to be necessary in the interest of public heal-th or
pubtic safety, issue a provisional licence to the owner of an
ambulance notwithstanding that the ambulance does not compÌy
with clause (b) of subsection (f) of section 5.

/l'\ .nho nwncr. riri r¡ar - ei-tendanJ- . ená :J. tandani:-dfivef of an\¿/ , s!¡ve4,

ambulance already operating in the province when this regulation
comes into force, shal-l comply with this regulation within nine
monihs from the date on which it contes ínto force.
(2) The commission may, in any particular case where it con-
sid.ers that compliance with subsection (1) will cause any
unnecessary hardship, grant an exemption for such period as
the commission deems reasonable"



APPENDIX B

1. Avoídab1e Death

A cornrnon díscounting formula to be applied to a stream of

reÈurns is:

*t-v=* lr- 1 l.r- | rl+ilnl'| \-'-t J

where:

V = present value of a stream of returns

R = returns per Year

i = Ëhe discounË rate

n = the number of years over which the stream of reÈurns
occurs.

Hor¿ever, this approach assumes the returns to appear at the

end of each year. IlIÍËh regard to some Ëypes of earnings streans, it ís

conjecture as t,o when the reËurns mighË emerge, but in the case of earnings

from labour, the assumptíon of payment Lwice monthly is reasonable.

Therefore, Èhe following formula, whf.ch allows for this modifícation'

will be used:

1-a
(1+ÐP{'n" *l '

where:

a
*l -1[.- ' It L (l+i)nP l
np = the number of years.

-L67-
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The term "life expectancy" refers to the average number of

years an individual- can expect to live from the age which he has currently

attained, based on the mortality rate for his particular group; it is
on , r r - , -c 1r ¡^ ^--designated as ð" and read: the expectation of life or average remaining

Iife of individual n at age x. rn this appendix, 3t *uy at times be

followed by (N) indicating that it is the normal life expectancy as

opposed to a revised (R) life expectancy which may be relevant where

the mortality rate for the group in question has been altered by an

exogenous variable.

TABLE A-1

FIVE AVOIDABLE TRAFFIC DEATHS IN
METROPOLITAN WINNIPEG, L966

(Age in years)

\-ct Þ g Age Sex

.-ïaot
roo!

68M
Ea¿+

62M

Source: Dr. David Bruser, "Some Thoughts on
the Emergency Care of Accident Victims",
Unpublished working papers, Manitoba,
1966.

(a) Case 4.

(Onty those cases in which the victim rvas under 65 years of'

age are considered relevant in terms of fost production. ) case 4 was

a fema]e aged 24 years with average expected earnings estimated arbitrarily

at $6,000.00 per year in real 1966 dollars. Allowing for a 48 probability

of unemployment, her earnings wilI be $5r760'00 annually"

1

J

4
5
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04 /Àr\ - E) /tô.,^---e24(N) = 53.49 Years

End. of working l-ife: age 65 years.

Number of working years remaining z 4L.

The stream of total lost earnings discounted to 1966 =

i - a .05 5760' rr. 
- 

= .-=--=.--.:¡t: 
O) ' ,4 i; .29o36o =

(r+i)P-r 411 (1'00203499

ôR

. !-JV¿!.J J'zJ t

Therefore, total lost human life years = 53.49, and total- Iost productive

life years = 41.00.

(b) Case 5.

Case 5 v/as a male aged 62 years with average expected earnings

estimated arbitrarily at $8,000.00 annualty in real l-966 dollars. Allowing

for the appropriate expected employment rate, earnings will total

$7,680.00 per year.

^hëI^tNl = 15'49 Years'o¿

End. of working life: age 65 years.

Number of working years remainíng: 3.

The stream of total lost earninss discounted to 1966 =

I-a.057680'¡("
(r+i)p-r 5l = (r.002034e9)-- (r) 2"723248 =

24.57 32O ' 2"723249 = $21,4IL.266O58"

Therefore, total l-ost human life years = 15.49, and total- lost productive

life years = 3.00.



(c) Case l-.

- J_/\J -

$101,981.441016
2I , 4Ir.266058

$l-23,392.707074

n'lé;.(N) = 15.24 = t,otal Lost human life years.6t

(d) Case 2.

92 /ìr\
"OO(*) = 15.97 = total lost human 1i-fe years.

(e) Case 3.

n?é;.(N) = 11.91 = total lost human life years.oö

lfl Qrrmn¡r¡z
\-, vsr¡ilsÀf .

1. The total- l-ost stream of earnings attributable to avoidable

death discounted to l_966:

Case 4:
Case 5:

However, as \^/as noted in chapter r, only 81.82e" of this amount fairly

can be attributed to inadequacy of the ambulance service. There-

fore, the total lost stream of earnings attributable to the ambul-ance

ind.ustry discounted to 1966 = $100,959.9128674.

2. Total Lost human tife years attributable to avoidabl-e death:

Case I L5.24
^^^^ -uaÞs ¿ I3.Y I
Case 3 11.91
Case 4 53.49
Case 5 15.49

f-i2 " 10 years

Therefore, total lost human life years attributable to the ambul-ance

system!

(112.10) " (81"82e") = 9L"72022 years.
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3. Total- lost productive life years attributable to avoidable

d.eath:

Case 4 41.00
Case 5 3.00

44.OO years

Therefore, total lost productive life years attributable to the

ambulance industry:

(44.00) (8f"82ø) = 36.0008 Years

2. Paraplegia

A certain number of paraplegic cases occurs yearly. In

Manitoba, this amount tends toward an annual average of approximately

't /1 /1 ^€ +ha¡a only a certain number are d.ealt with by professionalJ-+.*o VI LlIgÞYt VrrIJ q Ug!Uqlll

ambulance facilities from Vlinnipêg; this number tends toward an average

of approximately 2.6 yearly. This information is provided in Tables A-2

and A-3 below.

TABLE A-2

MANITOBA: NEW INJURIESã

L964 1965 L966 1967 l-968 L969 L970

^,.^J-i 
*f ^^; ^yuqqrlr/¡çy¿q 3 t0 10 4 2 IO 9

ñ^-^*1 ^-.i- 14 6 r0 7 2 6 Irq! 4y¿çY¿q

Total 17 16 20 11 4 16 17

Averagez 14.42

tThu li"tings und.er "Ne\.{ Injuries" in this tabl-e and in Tabte
A-3, refer to traumatic injuries onty. They <io not incfude cord
tumors, congenital malformations or malignancies affecting the
spinal cord"

Source: Canadian Paraplegic Association (Central-
western Division) lv-innipegr, r.97 I.
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TABLE A-3

METROPOLTTAN WINNIPEG: NEW INJURIES

1966

J

L967

2

1968

I

L969 L970

Quadriplegia
Paraplegia

Average:

Source:

and

¿.o

Canad.ian Paraplegic Association (Central
Western Division) WinniPeg, I97i-"

. Data from 1966, a fairly representative year and one which

corresponds closely to the year in which Dr. Bruser conducted his study

of avoidabLe death, are used.

The incidence of paraplegia imposes costs upon society" The

percentage of paraplegics caused by inadequate ambulance care has been

estimated to be 6.51%43. Therefore, all direct and indirect explicit

costs resulting from each of the three paraplegic cases are calculated,

and 6.51s" of this amount is attributed to inadequacy of the ambulance

industry. This should constitute a reasonably acceptable estimate of

the avoidable injury component of the social burden'

The utilization of medical- resources is estimated as the dis'

counted stream of medical expenditures attributable to each paraplegic

case. Lost production is estimated as the discounted stream of gross

earnings that an individual was prevented from earning. In order to

calculate these values, knowl-edge of the l-ife expectation of the cases

43" See Chapter I' Page 16.
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under study is necessary: the life e>pectancy of paraplegics and quadri-

-f ^^i ^^ +^-¡^ &^ Ji ¡---- !L^ 
-^--- ^€ !L^ *,y¿sy¿uÞ Lç¡¡uÞ .r: diverge from the norm of the population generally.

Doet,ors 'JouËÊe r Wynne-Jon@s, and. Breitharrpt44 have stud.ied 965

patients suffering from traumatic transverse myelitis over the past years

to determine their life expectancies; four age groups, 2Or 3Or 40, and

50 years, were studied.

The mortality rate in patients with traumatic paraplegia seen
at a rehabilitation centre (Lyndhurst Lodge, Toronto) varies
with the extent of the disease. In partial paraplegics it is
almost the same as the expected mortality rater in partial
quadriplegics it is almost twice the expected rate; Ín com-

. plete paraplegics it is almost four times the expected rate;
and in completç-quadripleqics it is almost tweLve times the
expected ru.ùe.45 

*

Conclusions \¡¡ere based on the 1965 Mortality Tables for Canada.

Of the three cases studied below, two are complete quadriplegics

and one is a complete paraplegic. Therefore, the two mortality rate

alterations of 12 times and 4 times respectively are relevant. Calcula-

tion of the life expectancy was carried. out in the following manner.

The age at the time of injury was noted. The corresponding !.* (number

surviving out of I00,000 life births) and g* (probability of death in

each successive year) were also noted. Then the g*'s at each successive

age \^Iere revised accord.ing to the higher mortality rates of L2 times and

4 times, the resulting values in each case being subtracted from I to

yield a revised p* for each age (probability of l-ife in each successive

year). The revised p*¡sr i.e.: px, px+I , px+2....px+n \,/ere, in turn,

44. A. T. Jousse, M.D., F.R.C.P" (C), Megan l.^iynne-Jones, IvI.D., and
D. J. Breithaupt, M.D., "A Follow Up Study of Life Expectancy and Mortality
in Traumatic Transverse Myelitis", The Canad.ian Med.ical Association
Journal, Vol. 98 (April 10, 1968) p" 770-772.

45" Ibid., p. 772"
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used to calcufate new !.x's for each successive age by multiplying the

['sbythecorrespondingpts,i.e.: p !- =! 'n fl =x - -x -x x ^x+1' Yx+l " -x+1

rl -h rì - n . Carrvlncr the ealculation to the endtx+2" ' tyx+ (n-1) ' 'x+ (n-1) - *x+n

of the l-ife table, the !-, . 's \n/ere totalled. In turn' the total' (x+nl

1, -,_-.'s were multiplied by the reciprocal of the {.-- corresponding to(x+n) - x

the starting age. When L was added to this val-ue, 3:, or the completex

expectation of life for individual n at age x, was attained; this is

Iess than that for the standard group" The data must be viewed with

the minor qualification that, while the ages of the people involved

were I8 years and 56 years, the categories of the study by A. T" Jousse

et al. did not correspond exactly, their categories being 20, 30,40,

and 50 years.

Paraplegics have a l-ower life expectancy than normal individuals

from the same age group because they are more susceptible to diseases and

other problems. This factor accounts for theír greater use of medical

resources as weII. Presented below is a list of the causes of death and

illness among paraplegics based upon 94 deaths among 599 paraplegics

sampl-ed; the relative importance of each in death is indicated.
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TABT,E A-4

ATLMENTS RELATED TO TRAUMATIC PARAPLEGTA
AND THETR RELATTVE TMPORTANCE

AS A CAUSE OF DEATH

(In %)

Renal- failure
Cardiovascul-ar d.isease
Gastrointestinal- tract
Pneumonia
Infected pressure sores
Neoplasm
Cerebrovascular accident
Tuberculosis
Peritonitis
Pulmonary edema
Accidental death
Unknown

Total

Source: D. J. Breithaupt, M.D., A. T. Jousse, M.D.,
and Megan Wynne-Jones, ¡f.D., "Late Causes of
Death and Life Expectancy in Paraplegia",
The Canadian Medical Association Journal,

The three paraplegic cases of L966, designated as Individuals

f, fI, and III, are discussed and the total explicit economic cost

attributable to each is cal-culated in turn" The costs are then aggregated

and corrected for their relevance to the ambulance industry.

Paraplegic victims tend to foll-ow three basic patterns of

development. Some are able to re-establish themselves, partial-Iy or

wholly, as productive members of the community, others remain almost

completely dependent upon society, and others, because of complications,

unfortunately die. In the present case, Individual I has more or less

re-established herself, Individual II is depenflent, and Individual III

has died"

42.5
9.6

l_u. o
8.5
7.4
.+.J

2.I
1"1
1.1
1"1
6.4

100.00
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Individual I

lndividual I, a female, was 18 years of age when injured in

1966¡ her occupåeion was Lhat of 6tudent,. The life expectancy for a

normal 18 year old female computed. from Canadian Mortality Tables for

1965-67 is 59.30 in total-. However, Ind.ividual f, a complete para-

plegic, will have a mortality ratè of 4 times the norm, yielding a total

life expectency of 44.16518 according to the formula:

on I r ["" .n "n It*=ã*F Ixx+r*rx+2*rx+3+""' *j '*xL

wnere:

. _n ^n,_ n.
S-=]L(f_g)andx+l_ x -x

nq-- is altered to take account of the higher mortality rate-x 
described earlier

There are at least five basic cost components involved in any

paraplegic case: initial hospitalization costs, Iost production, medical

supplies and other extra-ordinary living cosÈs, welfare payments, and the

cost of prolonged hospital care and, treatmenÇ of ensuing complications

conmon to the paraplegic. Each component is analyzed in turn"

1" fnitiaf Hospitalization.

Basic hospital costs per day range from just over $60.00 to

just under $40.00 excluding sundry expenses for special d.rugs,

medical supplies, and external- consul-tation. In the cases under

--^--i ^- - !L ^revrew, urrcsê latter costs are seldom aggregated to obtain a com-

plete value and the cost payments that have been accounted for, due

to their confidential nature, are not accessible. Accordingly, a

basic hospital cost of $50.00 per day wilt be assumed. Individual

I's length of stay in hospital is presented in Table A-5.
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TABLE A-5

HOSP]TAL TTME

(In Days)

r^1':--':*^- ^lneral Hospital 63 (1966)YV r¡r¡¡!¡/sY 9E

Manitoba Rehabilitation Hospital- 136 (1966)
Manitoba RehabiliÈation tlospital 5 (L961)
Manitoba Rehabilitation-Hospital I (1968)

---'--:-

Total 2I2

Source: Canadian Paraplegic Association (Central
hTestern Division) I{innipeg ,' J-97l-"

Essentiatly, Individual I was conval-escing until the end of 1968"

The 63 days spent in Winnipeg General Hospital are not part

of the cal-culation of costs due solely to paraplegia because they

were spent in emergency and intensive care necessitated by the

cause of the paraplegia rather than by the effects of paraplegia.

The relevant days in hospital and costs are presented in Tab1e

A-6.

TABLE A-6

Year Time Rate in Dollars Cost in Dollars

l-966 136 days G 50 6,800.00
L967 5 days @ 50 250.00
1968 I days @ 50 400.00

Source: Cal-culations based on Table A-5.

Discounted to 1966, these costs become:

$6,800. oo
238.09
362.8r

Total ç7,4OO.90
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2. Lost Prod.uction.

(a) Opportunity cost while convalescing" It will be assumed that

Indivj.dual I would be capabS-e of earning $61000.00 annually on the

average until age 65. At a projected employment rate of 96%, her

annual earnings would become $5r760.00.

(b) Lost production due to death. Indivj-d.ual I's life expectancy

has been reduced below that which would permit her to retire at

age 65. Consequently, the loss during this time must be accounted

for "

These two cost component.s

relevant information is as

Mortality Rate:

õi^ (N) ,
l_ö

ole.^(r(r:
IX

LoSt
Production

can be computed in one formula. The

follows:

4q (complete paraplegic)-x

59.30 years

44.16518 years

Consequently, Iost production occurs during two periods: from

period 0 to period 3 whil-e convalescing, and from period 44 Eo 47

due to an early death; during the interim, normal earnings are

received. This is presented schematically in Figure A-1.

ñ-^rrññ n 1r -L\Ju.f(la fl- l-

Normal Earnings

0

L966

In order to d.iscount the appropriate

L966, the following formu1a is used:

streams of earnings to
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i . "rr] .I
(r+i) P-r

.R -tqf

3t 
I
I

J

first bracketted term d.iscounts a stream of earnings from
age 18 to normal retirement (0 to 47 in Figure A-I),

second bracketted term dicounts normal achieved. earnings
from age 18 to early death (0 to 44) and is subtracted
from the first term to correct for an overstatement of
the costs attributable to paraplegia, and

third bracketted term discounts a stream of lost earnings
from age 18 to 21 (0 to 3) and this is added to the total
to correct for an understatement of lost earnings'

The calculation proceeds as follows:

the

the

the

l- .os

L@
s760 - -^-^". I" f ' rt.e8011735e341

-l

[ 'ou - s760 17.6627743æ70l +
I (r" oozos4ee) - (1) 24 j
L
Í-
I .gu sz6o 2.72324sæl =
I (1.oo2o34ee)-(1) 24 J
r .. I

Itz+.stl QAo) (L7. e801173se34) 
J

l-rrn.ur, (24o) (r7 "6G27i436370)] +

rl
| (24.s7) (24o) (2"72324803)) =

(106, O25.L539256) - (104,153.8457232) + (16,058 '4488064) =

(1,871.308203) + (16,058.4488064) =

çL7,929.7570094 = total discounted lost earnings'

3" Medical Supplies.

where data about a person's particular tiving problems and

accompanying expenses are not availabfe, it is almost impossible

to impute a value. The Canadian Paraplegic Association has not

generated such data and so, in this analysis, no attempt will be
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made to account. for cosËs over and above those for which reliable

information is available.

The total cosL of medical applíances and other sundry items

for Individual I in 1966 amounted to approxímately $600.00. Assumíng,

arbitrarily, these. items of capiËal equipnent need replacement every

10 years, Ëhe cost per year is $bO.OO, continuing for 44 years,

expendit.ure taking place every year. The discounËed value is computed

ín the following manner:

[*tt " R "ol-l =[""+- i L7'662774363701 =

þ 60 L7,662774363i0] = çL,05g.76644.= Èhe toÈal discounËed cost

to L966 of medical appliances.

, --.;4. Welrare ravments.

. Individual I received rvelfare payments Ëotalling $11035.55

from Care ServÍces from 1966 Lo 1968, an average of. $345.18 per year"

The discounted value of thís ís calculated as follows:

T I l- ^( e/,q ro II i - a | | .05 34s.18
i ;fu; R '3i = | LßffiiLz-L 2'723248i =

I (f+i)'-I 'l I 
taLL-L LL 

_iI-JL
¡-l
l(tZ.Zl) (28.77) (2"723248)l = $961.32805815 = rhe toËal díscounted
L' 'J

value to L966 of welfare payments.

5. Prolonged Hospital Care and Treatment of Ensuing ComplicaËions.

Symington and Fordy..46 "stimate the costs of caring for a

46. D. C. SymingËon and I^Iilbert E. Fordyce, "Changing Concepts
in the Management of Traumat.ic Paraplegiar" 9.P., Vol" 72, No. 3

(September " L965) , .,p. 140-155.
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dependent paraplegic over a 2O-year period as $60r000.00 to $250,000.00

depending upon the particular case, i.e.: $3,000.00 to $I2,500.00

annuall-y. The two elements of cost are (1) costs of prolonged hospitali-

zation and (2) the treatment of severe complications which frequentJ-y

strike paraplegics.

Individual I is only partially dependent and no information

is available yet on ensuing complications--ho\¡¡ever, such ailments are

inevitable. Therefore, the expected. costs that Symington and Fordyce

point out which wíll be relevant to Individual I will be below this

minimum figure of $:,000.00 annually. ft is assumed that the modest

figure of $1,000"00 per year for the life of the patient will be devoted

to prolonged care of ensuing complications and will begin after the

initial convalescent period is over, i.e.: L970. This value will

include opportunity costs. Therefore:

lz+.st.ry L7"6628 l- lz+.st.4P 3.54sss0s0 I =l_24 lL24 I
(18,079.3983825) - (3,629"5855596) = çL4,449.8L2q = Lhe toËal pro-

longed medical cosLs discounted to 1966"

6. Summary.

The total sLream of cosËs resulLing from avoidable paraplegia

ín the case of Individual I discounËed to the year of Ëhe injury is

presented in Table A-7"
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TABLE A-7

Item Cost in Dollars

Inítial Hospitalizalíon 7,400.900
Prolonged Care L4 r449.8L0
tr{elfa::e Payments 96L.328
Lost Production L7 ,929.757
Medical Supplies L,059.766

Toral 41,801.561

Source: Previous Sections l- through 5.

Total lost human life years equal 15.13; Èotal lost produc-

tive life years equal 2.83.

fndívidual II

Individual If, a male and a sËudent, rnlas lB years of age

when injured. His life expectancy daËa are presented below.

MorLality raÈe 12q_- (complete quadriplegic)

81, cm>

81, cn>

1. Inítial- HospítalizaËion.

53.34 years

24.330L0 years

St. Boniface Hospítal
l4ani toba Rehabili ta rion
Manitoba RehabÍlitation
Assiniboine liospital
Assiniboine Hospital
Manitoba RehabíIÍtation
Manitoba Rehabilitatíon

tv Laa

Source: Canadian
V,Iestern

TABLE A-8

HOSPITAL TIT"E

(In days)

Hospítal
Hospital

Hospital
Hospíta1

43 (1966)
160 (L966:47; 67:113)
3L (1967)

100 (L967)
L66 (1968)
26 (7969)
B (le70)

534

ParapJ-egic Association (Central
Division) lriinnipeg, I97I.
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Essentíally, Individual II was convalescing until the end

of L969,

The 43 days spent ín SL. Boníface Hospital are noË part of

the calculation of costs due solely Ëo paraplegia--this period of Ëíme

\,ras spenË ín emergency and intensive care. Therefore, the relevant

days in hospital and costs 
"r" 

prL".nÈed in Table A-9.

TABLE A_9

Year Time RaËe in Dollars CosË in Dollars

L966 47 days
L967 244 days
f96B 166 days
L969 26 ð.ays
L970 B days

Gs0
Gs0
Gs0
Gs0
Gs0

2 ,350. 00
t2 ,200. 00

8 ,300 . 00
1 ,300. 00

400.00

Source: Calculations based on Tabl-e A-8.

Discounted to 1966, these costs become:

$ 2,350.00
LL,6L9 .04

7 ,528.34
L,L22.98

329.07

Total $22,949.43

2. Lost Production.

IË is assumed Ëhat Indivídual II would have been capable

of earning, on the average and over the rest of a normal life span,

$8,500.00 per year in reaL L966 dollars. Allor+ing for a 96% ernploy-

ment rate, this becomes $8,160.00. However, he ís hampered as a

quadriplegic in two \nlays: (1) if he f inds employment ít is unlíkely

Ëhat he will earn as much as a nornal indivídual; and (2) he has only
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a 5O7I probabilíty of finding .*ploy*"tt.47

It is assumed that Individual II, as a quadriplegic, would

be able to earn $7,000.00 per year, on Èhe average; allowing for

unemployment probabílíties this becomes $61720.00. However, he has

only a 50% chance of earning this, i.e.: he can be expected to earn

$g,g60.00 over his remaining life as a quadriplegic. Therefore, his

earnings lost while in hospital, I966-L969, equal $8,160.00 per yeare

those lost during his working life equal $3,360.00, and if he dies

before age 65 as a resulü of paraplegia, he loses $8,160.00 per year"

This is presented schemaËically in Figure A-2"

LosË
Production

FIGI]RE A-2

Less Than Half
Normal Earnings

LosË
Production

U

L966

rlL
| ---------:n--
| (r+i)'-1
L

where:

+trr ^LIIC

the

24.33

-l
i-al

G+ÐE"K'T4ll +

'l

first bracketted term discounts a siream of nornral earnings
from age 18 to normaL retirement, (0 to 47 Ln Figure A-2),

second bracketted term d.iscounts a stream of one-half the lower
earnings level- resulting from quadriplegia assumed to be earned
from age 18 to early death (0 to 24.33), and is subtracted from
the first term to correct for an overstatement of the costs
attributable to quadriplegia, and

l-.¡-tr-a'fneretore. l----. K .'L(1+i)'-1

-l.*" ali ,

l

qlt

47. Canadian Paraplegic Association"
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the third bracketted term discounts a stream of lost earnings during
convalescence (0 to 4) and. is added to the total to correct
for an understatement of lost earnings.

The calculation proceeds as follows:

t^t
| .05 8160 1a ^c- 

. I

| (1.00203 4ss)-(tt' -ri-' L7'e80r2 | -r_' J

[ .* 3360 , " ,.^ - .^l
16'f '13'7e86421 +

f 3360 .)<t.Ë, I

l@'T'3's4sesos_.1 =

: lt-l
l-(24.s7) (340) (L7.e8012)] l- (24"s7> (140) (13.7e8642)) +

lr
l_(24 .s7 ) . (140) . (: . s4sesos)_l =

(L50,202.33137) - (41 ,464"5692) + (12,L97.35881) =

(102,737 .762L7) + (I2,L97.35881) = $LL4,936.L2098 = total lost pro-

duction discounted to 1966

3. Medical Supplies.

As with Indivídual I, complete data for this cost are not

available. The Canadian Paraplegic Association est,ímaËes some of the

costs as presented in Table A-10.

TABLE A-10

¿ LSIU Cost in Dollars

Hand splints 100.00
Electric Èypewriter 150.00
I,Iheelchairs 550.00

Total 800.00

Source: Canadian Paraplegic Association,
(Central I¡Jestern Division)

r.7 j --.i '^^- 1971.vr À¡¡¡¡¡PeY ,

If it is assumed that these items of capital equipment must

be replaced every 10 years, the yearly cost is $80.00 for an expected
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period oÍ. 24 years. The resulting stream of costs discounted to 1966

is found fn the following manner:

r- -l

Lt . 80 13.795642) = $1,103.89136 = Ëhe toËal discounted cosË ro L966

of medical appliances.

AdditÍonally, $10.00 per month is spent on non-drug medical

supplíes, rotall-ing $120.00 per year beginning in 1966 and continuing

for the 24 xemaLning years of expecËed life of Individual II. Assuming

these costs to occur twice monthl-y, Lhe sËream of such medical supply

costs, discounted to L966, becomes:

l- ' a I | .os L2or r a I | .os L2o.^-^^'l
ldÞ{ R'41=l ffi ' -Tr' 13'7e96l=

.IJL

;
lçZ+.Sl) . (5) (13.7956) | = $t,OgS.fSg = total díscounted medical
t'-l

supply costs.

Therefore, the discounËed total of medical supply expenditures

upon non-drug supplies and capiËal equipmenË equals:

$1,695.158
1,103.891

Çz,lgg.c4g

4 " I^Ielf are Payments

Indívidual II received a disability allowance from Lpr:-L 22 
"

L967, to December 1, L969, of $75.00 per month. These payments

roral-led $640.00 in L967, $900.00 in L968, and $1,000.00 in L969.
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AA
Thereafter, $175.00oo per month were paid and will continue to be paid

for the individual's Iifetime.

The disability allo¡¿ance discounted to 1966 equals:

ç 609.52
8L6.32
863.83

$2,289.67

counted

The contínuing welfare payments of $175.00 per month dis-

1966 equal:

/1 'i\P 1
\I-rrl -r

"R (l+i)p-l
-t"_" al | ,

I

where Lhe first Ëerm shows such paymenËs to begin in L966 and sub-

traction of Ëhe second Ëerm corrects for Ëhe resulting oversËaËement

of costs. Tire calculaËíon proceeds as fol-lows:

ti-att
4l -l

tl_r L-

LU

T
I

I

L

rI .U¿

L@
| .os

L@
lrtr.rr¡ . (17s)

(29,629.L2974) -

ry. 13.7s*64l -
I
-l

ry.3.s4sesosl =

. (13.7s86Ð1 - l<rr.rt>' (17s)

(7,6L4.043346L> = $22'015.0863939.

(3 
" s45es1)_l =

Therefore:

48. Abstracting
Ëransfer paymenÈs.

Dísability allowance
Continuing paymenËs

To tal

ç 2,289.67
22,0L5.0864

$24 ,304 .7 564

from r¿hatever adjustments mighË occur in fixed
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5. Prolonged Hospítal Care and TreatmenË of Ensuing Complícations.

Individual II is almosL wholly dependent; he is a compleËe

quadríplegíc and will be more prone to furËher disease and physiological

malfunction Ëhan Individual I, Based on Symingtonrs esËimatesr49

a long-term hospital care cost of $SrOO0.00 yearly is assumed, beginning

after the initial convalescent sËage is over and continuing for 24

years. The costs, discounted Èo L966 are:

l- lt- -l

I i 5000 a | | i 5000 a I

| ?rjÐP_l -ll- " 1l - | (l+iffi 24 ' al I e

L' J L 'I

where the first bracketted term overstat.es the cost and subtractíon

of the second l¡raclceÈted term corrects for this discrepancy. Therefore,
T -l r .'l
l(24.57) (208.33) (13"7e86)l-LQ4.s7) (208.33) (s.s4ses)-l =

à0,urr.232) - (18,150 .547) = $52,470.685 = roËal discounËed cosËs Èo

L966 of prolonged care of complicaËions.

6. Summary.

The t,otal stream of cosËs resulting from avoidable paraplegía

in the case of Individual II discounËed to the year of Lhe injury is

presented in Table A-11"

TABLE A-11

It,em

Initial Hospitalization
Prolonged care
I^Jelfare payments
Lost production
l,Iedical supplíes

To tal

Cost in Dollars

22,949.430
52,470 "685
24,304.756

rL4 
"936.LzL2,799 .049

2L7,460.04L

Sou::ce : Previous Sections I Èh¡:ough 5 "

49. See page 180 above.
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ToËal lost human life years equal 29.0L; Ëotal lost productive life

years equal L2.67 "

Individual III

Individual III, a male and a labourer, was 56 years of age

when injured; he subsequently died aË the age of 60 years. His life

expecËancy data are presented below.

MortaliÈy Rate

o3 /r,\. e56 (r\ /

o3 /ñ\
"56 

\*/

1. Initial Hospítalizatíon.

12q* (coruplete quadriplegic)

19 "64 years

3.535538 years

23L (L967)
s6s (1e68)
36s (Le6e)
sB (1970)

TABLE A-I2

HOSPITAL T]ME

(In Days)

St. Boniface Hospital 74 (Le66)
Iianitoba Rehabilitation Hospital 343 (L966:235; 67:108)
St. Boniface HospiÈal
St. Boniface Hospital
St. Boniface Hospital
SË. Vítal Hospital

To tal L,436

Source¡ Canadian Paraplegic Association (Central
western Division), WinniPeg, 1971'

Ar the end of the hospital time listed, Individual III died"

The initia:- 74 days spent in st" Boniface HospiËal are not parL of

the calculatÍon of costs attributable solely to paraplegia, for they

\¡¡ere spent for other purposes" Therefore' the relevant days in

hospiLal and costs are presented in Table A-13'
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L966
L967
L968
L969
L97 0

Gs0
G50
Gs0
Gs0
Gs0

based
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TABLE A-13

Rate in DollarsTime

235 days
339 days
365 days
365 days
58 days

Source: Calculations

Los t
Earnings

CosË in Dollars

11 ,750.00
16 ,950. 00
18 ,250 . 00
l_8 ,250 . 00

2 ,900. 00

on Tab1e A-12.

Discounteo to 1966, these costs become:

$11,750 .000
L6 ,L42 "850
16,553.288
L5 ,765.036
2,385.840

Total ç62"597.0L4

2. LosË Productíon.

It is assumed Ëhat Indívidual III r¿ould have been capable

of earningr oD Ëhe average over the rest of a normal life span'

$7,000.00 in reaL L966 dollars. At a 96% employment rate, this becomes

$6r720.00. Hís earnings patt,ern is presented schematically in Figure A-3.

FÏGURE A-3

Lost Earnings----!9:4----
507.

04e
Jvoo

The Canadian Paraplegíc Association has conject.ured that

the cause of death was 507. due to paraplegia and 502 due to separate

health problems--hence the dotted line in Figure A-3: only half of

lost potenËial- earnings from age 60 to age 65 would be due to para-

plegia. If thaË rrzere actually the case, the formula for discountíng
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Írould appear as follows:

[ '. 6720 al t i
LË,'-' ' ,li -lr*"¡;

f":"t # h] ' staËing that ru'l

r 
"-l =[-----lfrn-r " R gU 

L(1"00203'õrrõ'

3360 .,_l +,ll

earnings from age 56 to

. 7.LO7BzrUr] =

24

65 are díscounted, then half earnings from age 56 to 65 ate subtracted

to allow for the facË that lost earnings due to deaËh from paraplegia

eonstitute only 507. of the full value, and finally, half earnings

from age 56 to deaËh aE 60 are added to correct the understatement of

loss. However, Individual III, in his 56th year, when injured, then

had a revised life expecËancy of 3.54 years, i.e.: he died when the

probabiliËy saíd he would. Therefore, the opinion of the Canadían

Paraplegic Association appears to be inaccurate; apparenËly death was

due solely to paraplegia and full earnings from age 60 to 65 are to be

dÍscounted as follows:

6720
24

!<r+.srl . (2s0) (7.10782168)] = [ e4.s7) . (1,ee'.18e6)]

ç48,898.958472 = total lost earnings discounted to 1966.

3. Medical Supplies.

' The on1_y data available with regard to medícal supplies

are those dealing wiËh appliances required by Individual III; these

are presenËed in Table A-14:
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.1'ATlL!; A-I4

Item

TABLE A-15

Item

lnitial- Hospitalization
Lost production
Medical supplies

TotaI

Source: Previous calculations "

Cost in Dollars

Cervieal collar and hand splints 100.00
A. D. L. aids and E. and J. wheelchair 405.00

Total 505. OO

Source: Canadian Paraplegic Association (Central
Western Division) lfinnipeg I I97L.

Assuming such equipmenË must be replaced every 10 years,

the yearly cost is $S0.50 for an actual period of almosË four years.

The resulting costs discounted Ëo L966 arez

I lf II i ^ a | | "05 50.50 ^ -,-^-^-lr--;-' n c ql = 
i 6.õ56tr61' --T-' r.)4)v)rri =

| (1+í)Y-1 *ll I \r'u)u/-(ri t 
,l_' '_l l_

[ctl (s0.50) (s. s4sesos)-l = [ ctl G7s.07oso02s)] = $r7e . 07r.

For Individual III, there are no cost,s to be listed under

categories 4 or 5.

6. Summary.

The total stream of costs resulting from avoidable paraplegia

in the case of Individual III discounted. to the year of the injury is

presented in Tabl-e A-15.

Cost in Dollars

62 ,597.014000
48,898.958472

179.071000

r11,675 "043472

Total lost human life years equal 15"64; total lost productive

life years equal 5.00.
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Summary: The ToËal Social Burden
Attributable to Paraplegia

The total sËream of costs resulting from avoídable paraplegía

ímposed upon socieËy and díscounted to L966 is presented ín Table A-16.

TABLE A.16

Individual

Individual I
Indívidual II
Individual III

Total

Source: Previous

Cost in Dollars

41 ,801. 561
2L7 ,460,04L
LLL,67 5 .043

370,936.645

calculations.

However, only 6"5L% of this amount faíxLy can be attributed

Ëo the ambulance industry.50 Therefore, the total stream of cosÈs

resulting from paraplegia and directl-y aÈËributable to the ambulance

industry díscounËed to L966 Ls $24,:!49.97. Total lost human lífe years

attríbutable to paraplegia equal 59.78; total lost human life years

aËtributable to the ambulance índustry equal 3.89. ToËal lost pro-

duetíve life years attributable to paraplegia equal 30"50; Ëotal lost

producËive life years atËribuËable Ëo the arnbulance índustry equal

L.99.

3. The Total Social Burden

Bo th

panying costs

avoídable deaËh and

have been anaLyzed.

avoidable injury and

The avoidable death

their accom-

cost atËributable

50. See Chapter I, p. L6.
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Ëo the ambulance industry in 1966 is $100,959.91. The avoidable

ínjury cost attributable to the arubul-ance industry is $24'1-49.98.

The total social burden ímposed upon socíety in 1966 as the result

of inadequate ambulance facílities is $125,109"89. Moreover, lost

human life years total 95.6L and lost productÍve 1j-fe years total

37 .99.
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